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Abstract

Water is an essential natural resource for life and economic activities. Water resources

management is facing major challenges due to increasing demands caused by popu-

lation growth, increased industrial and agricultural use, and depletion of fresh water

sources around the world. In addition to putting stress on our civilization, factors

such as water supply availability, spatial population changes, industrial growth, etc.

are all sources of major uncertainty in water resources management. There are also

uncertainties regarding climate variability and how it affects both water demands and

supplies. Stochastic programming is a mathematical tool to help make decisions un-

der uncertainty that models the uncertain parameters using probability distributions

and incorporates probabilistic statements in mathematical optimization. This disser-

tation applies stochastic programming to water resources management. In particular,

we focus on reclaimed water distribution network design to effectively reuse water in

a municipal system and a water allocation problem in an integrated water system

under uncertainty.

We first present a two-stage stochastic integer program with recourse for cost-

effective reclaimed water network design. Unlike other formulations, uncertain de-

mands, temporal, and spatial population changes are explicitly considered in our

model. Selection of pipe and pump sizes are modeled using binary variables in or-

der to linearize the nonlinear hydraulic equations and objective function terms. We

then develop preprocessing methods to significantly reduce the problem dimension by

exploiting the problem characteristics and network structure. We analyze the sensi-

tivity of the network design under varying model parameters, present computational

results, and discuss when the stochastic solution is most valuable.

Next, we investigate the use of risk-averse approach in water resources manage-

ment using the so-called conditional value-at-risk as a risk measure. We develop a
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multistage risk-averse stochastic program with recourse for long-term water alloca-

tion under uncertain demands and water supply variability. We propose a specialized

decomposition-based algorithm to solve multistage risk-averse stochastic programs,

and present both the single-cut and the multicut version of the algorithm. We then

compare the solution methodologies with different ways of decomposing the resulting

problem. We solve the multistage risk-averse water allocation problem with different

risk aversion levels and model assumptions, present computational results to demon-

strate the potential benefits of risk-averse approach, and provide a guideline for risk

aversion level selection.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Deterministic mathematical optimization models have been successfully used to an-

alyze a wide variety of real-world problems and support decision making. One limi-

tation of deterministic optimization is that the parameters are assumed to be known

with certainty. In many applications, especially applications for long-term planning,

this assumption is overly restrictive and violated due to the inherent randomness in

the system. For instance, when designing a power supply network, the capacities of

power generators has to be decided before observing the future customer demands,

which can not be estimated with certainty. As another example, in long-term finan-

cial portfolio management, the future returns and the interest rate of the financial

assets in the market are not known with certainty when the investor makes invest-

ment decisions. In these cases, deterministic optimization models do not take the

possible future outcomes into account when seeking an optimal solution. Stochastic

programming, on the other hand, directly incorporates uncertainties into the opti-

mization framework, enabling its optimal solution to better hedge against possible

future uncertainties.

Stochastic programming is a viable modeling tool for long-term water resources

management. Two of the major uncertainties with largest impact for water resources

management are (1) demands based on future population, density, and per-capita

water use/reuse; and (2) adequacy and availability of water supplies to meet future

demands. In this dissertation, we apply stochastic programming to design a municipal

reclaimed water network and make long-term water allocation decisions in a risk-

averse manner under uncertainty.
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1.1 Motivation

Water is an essential important natural resource on earth. It is used for many different

purposes including agricultural, industrial, household, recreational, and environmen-

tal activities. Water management is recognized as an increasingly critical issue due

to population growth, rapid urbanization, climate change, increased competition for

water, and depletion of fresh water sources. To achieve sustainability with respect

to economic, environmental, and social criteria, a new paradigm is emerging that

centers around the goal of providing users their desired water quality and quantity.

Therefore, instead of a single water of drinkable quality for all uses, an integrated

water network should be provided for different water usage. That is, multiple water

streams are distributed to different users in different piping systems.

A wide ranging set of complex problems arise from this new paradigm. Loca-

tion problems for water and wastewater treatment facilities, distribution system on

regional and local scales, multi-period models that consider water allocation staging

over time under uncertain population growth and demands are a few of the general

problem types. This dissertation considers two important problems in this new dia-

gram. The first one is the reclaimed water distribution network design and the second

one is the long-term water resource allocation, which involves determining the volume

of different water resources used for various water demands, water treatment, urban

reuse, and recharge storage level planning.

1.1.1 Motivation for Reclaimed Water Network Design

Diminishing supplies and population growth are stressing the limited water resources

available in many communities. The water, wastewater and water reuse industries

have recognized the need for extending the present water supplies. A significant—

but underutilized—water resource is reclaimed water, i.e., treated wastewater that is

reintroduced for various purposes. Especially in water scarce regions, reclaimed water
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is often the only remaining source of water to meet increasing population and water

demands.

“1 gallon reclaimed water served is 1 gallon water saved.” The use of reclaimed

water offsets a portion of the community’s demand that would otherwise be met by

extracting additional groundwater or tapping additional surface water source for non-

potable uses. According to a Tucson Water study (City of Tucson, Water Department,

2010), in 2009, reclaimed water use saved 5.5 billion gallons of drinking water, which

is enough to serve more than 59,000 families for a year. In addition, reclaimed water

sales in the same year resulted in more than $8.5 million dollars in revenue, which is

more than 8.5% of total revenue of Tucson Water.

Because of the increasing importance of water reuse, the utilities are under pres-

sure to expand their reclaimed water system but would like to do it in the least costly

way. The cost of building, expanding, maintaining, and operating a water distri-

bution system can be in the tens of millions of dollars. Least-cost design of water

systems is therefore important and even small percentage savings can be used by local

governments to fund other important areas of interest such as education and security.

In this dissertation, we provide a least-cost reclaimed water network design under

spatial and temporal uncertainties for a municipal system.

1.1.2 Motivation for Long-Term Water Allocation

With the rapid population growth, uncertain water supplies, and economic develop-

ment, water authorities are facing new challenges. More water is needed to meet the

increasing demand, but potential climate change and increasing water competition re-

sult in uncertainties as to the adequacy and availability of water supplies. In parallel

with the need to adapt to new demands, utilities are under pressure to operate water

and wastewater infrastructures in a sustainable manner while providing resilient and

robust service.
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To achieve a sustainable and drought-resistant water resources management, an

integrated approach exploiting all potential water sources is needed. In many arid or

semi-arid areas, there is usually limited surface water or groundwater, and therefore

they should be used efficiently. Sewage water should be collected and treated, and the

resulting reclaimed water should be redistributed to the system for non-potable usage

and also to recharge the natural sources. In addition, preserving the excess water

supply for future uses should also be considered for a sustainable water future. A

strategic long-term water allocation planning will help ensure the best use of multiple

sources of water, minimize the cost, and increase the sustainability of an integrated

water and reclaimed water distribution system.

1.2 Contributions

The primary goal of this dissertation is to apply stochastic programming models

and techniques to support the decision process in water resources management for

developing effective long-term construction and operational plans under various un-

certainties to achieve sustainability in a least-cost manner. The main contributions

of this dissertation are as follows:

• We develop a two-stage stochastic program with recourse for cost-effective

reclaimed water network design, considering uncertain future demands, the

growth of a community, and the staged construction in the network. Pipe

sizing decisions are modeled as binary variables, which is easier to implement

in the real-world designs as there is no need to round up or down or break

pipelines into segments. Pump sizes also discretized, allowing the model to be

linearized. To the best of our knowledge, the presented model is the first work

for use of stochastic programming in pipe and pump size selection for municipal

reclaimed water distribution system.
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• We devise preprocessing methods to reduce the problem dimension in reclaimed

water network design, which considerably reduces problem size and allows us

to solve larger problems. We present computational results to demonstrate the

advantage of the proposed stochastic programming model and investigate the

value of stochastic solution under different model parameters.

• We develop a multistage risk-averse stochastic program for long-term water al-

location problem in an integrated water and wastewater system and apply this

model to a southeastern portion of Tucson, AZ. We control the risk of severe

water shortage by incorporating Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) in the ob-

jective function. This allows us to develop a risk-averse policy that penalizes

large losses without comprising too much on the expected cost. Based on com-

putational experiments with different risk parameters and model assumptions,

we provide guidelines on risk-aversion level selection.

• We propose a specialized decomposition-based algorithm to solve the resulting

multistage risk-averse problem, and present both single-cut and multicut version

of the algorithm. Our algorithm uses a specific decomposition of the problem.

We provide a computational comparison of the decomposition-based method

that uses different decomposition.

We end by noting that the models developed in the dissertation help utilities make

long-term strategic plans for distribution system construction and expansion, water

allocation and flow distribution operations, and recharge facility storage planning, in

a least costly or risk-averse way under the uncertainties they face. These models are

transferable and applicable to other water-scarce regions to help water/wastewater-

related decisions.
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1.3 Dissertation Organization

This dissertation contains five chapters and the remaining four chapters are organized

as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide a selected background and review the relevant

literature. The models we study in this dissertation use stochastic programming and

CVaR. As such, we start this chapter by providing a background on two- and multi-

stage stochastic programs with recourse, and review the decomposition-based method

for solving multistage models. Note that variants of this method are used to solve the

multistage model presented in Chapter 4. Selected literature review of applications of

stochastic programming to water resources management problems also is presented.

We then give an overview of CVaR, its use in stochastic programming, and briefly

review its application in water resources management. We review additional, specific

literature on water network design in Chapter 3 and water allocation in Chapter 4.

Chapter 3 develops a two-stage stochastic binary program with recourse for mu-

nicipal reclaimed water network design. We first present the generalized model for-

mulation for branched reclaimed network design and apply it to a realistic municipal

reclaimed water system. We develop methods to reduce the problem dimension by

exploiting the problem characteristics and network structure. We then report the

computational effectiveness of dimension reduction and analyze the solution. Sensi-

tivity analysis of the system for varying model parameters is provided and discussed.

The material presented in this chapter can be found in (Zhang et al., 2013).

In Chapter 4, we develop a multistage risk-averse stochastic programming model

for long-term water allocation planning in a regional water distribution system. This

model aims to optimize water allocation, distribution, and water storage planning.

We first present the general multistage model for water allocation, where conditional

value-at-risk is incorporated to control the risk of severe water shortage. We propose a

decomposition-based algorithm to solve the resulting multistage risk-averse stochas-

tic program, and present two versions of the algorithm. We compare the solution
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methodologies with different decompositions on a set of water allocation problem in-

stances. We then apply the proposed model and solution method to a realistic water

resources management problem and investigate the potential benefit of risk-averse

model with varying model assumptions.

We conclude the dissertation in Chapter 5 by providing a summary of contribu-

tions and suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 2

Background and Literature Review

In this chapter we provide selected background on stochastic programming and re-

view literature related to the topics discussed in this dissertation. We begin in Sec-

tion 2.1 by providing a background on relevant topics in stochastic programming. In

particular, we present an overview of two-stage and multistage stochastic programs

with recourse and a decomposition-based method for solving multistage stochastic

programs. We end in Section 2.1 by a literature review of applications of stochastic

programming to various water resources management problems with emphasis on top-

ics related to this dissertation. In Section 2.2, we provide an overview of conditional

value-at-risk and briefly review its applications in stochastic programming, focusing

on water resources management problems. This chapter provides background infor-

mation as well as general literature reviews, while further, more specific literature

reviews presented in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.1 Stochastic Programs with Recourse

Stochastic programming extends deterministic mathematical programming by incor-

porating random variables and probabilistic statements into problem formulation. A

class of stochastic programs, called the chance-constrained problems, for instance, in-

corporate probabilistic constraints into optimization. In this dissertation, we will be

using two- and multistage stochastic programs with recourse, which we review below.

For general information on stochastic programming we refer to (Birge and Louveaux,

1997; Ruszczyński and Shapiro, 2003; Shapiro et al., 2009) and references therein.
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2.1.1 Two-stage Stochastic Programs with Recourse

In two-stage stochastic programs with recourse, the uncertain elements like costs,

demands, etc. are modeled by random vectors with known probability distributions.

The first-stage decisions are made before the uncertainty is revealed. When a real-

ization of the stochastic elements become known, the second-stage recourse decisions

are made correspondingly. The goal is to take all future outcomes into considera-

tion when making the first-stage decisions to hedge against the uncertainties. For

instance, the first-stage decisions could place a number of factories, warehouses, etc.

and the second-stage decisions then find a minimal-cost distribution of products when

demand is realized.

A two-stage stochastic linear program with recourse can be formulated as

min
x

cx + E[Q2(x, ξ)]

s.t. Ax = b, (2.1)

x ≥ 0,

where Q2(x, ξ) = min
y

qy

s.t. Wy = Tx+ d,

y ≥ 0.

In the above formulation, x and y denote the vectors of first- and second-stage decision

variables with dimensions dx and dy, respectively. Here, ξ is a vector of random

elements in W,T, d, and q and the expectation in (2.1) is taken with respect to the

probability distribution of ξ, which is assumed to be independent of x.

In the stochastic programming literature, E[Q2(x, ξ)] is called the recourse func-

tion and the matrices T and W are called the technology and recourse matrices, respec-

tively. When the matrix W is deterministic, the above problem (2.1) is said to have

fixed recourse; otherwise (W is random), it has random recourse. Let X = {x : Ax =

b, x ≥ 0} and K = {x : ∃ y satisfying Wy = Tx + d, y ≥ 0,with probability 1}. K
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is the set of induced feasibility constraints, which means if x 6∈ K, the second-stage

problem is infeasible. The two-stage stochastic program (2.1) is said to be infeasible

if X ∩K = ∅. If X ∩K = X then the problem (2.1) is said to have relatively com-

plete recourse. Relatively complete recourse means that for every first-stage decision

x ∈ X , the second-stage problem has at least one feasible solution, with probability

1. Using a penalty-based formulation, most real-world problems can be formulated

so that they have relatively complete recourse.

In the above two-stage model (2.1), all objective and constraint terms, except

for the recourse function, are linear in x. Extensions are possible by considering

nonlinear terms and integrality constraints. Of particular interest to this dissertation

is the two-stage stochastic binary program with recourse, where in both stages, the

decision variables are restricted to be binary. This special case of stochastic integer

program with recourse is formulated as:

min
x

cx + E[Q2(x, ξ)]

s.t. Ax = b,

x ∈ {0, 1}dx ,

where Q2(x, ξ) = min
y

qy

s.t. Wy = Tx+ d,

y ∈ {0, 1}dy .

In Chapter 3, we use such a model to design (in the first stage), and then to expand

(in the second stage) a reclaimed water network for a municipal system.

The two-stage stochastic integer program described above is computationally diffi-

cult for several reasons. First, the second-stage problem for a given first-stage decision

and for each scenario is an integer program, which may be NP-hard and involve sig-

nificant computational difficulties. Second, evaluating the expected second-stage cost

for a fixed first-stage decision is generally impossible if the uncertain parameters have
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a continuous distribution. For discrete finite distributions, evaluation still involves

solving a large number of integer programs. Finally, the recourse function is noncon-

vex and often discontinuous in x. Nevertheless, in Chapter 3, we are able to solve our

problems after we employ our proposed preprocessing techniques that significantly

reduce the problem dimension.

2.1.2 Multistage Stochastic Programs with Recourse

The two-stage model described above is a special case of a more general structure,

which is called the multistage stochastic program with recourse. In a multistage

setting, the uncertain parameters ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξT are realized gradually over time in T

periods and the recourse decisions are made in multiple future times as the uncertainty

unfolds. The objective is to find a first-stage decision x1 that minimizes the expected

cost over the entire T periods. We will use this type of model in Chapter 4 to allocate

water resources over decades.

In generic form, a T -stage stochastic program with recourse can be written in the

nested formulation

min
x1∈X1

c1x1 + E

[
min

x2∈X2(x1,ξ2)
c2x2 + E

[
· · ·+ E

[
min

xT∈XT (xT−1,ξT )
cTxT

]]]
. (2.2)

Here, xt, t = 1, 2, . . . , T are decision variables in stage t and Xt(xt−1, ξt), t = 2, 3, . . . , T

are the feasible regions of xt given the (t−1)-stage decision xt−1 and random parameter

ξt. The expectations are taken with respect to the conditional distribution ξt+1 given

the history of the process up until that time (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξt). We will explain this

further below. Specifically, for a multistage stochastic linear program with recourse,

Xt(x1) := {x1 : A1x1 = b1, x1 ≥ 0} ,

Xt(xt−1, ξt) := {xt : Atxt = Btxt−1 + bt, xt ≥ 0} , t = 2, 3, . . . , T.

From now on, we denote the history of the process from time t1 to time t2 (1 ≤
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t1 ≤ t2 ≤ T ) by

ξ[t1,t2] = (ξt1 , . . . , ξt2).

For example, ξ[1,t] represents all the information available at time t. The decision at

stage t, xt, depends only on the information available at time t (i.e., ξ[1,t]) and not on

the realizations of random parameters at later stages.

To understand the dynamics of multistage stochastic programming, let us first

look at the multistage program from the perspective of the last stage, stage T . At

this time all the random elements in the problem data, ξ[1,T ] are already known, and

all the decisions x1, . . . , xT−1 from earlier stages have already been made. Therefore,

the problem at stage T is,

min
xT

cTxT

s.t. ATxT = BTxT−1 + bT , (2.3)

xT ≥ 0.

The optimal solution of this problem depends on (T − 1)-stage decision, xT−1, and

random data at stage T , ξT = (cT , AT , BT , bT ). Note that ξT is the newly observed

data and could possibly depend on earlier observations ξ[1,T−1]. We denote the optimal

value of problem (2.3) by QT (xT−1, ξT ).

At stage T − 1 we know the information of random elements ξ[1,T−1] and xT−2.

Again, note that ξT−1 = (cT−1, AT−1, BT−1, bT−1) is the newly observed data and goes

directly in problem formulation of stage T − 1 problem. The (T − 1)-stage problem

then becomes the following two-stage stochastic program with recourse

min
xT−1

cT−1xT−1 + E[QT (xT−1, ξT )|ξ[1,T−1]]

s.t. AT−1xT−1 = BT−1xT−2 + bT−1, (2.4)

xT−1 ≥ 0.

The optimal value of problem (2.4) is then denoted by QT−1(xT−2, ξT−1). In general,

the optimal value of the t−stage (t = 2, . . . , T −1) problem, Qt(xt−1, ξt), is dependent
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on xt−1 and ξt, and can be obtained by solving the following problem:

min
xt

ctxt + E[Qt+1(xt, ξt+1)|ξ[1,t]]

s.t. Atxt = Btxt−1 + bt, (2.5)

xt ≥ 0.

Qt+1(xt, ξt+1) is similar to the cost-to-go function in dynamic programming. The

idea here is to calculate this cost-to-go function recursively going backward in time.

Finally, the first-stage problem can be written as:

min
x1

c1x1 + E[Q2(x1, ξ2)]

s.t. A1x1 = b1, (2.6)

x1 ≥ 0.

At this point, all subsequent stage t = 2, . . . , T problems are absorbed in (2.6) into the

function Q2(x1, ξ2). Note that the information at the first stage, ξ1 = (c1, A1, B1, b1)

is deterministic so there is no need to take the expectation conditional to ξ1 in the

above objective function. In particular, when T = 2, the problem (2.6) is a two-stage

stochastic linear program and has the same formulation as in (2.1).

2.1.3 Scenario Trees

We now introduce scenario trees and related notation, which will be used in our

discussion of the nested L-shaped method in the next section and in also Chapter 4.

Note that even though scenario trees are used in the two-stage setting, their use (and

related notation) is more critical in the multistage setting. Therefore, our discussion

here will focus on multistage trees.

In multistage stochastic programming, description of a scenario is often in the form

of a tree structure (Figure 2.1). Figure 2.1 shows a scenario tree with nine scenarios

in the last stage (T = 3). At stage t = 1 there is only one root node and we associate
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Figure 2.1: A tree of nine scenarios over three stages.

it with ξ1, which is “known”, or deterministic, at stage t = 1. In finite scenario trees,

in each stage t of the scenario tree, we have a limited number of possible realizations,

which we call as the stage-t scenarios. We associate the nodes at stage t with possible

outcomes of ξt, and denote by Ωt, the set of all outcomes at stage t = 1, . . . , T . For

instance, in Figure 2.1, stage two has |Ω2| = 3 outcomes. We use ωt ∈ Ωt to index

a specific outcome and use ξωtt to denote that specific outcome. The elements of ξωtt

will be denoted similarly as cωtt , Aωtt , Bωt
t , and bωtt .

Assume ξt has a finite support with marginal probability mass function given by

P{ξt = ξωtt } = pωtt , for all ωt ∈ Ωt. For notational convenience, we will assume a first-

stage sample space Ω1, a singleton set, with a known realization ξω1
1 = (c1, A1, b1) and

pω1
1 = 1. Conditional probability mass functions are given by

p
ωt|ωt−1

t = P{ξt = ξωtt |ξt−1 = ξ
ωt−1

t−1 }.

Each stage-t (t > 1) scenario ωt has a single ancestor scenario in stage t− 1 and

several descendant scenarios in stage t + 1 (when t < T ). Our notation to represent

these relationships in a multistage scenario tree is as follows. For each for each stage-t

(t > 1) scenario ωt, we denote the unique ancestor as a(ωt). For each stage-t (t < T )

scenario ωt, we denote the set of descendant scenarios as ∆(ωt). For instance, in
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Figure 2.1, scenarios 7, 8, 9 have the same ancestor and this ancestor has three

descendent scenarios. We are now ready to present the nested L-shaped method.

2.1.4 Nested L-Shaped Method

One of the most effective ways to solve a multistage stochastic linear program is by a

decomposition-based method known as the nested L-shaped method. In this section,

we review this algorithm as we will use variants of it to solve our multistage water

allocation problem in Chapter 4. The L-shaped method, proposed by Slyke and Wets

(1969), is a decomposition-based algorithm for solving two-stage stochastic linear

programs with a discrete finite distribution. It is known as Benders decomposition in

integer programming and Kelley’s cutting planning algorithm in convex optimization.

Louveaux (1980) extended the method for multistage stochastic linear programs.

The nested L-shaped method decomposes a multistage stochastic linear program

into subproblems by stage and scenario. Then it places cuts to form lower approxima-

tions of the recourse functions at each stage and to adds other cuts to achieve an xt

that results in a feasible problem in all its descendants. The cuts represent successive

linear lower approximations of the expectation or the outer approximations of the

feasible region for each subproblem. In this section, we first describe a basic single-

cut version of the algorithm, then describe an enhancement of this basic algorithm

by replacing the single cut with multiple cuts. Both single-cut and multicut versions

of our proposed specialized algorithm will be discussed in Chapter 4.

In our subsequent discussion of the nested L-shaped method, we assume that

• the multistage stochastic linear program has relatively complete recourse (that

is , all stage t subproblems are feasible for any feasible stage t− 1 variable xt−1,

for t = 2, 3, . . . , T ), and

• each stage’s feasible region is bounded.
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These assumptions imply that the subproblems formed during the course of the al-

gorithm (see (2.3) – (2.6)) have finite optimal solutions. So, in our presentation,

we do not need to consider any feasibility cuts but we only generate cuts to form a

lower-approximation of the expectations, which are known as optimality cuts.

In the single-cut version of nested L-shaped method, for each stage t (1 ≤ t < T )

and each scenario ωt at that stage, we have the following subproblem, denoted as

sub(ωt):

min
xt,θt

cωtt xt + θt (2.7a)

s.t. Aωtt xt = Bωt
t x

a(ωt)
t−1 + bωtt , (2.7b)

θt ≥ Gωt
t,kxt + gωtt,k, k = 1, . . . , Kωt , (2.7c)

xt ≥ 0, (2.7d)

where Kωt is the number of cuts constructed at sub(ωt) up to the current iteration,

and Gωt
t,k and gωtt,k denote the gradients and intercepts of the optimality cuts. Here

Gωt
t,k is the kth row of the cut gradient matrix Gωt

t and gωtt,k is the the kth element of

the cut intercepts vector gωtt . Note that the expectation E[Qt+1(xt, ξt+1)|ξ[1,t]] in (2.4)

is replaced by θt, which provides a lower approximation of the former. The stage-T

subproblems, sub(ωT ), ωt ∈ Ωt, do not have any cuts since there no expectation term

at this stage (see (2.3)). A sub(ωT ) subproblem is

min
xT

cωTT xT

s.t. AωTT xT = BωT
T x

a(ωT )
T−1 + bωTT , (2.8)

xT ≥ 0.

Let us now discuss how to generate the cuts given in (2.7c). Let πωtt and φωtt

denote the vector of dual multipliers of (2.7b) and (2.7c), respectively. When the

descendants of sub(ωt) are solved at a particular stage t decision, xωtt , the cut gradient
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and intercept to be added to sub(ωt) are found via:

Gωt
t,k =

∑
ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

p
ωt+1|ωt
t+1 π

ωt+1

t+1 B
ωt+1

t+1 (2.9)

and

gωtt,k =
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

p
ωt+1|ωt
t+1 π

ωt+1

t+1 b
ωt+1

t+1 +
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

p
ωt+1|ωt
t+1 φ

ωt+1

t+1 g
ωt+1

t+1 (2.10)

When t = T − 1, the second term in (2.10) is absent.

The single cut version of the nested L-shaped method for multistage stochastic

linear programs is presented below:

Nested L -Shaped Method (single-cut)

0. Initialization:

Initialize k = 0, z̄ = +∞. Define tolerance ε > 0. Add initial cuts (e.g., θt ≥ 0),

if available.

1. Update lower bound:

Set k = k + 1.

Solve sub(ω1) and obtain x1 and θ1. Let lower bound z = c1x1 + θ1.

2. Forward Pass:

For { t = 2, . . . , T and ωt ∈ Ωt,

Form the right-hand side of sub(ωt) as Bωt
t x

a(ωt)
t−1 + bωtt .

Solve sub(ωt) and obtain xωtt . If t = T , also obtain πωTT .

End For }

3. Update upper bound:

Let ẑ = c1x1 +
T∑
t=2

∑
ωt∈Ωt

pωtt c
ωt
t x

ωt
t .

If ẑ < z̄, then let z̄ = ẑ and x∗1 = x1.
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4. Check stopping criterion:

If z̄ − z ≤ ε · min{|z̄|, |z|}, then STOP. Output x∗1 as a solution yielding an

objective function value within 100 · ε% of optimal.

Otherwise, continue to Step 5.

5. Backward Pass:

For { t = T − 1, . . . , 2 and ωt ∈ Ωt,

Augment sub(ωt)’s set of cuts with

θt ≥ Gωt
t,kxt + gωtt,k,

where Gωt
t,k and gωtt,k are calculated as in (2.9) and (2.10).

Form the right-hand side of sub(ωt) as Bωt
t x

a(ωt)
t−1 + bωtt .

Solve sub(ωt) and obtain (πωtt , φ
ωt
t ).

End For }

Augment sub(ω1)’s set of cuts with θ1 ≥ G1,kx1 + g1,k.

Go to Step 1.

In the forward pass of the algorithm, we go forward in the scenario tree (in an

increasing order of time stages) and solve sub(ωt)’s to obtain xts. After the forward

pass, we have a suboptimal solution, which provides an upper bound. In the backward

pass, we go backward in the scenario tree (in a decreasing order of time stages) and

generate cuts for earlier stage problems. Once these cuts are added, each problems

are solved going up to stage one. At this point, we obtain a lower bound on the

optimal value using our current lower approximation. The algorithm stops when the

upper and lower bounds are sufficiently close.

In the above single-cut version of the algorithm, all realizations in Ωt of the stage-t

subproblems are optimized in Step 5, and their optimal dual solutions (πωtt , φ
ωt
t ) are

then aggregated in (2.9) and (2.10) to generate one cut (2.7c). In the multicut variant

of the L-shaped method, multiple cuts are appended at each iteration. Every sub(ωt)
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adds its own cut to the ancestor problem, sub(a(ωt)), instead of combining the dual

solution of each sub(ωt) to generate a single cut.

The subproblem sub(ωt) at stage t (1 ≤ t < T ) of the multicut variant is,

min
xt,θ

ωt+1
t ,ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

ctxt +
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

p
ωt+1|ωt
t+1 θ

ωt+1

t

s.t. Aωtt xt = Bωt
t x

a(ωt)
t−1 + bωtt , (2.11a)

θ
ωt+1

t ≥ Gωt
t,k(ωt+1)xt + gωtt,k(ωt+1), ωt+1 ∈ Ωt,

k = 1, . . . , Kωt(ωt+1), (2.11b)

xt ≥ 0, (2.11c)

where Kωt(ωt+1) is the number of cuts constructed from sub(ωt+1) at sub(ωt) up to

the current iteration for ωt+1 ∈ ∆(ωt). Here, Gωt
t,k(ωt+1) and gωtt,k(ωt+1) denote the

gradients and intercepts of the optimality cuts obtained by the dual multipliers from

sub(ωt+1), respectively. Note that θt in (2.7a) is replaced by
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

p
ωt+1|ωt
t+1 θ

ωt+1

t ,

where each θ
ωt+1

t now provides a lower approximation of the objective function of

sub(ωt+1). The subproblems in stage T , sub(ωT ), remain the same as in (2.8).

The multicuts are obtained in a similar fashion. As before, let πωtt and φωtt denote

the vector of dual multipliers of (2.11a) and (2.11b), respectively, and gωtt be the

vector of all cut intercepts in (2.11b). When the descendants of sub(ωt) are solved

at a particular stage-t decision, xωtt , the cut gradient and intercept to be added to

sub(ωt) are found via:

Gωt
t,k(ωt+1) = π

ωt+1

t+1 B
ωt+1

t+1 (2.12)

and

gωtt,k(ωt+1) = π
ωt+1

t+1 b
ωt+1

t+1 + φ
ωt+1

t+1 g
ωt+1

t+1 . (2.13)

Once again, for t = T , the last term in (2.13) is absent.

We now give a presentation of the multicut version of the nested L-shaped algo-

rithm:
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Nested L -Shaped Method (multicut)

0. Initialization:

Initialize k = 0, z̄ = +∞. Define tolerance ε > 0. Add initial cuts (e.g.

θ
ωt+1

t ≥ 0), if available.

1. Update lower bound:

Set k = k + 1.

Solve sub(ω1) and obtain x1 and θω2
1 . Let lower bound z = c1x1+

∑
ω2∈Ω2

p
ωt+1|ωt
t+1 θω2

1 .

2. Forward Pass:

For { t = 2, . . . , T and ωt ∈ Ωt,

Form the right-hand side of sub(ωt) as Bωt
t x

a(ωt)
t−1 + bωtt .

Solve sub(ωt) and obtain xωtt . If t = T , also obtain πωTT .

End For }

3. Update upper bound:

Let ẑ = c1x1 +
T∑
t=2

∑
ωt∈Ωt

pωtt c
ωt
t x

ωt
t .

If ẑ < z̄, then let z̄ = ẑ and x∗1 = x1.

4. Check stopping criterion:

If z̄ − z ≤ ε · min{|z̄|, |z|}, then STOP. Output x∗1 as a solution yielding an

objective function value within 100 · ε% of optimal.

Otherwise, continue to Step 5.

5. Backward Pass:

For { t = T − 1, . . . , 2 and ωt ∈ Ωt,

Augment sub(ωt)’s set of cuts with

θ
ωt+1

t ≥ Gωt
t,k(ωt+1)xt + gωtt,k(ωt+1),
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where Gωt
t,k(ωt+1) and gωtt,k(ωt+1) are calculated as in (2.12) and (2.13).

Form the right-hand-side of sub(ωt) as Bωt
t x

a(ωt)
t−1 + bωtt .

Solve sub(ωt) and obtain (πωtt , φ
ωt
t ).

End For }

Augment sub(ω1)’s set of cuts with θω2
1 ≥ G1,k(ω2)x+ g1,k(ω2).

Go to Step 1.

By adding disaggregate cuts (2.11b) to subproblem sub(ωt), the multicut version

increases the resolution of the lower approximation, as more detailed information is

passed to sub(ωt). Therefore, the number of major iterations can be expected to be

fewer than in the single-cut method. However, the number of the cuts and decision

variables in the multicut subproblems is larger than that of the single-cut problem. As

a result, the increased size of subproblems may make the subproblems more difficult

to solve. We note that the trade-off between fewer iterations and larger subproblems

is problem-dependent. For detailed discussion of numerical experiments, we refer to

(Gassmann, 1990) and (Birge and Louveaux, 1988).

2.1.5 Applications of Stochastic Programming to Water Resources Man-

agement

The need to account for uncertainties associated with water systems has long been

emphasized in the literature on water resources management. Several researchers

used methods such as scenario analysis (Kang and Lansey, Kang and Lansey, 2013),

Bayesian methods (Wang and Harrison, 2011; Muleta, 2012), and fuzzy analysis

(Chaves et al., 2004; Sasikumar and Mujumdar, 2000) to manage water infrastructure,

water quality, and reservoir operations. Most stochastic programming applications

in water resources has focused on managing water reservoirs, typically used for hy-

droelectric power generation and irrigation of agriculture; see, e.g., (Dupačová et al.,

1991; Edirisinghe et al., 2000). There is also considerable work on water quality
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(Lence and Ruszczyński, 2002; King et al., 1988; Somlyódy and Wets, 1988; Takyi

and Lence, 1999; Wagner et al., 1992; Watkins et al., 2005), and some on water al-

location (Kracman et al., 2006; Watkins et al., 2000; Dai and Li, 2013) and sensor

placement in water networks (Berry et al., 2005; Rico-Ramirez et al., 2007).

Water network design involves selecting the size of pipes and pumps and/or locat-

ing water and wastewater treatment facilities to satisfy the flow demand and pressure

requirements. The hydraulic equations needed to for this purpose result in computa-

tionally challenging nonconvex optimization problems.

Given computational difficulties, applications of stochastic optimization for water

distribution network design have been limited. An exception is a chance constrained

optimization model to account for parameter uncertainty (Lansey et al., 1989). Some

researchers looked at the reliability of the system under uncertainties such as pipe

breaks, demands and pipe roughness (Babayan et al., 2007; Sherali et al., 1996; Tolson

et al., 2004). We note that in Chapter 3 we focus on a reclaimed system, where

reliability concerns due to pipe breaks are not of primary interest. This is because

reclaimed water demands can be met via potable water resources but not vice versa.

However, expansion of the reclaimed system in the future is worth considering in

a long-term design, especially as freshwater resources become scarce. In our model

in Chapter 3, expansion is formulated using a two-stage stochastic program with

recourse, where the expansion decisions are considered in the second stage.

We note that there are other papers that use stochastic programming with risk

measures like the conditional value-at-risk. We leave the literature review of these to

Section 2.2.4.

2.2 Conditional Value-at-Risk

So far, when discussing stochastic programs with recourse, the objective function

has been written as an expectation. While expectation could be an adequate way to
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handle uncertainty in some situations, it does not capture the variability or what hap-

pens in low-probability but high-impact situations. For instance, in water resources

management, large losses may occur during droughts, floods, or other environmental

disasters, but at low probabilities. To capture the effect of these events, the expecta-

tion in stochastic programming is complemented with risk measures. There is a large

and growing literature on risk measures; see e.g. (Shapiro et al., 2009), but in this

chapter we will mainly focus on one of these risk measures, called the Conditional

Value-at-Risk (CVaR). CVaR is amenable to optimization, therefore, we prefer to use

this risk measure.

We first present the definition and some basic properties of CVaR in Section 2.2.1.

We will use some of these properties in Chapter 4. We then discuss the use of CVaR

in multistage stochastic programs and present the decompositions of the resulting

problem for nested L-shaped method in a two-stage setting. Finally, we review the

relevant literature of stochastic programs with CVaR and the application of CVaR to

water resources management problems.

2.2.1 Definition and Basic Properties

Let Z be a random variable representing loss with the cumulative density function

F (z) = P (Z ≤ z). Suppose E|Z| ≤ ∞. In the stochastic programming context, for

example, Z could be Z = Q2(x, ξ) for a fixed x ∈ X, which typically represents the

cost or loss associated with decision x.

To understand the definition of CVaR, we begin with a related quantity, called

the Value-at-Risk (VaR). VaR at confidence level α ∈ [0, 1), is the lower α-quantile

of the distribution Z. The formal definition is as follows.

Definition 2.1. The VaR of Z with confidence level α ∈ (0, 1) is

VaRα[Z] = inf
η
{η : P (Z ≤ η) ≥ α}.
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Figure 2.2: Definition of VaR and CVaR

See Figure 2.2 for a graphical representation of VaR. Typically, α is taken to be

0.95 or 0.99. Note that for a continuous distribution with a strictly increasing F (Z),

VaRα[Z] is the unique α-quantile. When the α-quantile is given as a set, VaRα[Z]

above is the lowest value of this set. We note that several authors define VaR as the

whole set of α-quantiles, but in this dissertation, we use Definition 2.1.

Consider Z = Q2(x, ξ), the second-stage cost of decision x. VaR provides a lower

bound for the costs in the tail of the distribution of Z (high-cost, low-probability

events that are within the worst 1 − α probability range). However, it does not

provide information about the magnitude of the costs beyond VaRα. In some cases,

maximum cost could be quite high, in other cases it could be close to VaRα. CVaRα,

which we will define shortly, captures this information better. VaRα is also difficult

to optimize algorithmically. Even when Z = Q2(x, ξ) is a convex function of decision

x, the function VaRα[Z] is often nonconvex and may have multiple local extrema. In

contrast, CVaRα results in a convex optimization problem.

CVaR, also known as mean excess loss, mean shortfall, tail VaR, or in some cases

as Average Value-at-Risk (AVaR), is defined as follows (Sarykalin et al., 2008).
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Definition 2.2. The CVaR of Z with confidence level α ∈ (0, 1), denoted CVaRα[Z],

is the mean of the generalized α-tail distribution, which is

Fα(z) =

{
0, when z < VaRα[Z],

F (z)−α
1−α , when z ≥ VaRα[Z].

When Z follows a continuous distribution, CVaRα is the conditional mean of all the

outcomes greater than VaRα,

CVaRα[Z] = E[Z|Z ≥ VaRα[Z]].

However, when Z has a discrete or a general distribution, the above conditional expec-

tation may again be nonconvex but the subtly different definition given in Definition

2.2 will always be convex.

There are several equivalent definitions of CVaR. One of the most important of

these equivalent definitions, proved by Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000), shows that

the CVaRα for a random variable Z can be calculated as the optimal objective value

of a univariate convex minimization problem.

Definition 2.3. The CVaR of Z with confidence level α ∈ (0, 1) is

CVaRα[Z] = min
η

{
η +

1

1− α
E [(Z − η)+]

}
, (2.14)

where (z)+ = max{0, z}, z ∈ R.

In the case when the above problem has a unique solution, the optimal solution

η∗ is the VaRα of the random variable Z. In this dissertation, we consider the case

when the random variable Z has a finite distribution. If we have N realizations of Z

z1, z2, . . . , zN with probability p1, p2, . . . , pN , then problem (2.14) can be written as

CVaRα[Z] = min
η

{
η +

1

1− α

N∑
i=1

pi(zj − η)+

}
. (2.15)
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Replacing (zi − η)+ by vi, problem (2.15) can be transformed into a linear program

as follows

min
η,v

η +
1

1− α

N∑
i=1

pivi, (2.16)

s.t. vi ≥ zi − η, i = 1, 2, . . . , N,

vi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , N.

In this way, CVaRα can be calculated by minimizing a linear program and thus can be

incorporated into stochastic programs and allows for efficient optimization algorithms.

Rockafellar and Uryasev (2002) proved that problem (2.16) can be solved by just

sorting the values of zi. We present this result below.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose the random variable Z has a discrete distribution with

N realizations z1, z2, . . . , zN . Let z1 < z2 < · · · < zN , with probability of zk being

pk > 0. Let kα be the unique index such that

kα∑
k=1

pk ≥ α >
kα−1∑
k=1

pk. (2.17)

Then VaRα of Z is given by

VaRα[Z] = zkα , (2.18)

whereas the CVaRα is given by

CVaRα[Z] =
1

1− α

[(
kα∑
k=1

pk − α

)
zkα +

N∑
k=kα+1

pkzk

]
. (2.19)

Proof of Proposition 2.1 can be found in (Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2002). We will use

this property in Chapter 4 to quickly find the CVaRα for the upper bound calculation

in our decomposition-based algorithm.

CVaR belongs to a class of risk measures that are referred to as coherent. Coherent

risk measures were originally defined by Artzner et al. (1999) and this definition was

later refined by Rockafellar (2007). Coherent risk measures have certain desirable
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properties such as convexity and monotonicity. We refer to readers to (Rockafellar,

2007; Krokhmal et al., 2011; Sarykalin et al., 2008) for more details.

In this dissertation, we focus on incorporating CVaR in a multistage stochastic

program for water allocation under uncertainty. In the next section, we discuss how

CVaR can be implemented in a multistage setting.

2.2.2 Use of CVaR in Multistage Stochastic Programs

In this section, we review how to incorporate CVaR risk measure in the objective

function terms of a multistage stochastic program with recourse. Before we proceed,

let us make the following observation. If we are currently at stage t, we have in-

formation about the past, i.e., we know the history ξ[1,t] of the random process. If

we believe in the considered model, we also have information of what can and what

cannot happen in the future. In other words, if we are currently at a certain node of

a scenario tree, we already know that only scenarios passing through this node can

happen in the future. Therefore, it is natural to consider the conceptual requirement

that an optimal decision at a node should only involve the future children nodes and

should not depend on nodes that do not follow the considered node. This is the

principle of time consistency proposed by Shapiro (2009):

• At every state of the system, optimality of our decisions should not depend on

scenarios which we already know cannot happen in the future.

For a simple example, let us consider the classical (risk-neutral) multistage stochastic

program described in (2.2)

min
x1∈X1

c1x1 + E

[
min

x2∈X2(x1,ξ2)
c2x2 + E

[
· · ·+ E

[
min

xT∈XT (xT−1,ξT )
cTxT

∣∣∣ξ[1,T−1]

]
. . .

] ∣∣∣∣ξ[1,1]

]
.

This problem can be written in the equivalent form:

min
x1,x2,...,xT

E
[
c1x1 + c2x2 + · · ·+ cTxT | ξ[1,T−1]

]
s.t. x1 ∈ X1, xt ∈ Xt(xt−1, ξt), t = 2, . . . , T. (2.20)
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Here, the stage-t decision xt only depends on xt−1 and ξ[1,t]. Therefore, the formulation

in (2.2) is time consistent. There are different ways to use CVaR in multistage

stochastic programs, some of which are not time consistent, and we refer to (Shapiro,

2009) and (Shapiro et al., 2009) for detailed discussion of these formulations. In

this dissertation we focus a mean-risk measure, which is a convex combination of

expectation and CVaR. We note that if the objective function only considers CVaR,

it will disregard the effect of decisions on expected outcomes and therefore does not

permit control of the lower-risk events. That is, in order to ensure the control of high-

risk costs beyond the VaR, overly conservative decisions may be made in sacrifice of

total costs on the average. In practice, this can result in expensive decisions on

average, which may be undesirable.

A mean-risk model minimizes the expected cost and CVaR at the same time. A

mean-risk measure involving CVaR can be written as

ρt|ξ[1,t−1]
[Z] = (1− λ)E

[
Z|ξ[1,t−1]

]
+ λCVaRα

[
Z|ξ[1,t−1]

]
, (2.21)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is the risk preference parameter, indicating how risk-averse the de-

cision maker is. The higher the λ, the more risk-averse the decision maker is. A

multistage program with mean-risk measure can now be written in a nested, time-

consistent fashion as

min
x1∈X1

c1x1 + ρ2|ξ[1,1]

[
min

x2∈X2(x1,ξ2)
c2x2 + · · ·+ ρT |ξ[1,T−1]

[
min

xT∈XT (xT−1,ξT )
cTxT

]]
. (2.22)

Note that when λ = 0, we have ρt|ξ[1,t−1]
(Z) = E[Z|ξ[1,t−1]] and (2.22) coincides with

the risk-neutral problem (2.20).

When T = 3, the nested formulation in (2.22) can be written as

min
x1,η2,x2,η3,x3

c1x1 + (1− λ)E

[
c2x2 + (1− λ)E

[
c3x3

∣∣ξ[1,2]

]
+ λη3 +

λ

1− α
E
[
(c3x3

−η3)+

∣∣ξ[1,2]

] ∣∣∣∣ξ[1,1]

]
+ λη2 + λ

1−αE

[(
c2x2 + (1− λ)E

[
c3x3

∣∣ξ[1,2]

]
+ λη3 +

λ
1−αE

[
(c3x3 − η3)+

∣∣ξ[1,2]

]
− η2

)
+

∣∣∣∣ξ[1,1]

]
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s.t. x1 ∈ X1, x2 ∈ X2(x1, ξ2), x3 ∈ X3(x2, ξ3). (2.23)

Here, x1 and η2 are the first-stage decisions, x2 and η3 are the second-stage decisions,

and x3 is the third-stage decision. Note that x2 and η3 depend only on the children

node of the considered node of ξ2. Therefore, formulation (2.23) is time consistent.

The mean-risk measure ρt|ξ[1,t−1]
(Z) defined in (2.21) is also a coherent risk measure.

Since the expected value and the CVaR are minimized at the same time, the

tail events are considered without comprising the average system behavior under all

scenarios. We will show in Chapter 4 that compared to a risk-neutral approach, the

mean-risk approach provides more robust and less risky solutions.

2.2.3 Decompositions of Mean-CVaR Two-Stage Stochastic Programs for

L-shaped Method

To help understand how the nested L-shaped algorithm can be applied to solve mul-

tistage stochastic programs with mean-risk measure, we first present three decompo-

sitions of problem (2.23) in the two-stage case. Details for T -stage programs, T ≥ 3,

will be provided in Section 4.4.1 of Chapter 4. In our subsequent discussion, we con-

sider only stochastic elements to be the right-hand-side parameters b2. We assume b2

takes values bω2 , for ω ∈ Ω, each with probability pω in the second stage. Note that we

simplify the scenario tree notation introduced in Section 2.1.3, ω2 ∈ Ω2, by removing

subscript 2 in the below discussion for the ease of exposition.

A two-stage mean-risk stochastic program that uses CVaR as the risk measure

can be written as

min
x1,xω2

c1x1 + (1− λ)E[c2x
ω
2 ] + λCVaRα[c2x

ω
2 ] (2.24)

s.t. A1x1 = b1, x1 ≥ 0,

A2x
ω
2 = B2x1 + bω2 , xω2 ≥ 0, ∀ω ∈ Ω.
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Decomposition (D1)

The first decomposition (D1) is similar to the dynamic programming equations de-

scribed in (Shapiro et al., 2013). In this decomposition, the optimality cuts are

generated to improve the approximation of the mean-risk function value. Therefore,

it is natural to estimate the mean-risk function value after finding the optimal value

of the second stage, c2x
ω
2 , for all ω ∈ Ω. The second-stage subproblem for a given

ω ∈ Ω is

min
xω2

c2x
ω
2 (2.25)

s.t. A2x
ω
2 = B2x1 + bω2 ,

xω2 ≥ 0.

At each iteration k of the algorithm, we solve all the second-stage subproblems (2.25)

and obtain the dual vectors πωk for each scenario ω ∈ Ω. Note that πωk (B2x1 + bω2 )

is the optimal objective function value for scenario ω. Hence, at iteration k, the

expectation and the CVaRα of optimal c2x
ω
2 are given by

E[c2x
ω
2 ] = E[πωk (B2x1 + bω2 )], and

CVaRα[c2x
ω
2 ] = min

ηk∈R

{
ηk +

1

1− α
E [(πωk (B2x1 + bω2 )− ηk)+]

}
.

In the master problem of (D1), new variables ηk and vωk are introduced at each

iteration k of the algorithm to construct optimality cuts that approximate the mean-

risk function. Specifically, ηk is introduced to represent the α-quantile, or VaRα, and

vωk is introduced to represent (πωk (B2x1 + bω2 ) − ηk)+. Thus the master problem of

(D1) becomes

min
x1,θ,ηk,vk,k=1,...,K

c1x1 + θ (2.26)

s.t. A1x1 = b1, x1 ≥ 0,

θ ≥ (1− λ)
∑
ω∈Ω

pωπωk (bω2 +B2x1) + λ

(
ηk +

1

1− α
∑
ω∈Ω

pωvωk

)
,
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k = 1, 2, . . . , K,

vωk ≥ πωk (bω2 +B2x1)− ηk, ∀ω ∈ Ω, k = 1, 2, . . . , K,

vωk ≥ 0, ∀ω ∈ Ω, k = 1, 2, . . . , K.

where K counts the cuts that are added to the master problem.

Decomposition (D2)

The second decomposition, described in (Noyan, 2012) is a variant of (D1). The idea

is that after solving all the second-stage subproblems (2.25), the expectation and the

CVaR value can be estimated separately. To do that, we replace θ in (2.26) with

(1−λ)θ1 +λθ2, where θ1 and θ2 represent the lower approximation of the expectation

and the CVaR, respectively. Thus the master problem of (D2) can be written as

min
x1,θ1,θ2,ηk,vk,k=1,...,K

c1x1 + (1− λ)θ1 + λθ2, (2.27)

s.t. A1x1 = b1, x1 ≥ 0,

θ1 ≥
∑
ω∈Ω

pωπωk (bω2 +B2x1), k = 1, 2, . . . , K,

θ2 ≥ ηk +
1

1− α
∑
ω∈Ω

pωvωk , k = 1, 2, . . . , K,

vωk ≥ πωk (bω2 +B2x1)− ηk, ∀ω ∈ Ω, k = 1, 2, . . . , K,

vωk ≥ 0, ∀ω ∈ Ω, k = 1, 2, . . . , K.

The second-stage subproblems of (D2) are the same as in (2.25). Note that it is

possible to do a multicut version by further refining for each ω ∈ Ω. We will discuss

this in the multistage setting in Section 4.4.2.

Decomposition (D3)

The third decomposition is the dynamic programming formulation, as described in

papers (Shapiro, 2011; Philpott and Matos, 2012; Kozmı́k and Morton, 2013). Here
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we use Definition 2.3 of CVaR directly to decompose the first stage and the second

stage. We observe that problem (2.24) is equivalent to the following problem

min
x1,η,xω2 ,ω∈Ω

c1x1 + (1− λ)E[c2x
ω
2 ] + λη +

λ

1− α
E[(c2x

ω
2 − η)+]

s.t. A1x1 = b1, x1 ≥ 0,

A2x
ω
2 = B2x1 + bω2 , xω2 ≥ 0, ∀ω ∈ Ω.

Replacing (cxω2 − η)+ by vω, we obtain an equivalent reformulation of (2.24)

min
x1,η,xω2 ,v

ω ,ω∈Ω
c1x1 + (1− λ)E[c2x

ω
2 ] + λη +

λ

1− α
E[vω]

s.t. A1x1 = b1, x1 ≥ 0,

A2x
ω
2 = B2x1 + bω2 , ∀ω ∈ Ω,

vω ≥ c2x
ω
2 − η, ∀ω ∈ Ω,

vω ≥ 0, xω2 ≥ 0, ∀ω ∈ Ω.

Now we can view η and x1 as the first-stage decisions and xω2 and vω as the second-

stage decisions, which depend on η, x1, and ω. We are then back to the regular

two-stage setting with an increase in the dimension of the decision vectors. That is,

the first-stage decision vector contains one more decision variable η and the second-

stage decisions now also include vω. The second-stage subproblems sub(ω) can be

written as

min
xω2 ,v

ω
(1− λ)c2x

ω
2 +

λ

1− α
vω (2.28a)

s.t. A2x
ω
2 = B2x1 + bω2 , (2.28b)

−c2x
ω
2 + vω ≥ −η, (2.28c)

vω ≥ 0, (2.28d)

xω2 ≥ 0. (2.28e)
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Then, the master problem becomes

min
x1,η,θ

c1x1 + λη + θ (2.29)

s.t. A1x1 = b1, x1 ≥ 0,

θ ≥ Gkx1 −Hkη + gk, k = 1, 2, . . . , K,

where K is the number of cuts added to the master problem. Let πωk and φωk denote

the dual vectors of (2.28b) and (2.28c), respectively, at iteration k. Then the cut

gradients Gk and Hk and the cut intercepts gk are calculated by

Gk =
∑
ω∈Ω

pωπωkB
ω
2 ,

Hk =
∑
ω∈Ω

pωφωk ,

gk =
∑
ω∈Ω

pωπωk b
ω
2 .

Unlike in (D1) and (D2), in (D3) there is no intuitive explanation for what θ repre-

sents. The decomposition of first and second stages is purely based on Definition 2.3

of CVaR. In this section, the decompositions (D1), (D2), and (D3) are presented for

a two-stage program. We will discuss how to generalize these decompositions in a

multistage stochastic program and how these affect the performance of the resulting

nested L-shaped method in Chapter 4 for our multistage risk-averse water allocation

problem.

2.2.4 Literature Review of Stochastic Programming with CVaR and Ap-

plications to Water Resources Management

In this section, we review relevant literature on the use of CVaR in stochastic programs

with a focus on algorithmic aspects and the application of CVaR in water resources

management.
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Stochastic Programming with CVaR

Typically, CVaR is put in the objective term, along with the classical expectation,

resulting in a mean-risk model as discussed above. Another common approach is

to use CVaR as part of the constraints in the optimization problem. We note that

there are a number of applications CVaR optimization problems including finance

and energy. Our focus in this section is not on applications but on algorithms. We

will review the use of CVaR in water resources management problems shortly below.

Ahmed (2006) investigated stochastic programs with mean-risk objective, examin-

ing the complexity of mean-risk stochastic programs under different risk measures. He

proposed a decomposition scheme and a parametric cutting-plane algorithm to gen-

erate the efficient frontier for two-stage stochastic programs with a particular mean-

risk objective. Künzi-Bay and Mayer (2006) proposed a polyhedral representation of

CVaR and reformulated the single-stage CVaR optimization problems as two-stage

stochastic programs with recourse. On the basis of this, they proposed a specialized

L-shaped method to solve the problem efficiently. Later, Fábián (2008) proposed a

decomposition framework for two-stage stochastic programs with CVaR objective and

constraints based on the polyhedral representation of Künzi-Bay and Mayer (2006)

and used a specialized level-type method to solve the problem. Schultz and Tiede-

mann (2006) focused on the two-stage mixed integer mean-risk stochastic programs.

They considered a split-variable formulation with a finite, discrete probability dis-

tribution and proposed a solution algorithm based on Lagrangian relaxation. Wang

and Ahmed (2008) proposed a specialized sample average approximation method for

CVaR constrained stochastic programs and designed a statistical validation scheme.

Recently, Noyan (2012) proposed two variants of the L-shaped method for two-stage

stochastic programs with CVaR objectives and used them to solve a disaster manage-

ment problem. We note that these algorithms focus on two-stage stochastic programs.

In Chapter 4, we will extend the algorithm in (Noyan, 2012) to the multistage setting.
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Several others investigated algorithms to solve multistage stochastic programs in-

volving CVaR. Guigues and Sagastizbal (2012) studied a risk-averse rolling-horizon

model for hydro-thermal planning. The optimal policy is obtained by repeatedly

solving a sequence of risk-averse problems with chance and CVaR constraints. Many

multistage programs cannot be solved exactly, so, instead a Monte Carlo sampling-

based algorithm is used. Most of these algorithms are based on the Stochastic Dual

Dynamic Programming (SDDP) method, proposed by Pereira and Pinto (1991), which

is a sampling-based version of the nested L-shaped method reviewed in Section 2.1.4.

Guigues and Römisch (2012) presented a general framework for extended polyhedral

risk measures for multistage stochastic programs, for which CVaR is a special case.

Based on dynamic programming equations, the authors propose an SDDP for approx-

imating the recourse functions. Shapiro (2011) and Shapiro et al. (2013) described

how to incorporate risk measures given by combinations of the expectation and CVaR

into the SDDP algorithm.

One practical difficulty in applying SDDP is obtaining reliable estimators of the

upper bound on the cost of an optimal policy. Several solutions has been proposed

in the literature to overcome this difficulty. Shapiro (2011) employed a conditional

sampling scheme to compute the upper bound estimator. However, the associated

computational effort grows exponentially in the number of stages, which can be pro-

hibitively expensive for problems with many stages. In addition, as Shapiro (2011)

pointed out, the bound can be loose and not very useful. Alternatively, we may stop

the algorithm if the lower bound has not changed significantly for many iterations,

but in this approach there is no guarantee that the current policy is close to opti-

mal. Another approach is to first solve a risk-neutral (i.e., using only expectation

but no CVaR) version of the algorithm until it has converged, and then use the same

number of iterations of SDDP to solve the risk-averse (i.e., including CVaR in addi-

tion to expectation) model. Philpott and Matos (2012) applied this approach to a

hydro-thermal scheduling problem with stage dependence described using a Markov
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process. Their results report good computational experience with this approach.

However, it is arguable that whether the same number of iterations is always appro-

priate for both risk-neutral and risk-averse versions of the problem. Lately, Kozmı́k

and Morton (2013) proposed a new approach to upper bound estimation using impor-

tance sampling. Their computational experiments show that with modest additional

computational effort, their estimator provides much better results than the existing

estimator from the literature under mild conditions.

Applications of CVaR to Water Resources Management

There has been limited applications of CVaR in water resources management. Yamout

et al. (2007) investigated CVaR in analyzing a simple water resource allocation prob-

lem in central Florida and compared the performance with traditional modeling ap-

proaches such as a deterministic model, scenario analysis, and a two-stage stochastic

program with recourse. Shao et al. (2011) studied a two-stage stochastic program

with a CVaR constraint for the water resource allocation problem under uncertainty.

The risk of water shortage penalty cost assessed by CVaR is incorporated to ana-

lyze the trade-off between system economy and extreme expected loss due to drought

events. Piantadosi et al. (2008) developed a stochastic dynamic programming model

with the CVaR objective for an urban storm-water storage system in South Australia

by determining optimal pumping policies that minimize the risk of environmental

damage. All these studies demonstrate that CVaR has advantages in terms of better

optimization and control of loss from extreme events. Webby et al. (2007) applied

VaR and CVaR measures to assess the risk of macro-economic damage to the fishery

resources of Tonle Sap given reduced volumes of flow during the flood season due

to uncertain human-made intervention or climate change. Webby et al. (2006) used

CVaR to support the strategic planning for the optimal drawdown levels of water

height for dam release, to meet an environmental target while controlling the flood
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risk by extra drawdown before significant rainfall events. However, their optimization

did not involve a sequence of decisions for long-term strategic planning, which can be

achieved with a multistage stochastic programs.

In Chapter 4, we will present a mean-CVaR multistage stochastic program with

recourse, develop variants of the nested L-shaped method using the different decom-

positions presented in Section 2.2.3 and examine their comparative performance on

a water allocation problem applied to Tucson’s southeast area.
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Chapter 3

Two-Stage Stochastic Programming Model for

Reclaimed Water Distribution Network Design

In this chapter, we develop a two-stage stochastic binary program with recourse for

cost-effective branched reclaimed water network design. Uncertain reclaimed water

demands, temporal and spatial population changes are explicitly considered in our

two-staged construction and expansion model. By introducing binary variables that

indicate discrete pipe and pump sizes, we linearize the nonlinear hydraulic equations

and objective function terms. We develop methods to significantly reduce the prob-

lem dimension by exploiting the problem characteristics and network structure. Our

computational results indicate that these methods are very effective. Finally, we ap-

ply our model to design a reclaimed water network for a realistic municipal system

under estimated demand and population scenarios and analyze the sensitivity of the

system to model parameters. Our numerical results are based on a representative

system of a city like Tucson, AZ, but the model and methods are transferable and

applicable to water scarce regions to support reclaimed water decisions.

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we review relevant

additional literature on water distribution system design. In Section 3.2, we present

the generalized branched water distribution network design problem and describe the

model formulation. In Section 3.3, we describe an application to a realistic system.

In Section 3.4, we discuss how to reduce the problem dimension via separability and

preprocessing engineering constraints. In Section 3.5, we test the effectiveness of

dimension reduction and analyze the solution and sensitivity of the system to varying

model parameters. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 3.6, by providing a

summary and discussion.
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3.1 Reclaimed Water Distribution Network Design

Diminishing supplies and population growth are stressing the limited water resources

available in many communities. The water, wastewater, and water reuse industries

have recognized the need for extending the present water supplies. In many areas, the

last remaining untapped water resource is reclaimed (or recycled) water; i.e., treated

wastewater that is reintroduced for various, often non-potable, purposes. The use of

reclaimed water offsets a portion of the community’s demand that would otherwise be

met by mining additional groundwater or developing additional surface water sources.

Therefore, reclaimed water systems save precious water resources.

Designing a reclaimed water distribution system involves selecting the size of var-

ious pipes and pumps that satisfy the flow demand and the pressure requirements.

The hydraulic equations used for this purpose—such as the Hazen-Williams or Darcy-

Weisbach equations in calculating friction loss—result in a challenging nonconvex op-

timization problem. In early work, researchers linearized the model formulation for

branched networks (Gupta, 1969; Gupta et al., 1972) and for looped systems (Bhave

and Sonak, 1992; Quindry et al., 1981; Alperovits and Shamir, 1977). The approach is

to use the pipe length as a decision variable rather than pipe diameter and the model

determines the pipe lengths of different diameters in a given link (Alperovits and

Shamir, 1977). Later, conditions for the existence of an optimal solution where each

link has at most two adjacent pipe diameters for this formulation were established

by Fujiwara and Dey (1987). We note that the decision variables in our formulation,

in contrast, select a pipe diameter for a given link as desired by design engineers and

are more realistic.

To fully account for the nonlinear set of conservation of mass and energy equa-

tions, a network solver that solves the set of hydraulic equations has been linked to an

optimization model. For instance, Ormsbee (1989) and Lansey and Mays (1989) com-

bined hydraulic network solvers with nonlinear optimization models. More recently,
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stochastic search algorithms such as genetic algorithms have been applied to find

cost-effective designs (Dandy et al., 1996; Eusuff and Lansey, 2003; Savic and Wal-

ters, 1997; Simpson et al., 1994) but they may not be robust, they cannot guarantee

global optimality, and the computation time can be problematic. In contrast, global

optimization techniques can yield global optimal solutions, or solutions with bounds

on their optimality gaps. The first global optimization method for water distribu-

tion network design problem was proposed by Eiger et al. (1994). Then, in a series

of papers, Sherali et al. 1997; 1998; 2001 developed enhanced global optimization

methods using polyhedral outer approximations and the Decomposition-linearization

technique embedded in a branch-and-bound methodology. As a result, they were able

to solve problems that were unsolved until that point. We note that most of this work

has been on designing looped potable water distribution networks whereas our focus

is on reclaimed water networks. Since reliability issues are not as important in a

reclaimed water network, we assume a branched network structure and thus are able

to linearize the problem.

Given the difficulty in computation, the application of stochastic programming

in the water distribution design is limited. Some exceptions are provided in Section

2.1.5. To the best of our knowledge, no two- or multistage stochastic optimization

models have been developed for pipe and pump sizes selection problem in municipal

reclaimed water distribution system models. The material presented in this chapter,

which appeared in (Zhang et al., 2013) and its earlier version (Zhang et al., 2010) are

the first works for such a model.

Our approach can be summarized like this: 1. Model development → 2. Separate

into sub-networks → 3. For each sub-network: → 3.1. Pipe size reduction → 3.2.

Pump size reduction → 4. Solve the problem → 5. Sensitivity analysis. Our model

explicitly considers hydraulic equations as model constraints; so there is no need to

use network simulators such as EPA-NET. Our new reclaimed network design model

is more realistic compared to earlier models in the literature in several ways: it (i)
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explicitly considers future uncertainties and expansion of the system as in real-world

systems, (ii) uses discrete pipe/pump sizes and velocity constraints as desired by engi-

neers, and (iii) considers energy costs expended when operating the system in addition

to construction costs. Our solution method is an exact/global optimization method,

which, unlike genetic algorithms, yields global optimal solutions or solutions within

known bounds to global optimality regardless of the starting point. Separating the

network and the preprocessing methods developed in this chapter significantly reduce

the number of pipe and pump decisions to consider and thus considerably improved

the solution time, which has the potential benefit to improve of the performances of

other solution methods as well.

We begin by discussing the model.

3.2 Problem Description and Mathematical Formulation

3.2.1 Model Overview and Characteristics

We develop a cost-effective reclaimed water distribution system over twenty years,

which includes a sequence of decisions, such as pipe sizes, pump station locations,

and pump capacities. Pipe paths are assumed to follow existing or planned road

networks, which is typical in practice. For newly developing areas, road networks are

planned ahead of any construction. Within the twenty-year time horizon, we consider

construction decisions today (now), and also expansion decisions in ten years. We

define the first stage from now to the beginning of the tenth year, and the second

stage as the next ten years. Below, we summarize several unique characteristics of

reclaimed water distribution networks and how we formulate these characteristics.

(i) Nonconvex hydraulic equations and costs. As mentioned above, because of the

complexity of hydraulic equations and realistic cost terms, this design problem is a

nonconvex optimization problem. We simplify the system structure to a branched

network, which is a reasonable assumption because this type of structure is common
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and also the least costly way to design reclaimed water systems. With this network

structure, discrete pipe and pump sizes are introduced using binary variables, and

thus, the nonlinear hydraulic equations and cost terms are linearized in the system

formulation. Linearization provides a significant computational advantage in solving

the problem using an exact solution method.

(ii) Stochastic demands. We consider uncertain future demand in existing areas

(due to population shifts and/or better public awareness of water use) as well as

development of new residential and commercial areas. We assume that there is an

uncertain shift in the demands ten years down the line due to new construction

and growth of the city. Because zoning decisions are done in a planned manner in

municipal land use, consideration of new construction in ten years is a reasonable

approximation.

(iii) Average and peak flow conditions. We consider both construction and energy

costs. Energy consumption in the system is estimated based on the average annual

demand applied to the system. However, peak demands generally control the selection

of pipe sizes as they cause the largest stress on the system. Therefore, we consider

both average and peak demands in our formulation. We examined the historical data

statistically and talked to design engineers to determine an adequate level of peak

demands (Davis, 2010). Based on this study, we set the peak demands as five times

the average demands.

We assume a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) is in place to provide treated

wastewater but no distribution infrastructure presently exists. This reflects the fact

that reclaimed water is a secondary water source and mainly used to save the primary

fresh water sources. Note that nonexistence of distribution infrastructure is not a re-

strictive assumption as our model can be easily changed to handle a partially existing

infrastructure. We also assume that the output of the water reclamation system is

higher than the total reclaimed water demand. This is often the case for real-world

systems and excess treated water is discharged.
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Table 3.1: Indices, sets, and subsets

i ∈ I set of links, I = {1, 2, . . . , n}
s ∈ S set of potential sites for pump stations, S = {1, 2, . . . , l}
j ∈ J† set of available pipe diameters, J = {1, 2, . . . ,m+ 1}
p ∈ P set of available pump sizes, P = {1, 2, . . . , r + 1}
ω ∈ Ω set of future scenarios
i ∈ I0(Iω0 ) set of links with no demand at its end node in stage one (two, scenario ω) I0, Iω0 ⊆ I
i ∈ DSs† set of downstream links of pump station s, DSs ⊆ I
t ∈ UPi set of upstream links of links i, UPi ⊆ I
t ∈ DWi

† set of downstream links of links i, DWi ⊆ I
s ∈ USi set of upstream pump stations of link i, USi ⊆ S
j ∈ Ji set of available pipe diameters on link i in stage one after consideration of velocity

constraints (see Section 3.4.2), Ji ⊆ J
k ∈ Jωij set of available pipe diameters in stage two under scenario ω on link i when pipe j

installed in stage one, after consideration of velocity constraints (see Section 3.4.2) Jωij ⊆ J
†

These are used only within intermediate steps and do not appear in the final formulation

3.2.2 Notation

We consider a branched reclaimed water distribution network, defined by a set of

nodes and directed links. The nodes s ∈ S represent the wastewater treatment

plants, pump stations, and water demand sites. The links i ∈ I represent the pipes

that carry water between the nodes. See Figure 3.2 in Section 3.3 for a representative

network. The aim is to select a pipe size for each link i ∈ I, to determine if a pump

station should be constructed at nodes s ∈ S or not, and if a pump station is to be

built, to determine its capacity. To allow for cases where no pipe is constructed and

no pump station is to be built, we add a “dummy” pipe and pump size. As a result,

set J (representing the pipe sizes) contains m+1 elements including the dummy pipe

size and set P (representing the pump sizes) contains r + 1 pump sizes including the

no pump station option.

We handle the future uncertainties in the system by a discrete set of scenarios,

denoted ω ∈ Ω. Each scenario has probability, pω, with
∑

ω∈Ω p
ω = 1. As an example,

a particular scenario ω would give the demand levels ten years into the future at all

nodes of the network. This might include nodes with no demand today to reflect new

development.
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Table 3.2: Parameters and decision variables

Parameters

Li length of link i
Elvi elevation difference between end node of link i and WWTP (node 0)
Dj
† diameter of pipe j

Hp pressure head of pump p
Hmin minimum pressure head requirement (21.1m)
C1
HW (C2

HW )† Hazen-Williams coefficient in stage one (two)
c1ij(c

2
ij) cost of installing pipe j on link i in stage one (two)

γ1
sp(γωsp) cost of installing pump p at pump station s in stage one (two, scenario ω)
uωsp expansion cost of adding pump of size p at pump station s in stage two, scenario ω
e1sp(eωsp) energy cost of operating a pump of size p at pump station s in stage one (two, scenario ω)

d̄i(d̂i )† average (peak) demand of end node of link i in stage one
q̄i(q̂i )† average (peak) flowrate through link i in stage one

Q̄1
s(Q̂

1
s)
† total average (peak) discharge flow of pump station s in stage one

S̄ij(Ŝij) friction slope of link i under average (peak) condition if pipe j is installed in stage one

d̄ωi (d̂ωi )† average (peak) demand of end node of link i in stage two, scenario ω
q̄ωi (q̂ωi )† average (peak) flowrate through link i in stage two, scenario ω

Q̄ωs (Q̂ωs )† total average (peak) discharge flow of pump station s in stage two, scenario ω

S̄ωijk(Ŝωijk) friction slope of link i under average (peak) condition, when pipes j and k are installed

in stages one and two scenario ω, respectively
v̂ij
† velocity in pipe j on link i under peak condition in stage one

v̂ωij∗k(v̂ωijk∗ )† velocity in pipe j(k) on link i under peak condition when pipe j and k are installed

in stages one and two, scenario ω, respectively
pω probability of scenario ω;

∑
ω∈Ω p

ω = 1

Decision Variables

xij =1 if pipe j is installed in link i in stage one, 0 otherwise
ŷsp =1 if pump size p is installed at station s in stage one under peak condition, 0 otherwise
ȳsp =1 if pump size p is used at station s in stage one under average condition, 0 otherwise
xωijk =1 if in link i, pipe j is installed in stage one and additional pipe k is installed in stage

two under scenario ω, 0 otherwise
ŷωsp =1 if pump size p is installed at station s in stage two under scenario ω peak condition

(no pump installed in stage one), 0 otherwise
ẑωsp =1 if additional pump size p is added to station s in stage two under scenario ω peak

condition (pump station s is built in stage one), 0 otherwise
ȳωsp =1 if pump size p is used at station s in stage two under scenario ω average condition

†
These are used only within intermediate steps and do not appear in the final formulation

Subsets play an important role in our formulation and we use them to implicitly

write constraints. For instance, velocity constraints restrict the velocity of water flow

in the pipes to be within a range. This, in turn, limits the size of pipe diameters

to be considered for a particular link. As a result, instead of explicitly writing these

constraints, we use subsets Ji ⊆ J and Jωij ⊆ J to denote the set of permissible pipe

sizes for link i ∈ I in stages one and two, respectively. Note that in this section,

we explain the velocity constraints but leave the discussion on how we obtain the
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relevant subsets to Section 3.4.

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 list all the notation. The decision of whether to install pipe

of size j for link i in the first stage is represented by binary variables xij. If pipe

j is installed in link i in stage one, then xij = 1, otherwise xij = 0. In the second

stage, the binary variables xωijk represent the decision whether, in link i, pipe j is

installed in stage one and additional pipe k is installed in stage two under scenario

ω. For pump stations, there are two sets of decision variables. The first set is the

capacity decision under peak condition, represented by ŷsp and ŷωsp for stage one and

two, respectively. For example, in stage one, if pump size p is installed at station s

then ŷsp = 1, and otherwise ŷsp = 0. Similarly, if no pump is installed in stage one,

and in stage two, pump size p is installed at station s under scenario ω then ŷωsp = 1,

and otherwise ŷωsp = 0. However, if pump station s is already built in stage one, then

another binary variable ẑωsp is used to indicate the decision of additional pump size

p added to pump station s. The second set of decision variables is the operational

decision under average condition, represented by ȳsp and ȳωsp for stage one and two,

respectively. If pump size p is used at station s in stage one, then ȳsp = 1. Otherwise

ȳsp = 0. Likewise, in the stage two, if pump size p is used at station s under scenario,

then ȳωsp = 1. Otherwise ȳωsp = 0. We now explain the details of the mathematical

formulation, starting with the objective function terms.

3.2.3 Objective Function

We consider three types of costs: (i) the cost of installing and expanding the pipe

system, (ii) the cost of constructing and expanding the pump stations, and (iii) the

energy cost associated with operating the reclaimed water distribution system.
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Construction Costs Associated with Pipes

In order to reflect the variety of costs of constructing a pipe system in different areas,

we consider three sets of unit costs per pipeline for three types of areas: (i) urban,

(ii) residential, and (iii) a newly developing area. Cost relationships are taken from

(Walski et al., 1987) with pipe costs fit with a power function. We first consider the

first-stage costs. The current cost of installing pipe j on link i is calculated by

c1
ij = aiLi(Dj)

bij ,

where Li is the length of link i (in meters), and Dj is the diameter of pipe j (in

millimeters), and ai and bij are coefficients that change according to type of area and

pipe diameter considered (see Table 3.3).

Table 3.3: Coefficients for pipe construction cost in different area

Area ai bij

Urban 0.2655 1.1065
Residential 0.0566 1.3242

New Construct 0.0499 1.3276

The second-stage pipe construction costs are calculated similarly, but an annual

discount rate of 4.5% is applied for ten years. That is, we assume construction

happens at year eleven, and thus, the net present worth of installing pipe j on link

i in stage two is c2
ij = c1

ij(1 + 4.5%)−10. When no pipe is installed on link i ∈ I, i.e.,

j = m+ 1 (the “dummy” pipe size), the construction costs are c1
i,m+1 = c2

i,m+1 = 0.

Construction Costs Associated with Pumps

As mentioned earlier, the capital cost of installing a pump station is calculated using

the peak demands, d̂i, rather than the average demands, d̄i. The total peak discharge

flow of pump station s in stage one is calculated as Q̂1
s =
∑

i∈DSs d̂i. Then, with the
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cost relationships taken from Walski et al. (1987), the cost of building a pump station

at site s of size p in stage one is

γ1
sp = 500

(
Q̂1
s

0.2272

)0.70(
Hp

0.3048

)0.40

. (3.1)

If a pump station s is not built in stage one but is built only in stage two, the

construction cost γωsp is calculated similarly but a 4.5% discount rate is applied for

ten years and Q̂1
s is replaced by Q̂ω

s =
∑

i∈DSs d̂
ω
i . If a pump station is already built

in stage one, an additional pump may be added to the system in stage two. The

expansion cost is lower than new construction. Thus, the present worth of adding

pump size p at station s in stage two under scenario ω, uωsp, is calculated similar to

γωsp but by using a factor of 350 instead of 500.

If no pump is installed at site s ∈ S, plugging the “dummy” pump size Hr+1 = 0 in

(3.1) results in γ1
s,r+1 = γωs,r+1 = uωs,r+1 = 0. If, on the other hand, the total discharge

flow is zero; that is, Q̂s = 0 or Q̂ω
s = 0, we assign γ1

s,r = +∞ and γωs,r+1 = uωs,r+1 = +∞,

respectively, to prevent a pump station being built at zero cost.

Energy Costs

We use average demand conditions, d̄i, to calculate the energy costs from pumping

water through the system. Similar to above, the total average discharge flow of pump

station s in stage one is calculated as Q̄1
s =
∑

i∈DSs d̄i (in cubic meters per hour, m3/h).

Then, the net present worth of the energy costs at pump station s with pump size p

in stage one is approximated by

e1
sp = USPW × 0.10× ENR× Q̄1

s ×Hp, (3.2)

where the unit energy cost of operating a pump is $0.10/kwh, ENR(= 23.871) is

used for unit conversion, and assuming a 4.5% discount rate, USPW, the uniform

series present worth factor, for ten years is 7.9127 (Park, 2001).
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The net present worth of energy cost in stage two, eωsp, is calculated using (3.2)

by replacing Q̄s with Q̄ω
s =

∑
i∈DSs d̄

ω
i and then dividing by (1 + 4.5%)10. Similar to

pump construction costs, when the total discharge flow is zero, energy costs can be

adjusted to prevent a pump being operated at zero cost.

3.2.4 Pressure and Demand Satisfaction Constraints

A minimum pressure head, Hmin (21.1 m), is required at all demand nodes in the

system, to meet customer demand, and deliver water with a minimum required pres-

sure (enough to reach the second floor of a building). Consider the average demand

conditions. The minimum pressure satisfaction constraint at the end node of link i

in stage one can be written as∑
p∈P

∑
s∈USi

Hpȳsp −
∑
t∈UPi

∑
j∈Ji

S̄tjLtxtj − Elvi ≥ Hmin. (3.3)

The first term on the left-hand side of (3.3) is the pressure added to the water by the

pumps, the second term is the loss of pressure due to friction in the pipes, and the

third term is the elevation difference. The model determines the pressure head (Hp)

at pump stations s ∈ S to be used under average demand conditions via the binary

variables ȳsp, and which pipe diameter j to use on link i via the binary variables

xij. Note that we only consider this constraint for the links whose end nodes have

non-zero demands, i.e., i ∈ I \ I0 and i ∈ I \ Iω0 , because there is no need to satisfy

the minimum pressure requirement if there is no demand. In the rest of this section,

we explain how we determine the values of S̄ij using hydraulic relationships so that

we are able use the linear set of constraints as in (3.3).

The head loss due to friction in a pipeline depends on the pipe characteristics,

such as diameter (Dj), roughness, length (Li), and the flowrate through the pipe.

Water demands for every node in the system in stage one are assumed to be known.

Thus, given a branched network, the average flowrate on link i, denoted q̄i, is the
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sum of all water demands at the end node i and all downstream nodes; i.e., q̄i =

d̄i +
∑

t∈DWi
d̄t. Under the average demand conditions, the frictional head loss per

unit pipeline length, assuming turbulent flow conditions, is approximately described

by the empirical Hazen-Williams equation as follows:

S̄ij =
10.66(q̄i)

1.852

(C1
HW )1.852(Dj)4.871

, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (3.4)

where C1
HW is the Hazen-Williams coefficient. Assuming galvanized iron pipes are

installed in the first stage, we use C1
HW = 120. Note that equation (3.4) is only

computed for the actual pipe diameters considered. If no pipe is installed in stage

one, in other words, if pipe j = m+1 is selected, then S̄i,m+1 should be defined as zero.

However, to prevent the model from choosing this option, when there is downstream

demand, we define the friction slope to S̄i,m+1 = 0 if q̄i = 0 and S̄i,m+1 = +∞ if q̄i > 0.

We note that our preprocessing eliminates no pipe option when there is downstream

demand (see Section 3.4.2).

In the second stage, we need to consider uncertain future water demands. Similar

to above, the total flowrate in link i under scenario ω is q̄ωi = d̄ωi +
∑

t∈DWi
d̄ωt . Suppose

a pipe with diameter Dj, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m has been constructed on link i in stage one. If

an additional parallel pipe of diameter Dk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,m is constructed on the same

link i in the second stage, then water flow will divide between the two parallel pipes

as a function of their pipe sizes and roughnesses. Let q̄ωij and q̄ωik denote the flowrate

under average conditions on these parallel pipes of diameter Dj and Dk, respectively.

Then we have

q̄ωi = q̄ωij + q̄ωik. (3.5)

In the second stage, existing pipes gradually become encrusted with material. To

reflect this, we reduce the Hazen-Williams coefficient of existing pipes to C2
HW = 100

in the second stage. For newly constructed pipes, we again use C1
HW = 120. Since

the friction losses through two parallel pipes must be the same, the friction slope on
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both pipes j and k under average conditions can be calculated by

S̄ωijk =
10.66(q̄ωij)

1.852

(C2
HW )1.852(Dj)4.871

=
10.66(q̄ωik)

1.852

(C1
HW )1.852(Dk)4.871

. (3.6)

By (3.5) and (3.6), we find the average flowrate of the parallel pipe with pipe diameter

Dk on link i in stage two under scenario ω to be

q̄ωik =
q̄ωi

1 +
(
C2
HW

C1
HW

)(
Dj
Dk

)2.630 . (3.7)

Substituting (3.7) to the right-hand side of (3.6), we obtain S̄ωijk, the friction slope

for the parallel pipes, for j = 1, 2, . . . ,m and k = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

If no pipe is constructed in stage one and pipe k, k = 1, 2, . . . ,m is installed in

stage two, then the friction slope S̄ωi,m+1,k is calculated using (3.4) by replacing q̄i

with q̄ωi . Likewise, if pipe j, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m is installed in stage one and no pipe is

constructed in stage two, the friction slope is calculated by replacing q̄i with q̄ωi and

C1
HW by C2

HW in (3.4). If no pipe is constructed in both stages, then we define the

frictional head loss as S̄ωi,m+1,m+1 = 0 if q̄ωi = 0 and S̄ωi,m+1,m+1 = +∞ if q̄ωi > 0. Again,

preprocessing eliminates the dummy pipe option in the latter case (see Section 3.4.2).

The friction slopes under peak demand conditions are calculated using the above

equations but using peak demands rather than average demands.

3.2.5 Velocity Constraints

Excessively high or low velocities in the pipes are undesirable in a water distribution

network. Velocities below a minimum level are usually caused by oversized pipes,

which will result in excessive infrastructure costs, and potentially poor water quality

due to long travel times (Methods et al., 2003). In a reclaimed water system, the

primary concern is the cost. Since reclaimed water is used to irrigate parks, golf

courses, etc., water quality is not a major factor. On the other hand, high velocities

beyond a certain level are usually caused by undersized pipes. High velocities may
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also cause excessive pressure head loss due to increased friction and therefore increase

the pumping, hence, energy costs (Viessman et al., 1993; McGhee and Steel, 1991).

Under the peak condition, the velocity in a pipe with pipe diameter Dj on link i

in stage one is v̂ij = q̂i/π(Dj/2)2, where q̂i is the flowrate of link i. Note that we only

consider peak velocities. Because q̄i is one fifth of q̂i, the average velocity calculated

using q̄i is one fifth of v̂ij, and the velocity ranges are adjusted accordingly. In stage

two, the velocities in parallel pipes j and k (denoted with ∗s below) on link i under

peak condition and scenario ω are calculated using flowrates in pipes j and k, q̂ωij and

q̂ωik (calculated by (3.5) and (3.7)).

Considering the relative magnitudes of construction and energy costs, and based

on engineering judgment, we use

0ft/s ≤ v̂ij ≤ 7ft/s and 1ft/s ≤ v̂ωij∗k, v̂
ω
ijk∗ ≤ 7ft/s, ∀i ∈ I, j, k ∈ J, (3.8)

as the range of permissible velocity of peak flows in stages one and two, respectively.

Note that in (3.8), the velocities are given in units of feet per second but in our model

we use meters per hour (1 ft/sec =1,097.28 m/hr). We note that the lower bound

for stage one and two are different; this is because we should allow large pipes to be

overbuilt in stage one in anticipation of future demands.

Alternative to including direct velocity constraints in the formulation (e.g., 0ft/s ≤

v̂ijxij ≤ 7ft/s in the first stage), we use subsets to define the pipe sizes that satisfy

the velocity constraints for each link i as described in Section 3.4.2. Computationally,

we compare using subsets determined by preprocessing to using direct constraints in

Section 3.5.1.

3.2.6 Formulation

The reclaimed water network optimization problem can now be formulated as follows:

min
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈Ji

c1ijxij +
∑
p∈P

∑
s∈S

γ1
spŷsp +

∑
p∈P

∑
s∈S

e1
spȳsp +

∑
ω∈Ω

pωh(x, ŷ, ω) (3.9)
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s.t. −
∑

t∈UPi

∑
j∈Ji

ŜtjLtxtj +
∑
p∈P

∑
s∈USi

Hpŷsp ≥ Hmin + Elvi, ∀i ∈ I \ I0, (3.10)

−
∑

t∈UPi

∑
j∈Ji

S̄tjLtxtj +
∑
p∈P

∑
s∈USi

Hpȳsp ≥ Hmin + Elvi, ∀i ∈ I \ I0, (3.11)

∑
j∈Ji

xij = 1, ∀i ∈ I, (3.12)

∑
p∈P

ȳsp = 1, ∀s ∈ S, (3.13)

∑
p∈P

ŷsp = 1, ∀s ∈ S, (3.14)

xij , ŷsp, ȳsp ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ Ji,∀s ∈ S,∀p ∈ P, (3.15)

where

h(x, ŷ, ω) = min
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈Ji

∑
k∈Jω

ij

c2ikx
ω
ijk +

∑
p∈P

∑
s∈S

(γωspŷ
ω
sp + uωspẑ

ω
sp) +

∑
p∈P

∑
s∈S

eωspȳ
ω
sp (3.16)

s.t. (3.17)

−
∑

t∈UPi

∑
j∈Ji

∑
k∈Jω

ij

ŜωtjkLtx
ω
tjk +

∑
p∈P

∑
s∈USi

Hp(ŷsp + ŷωsp + ẑωsp) ≥ Hmin + Elvi,∀i ∈ I \ Iω0 ,(3.18)

−
∑

t∈UPi

∑
j∈Ji

∑
k∈Jω

ij

S̄ωtjkLtx
ω
tjk +

∑
p∈P

∑
s∈USi

Hpȳ
ω
sp ≥ Hmin + Elvi, ∀i ∈ I \ Iω0 ,(3.19)

∑
j∈Ji

∑
k∈Jω

ij

xωijk = 1, ∀i ∈ I, (3.20)

∑
p∈P

ȳωsp = 1, ∀s ∈ S, (3.21)

∑
p∈P

(ŷωsp + ẑωsp) = 1, ∀s ∈ S, (3.22)

ŷωsp ≤ ŷs,r+1, ∀s ∈ S, p ∈ P, (3.23)

ẑωsp ≤ 1− ŷs,r+1, ∀s ∈ S, p ∈ P, (3.24)

xωijk ≤ xij , ∀j ∈ Ji, k ∈ Jω
ij , (3.25)

xωijk, ŷ
ω
sp, ẑ

ω
sp, ȳ

ω
sp ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ Ji,∀k ∈ Jω

ij ,∀s ∈ S, ∀p ∈ P. (3.26)

The objective function (3.9) is the sum of the construction costs of pipe system and

pump stations, the energy cost of operating the system in stage one, and the expected

cost of installing additional pipes and pumps plus the expected energy costs in stage

two. All costs are in the net present worth at the beginning of the 20-year time

period. Equations (3.9)–(3.15) model the first stage, and equations (3.16)–(3.26)

model the second stage. The constraints in both stages are similar. Constraints

(3.10) and (3.18) ensure that the minimum pressure requirements are met under
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peak demand conditions for nodes with non-zero demands, and constraints (3.11)

and (3.19) ensure the same under average demand conditions. The peak conditions

determine the capacity of the pump stations (via decisions ŷsp, ŷ
ω
sp, and ẑωsp), and the

average conditions determine the usage of that pump capacity (via decisions ȳsp and

ȳωsp). Due to the nonlinear hydraulic relationships (recall Section 3.2.4), the pressure

satisfaction constraints under average and peak conditions are not multiples of one

another even though peak demands are set to five times the average demands. In

(3.18), the pump station capacity includes both the first-stage capacity (ŷsp) and the

second-stage capacity, which can be either expansion of the existing pump stations

(ẑωsp), or new construction of pump stations (ŷωsp). When operating the system under

average conditions, we focus on that stage. That is, in stage one, we use decisions

ȳsp and in stage two, we use decisions ȳωsp to determine the pump sizes used under

average conditions.

Constraints (3.12) and (3.20) ensure only one pipe size is selected for each link i.

This includes the “dummy” pipe size for selecting not to install a pipe on a link. Note

that the first-stage decisions for pipes, xij, consider selection of a pipe diameter j for a

given link i. In the second stage, however, decisions for pipes, xωijk, consider not only

the parallel pipe diameter k installed in the second stage but also the pipe diameter

j installed in the first stage on the same link i. Constraints (3.25) link the two.

Constraints (3.13) and (3.21) ensure that only one pump size is selected for average

demands in each stage, and constraints (3.14) and (3.22) ensure the same for peak

demands. Similar to pipes, this includes the “no pump” decisions. Constraints (3.23)

and (3.24) enforce that we can either expand an existing pump station or construct a

new pump station in stage two. If a pump station s is built in stage one (ŷs,r+1 = 0),

we can only expand it by adding additional pumps (ŷωsp = 0). If, on the other hand,

a pump station is not built in stage one (ŷs,r+1 = 1), we can only build a new pump

station in stage two (ẑωsp = 0). Finally, constraints (3.15) and (3.26) enforce binary

restrictions.
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In the above formulation, note that for each link i, the pipe diameter j with respect

to the first-stage decisions and the pipe diameter k with respect to the second-stage

decisions, are restricted to be in the set Ji and Jωij, respectively, where Ji and Jωij are

subsets of J . This is because a subset of available pipe diameters are eliminated by

applying a set of velocity constraints. We explain this process in Section 3.4.

3.3 Application to a Realistic Reclaimed Water Distribution
Network Design

In the previous section, we presented a general two-stage stochastic binary program to

design and expand a municipal reclaimed water network. In this section, we present

a specific application to a realistic system. We use this application in our numerical

results in this chapter. Figure 3.1 shows the Tucson Reclaimed Water distribution

system, and our representative network in Figure 3.2 is similar municipal reclaimed

water distribution system. The network, presented in Figure 3.2, is a directed network

with direction of flow from the WWTP (node 0) to water demand sites (nodes 1–56).

The water demand sites includes public parks, schools, golf course, etc. (see Table

3.6). Data for this network is provided in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. For each link, we have

eleven pipe diameters available: 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 600, 750, and

1000mm. For each pump station, we have ten possible pump sizes at each stage: 10,

20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100m. We allow three pump stations to be built

at node 0 (WWTP) and one pump station at node 16. Pump stations 1, 2, 3, and 4

supply nodes 1–10, 11–35, 16–35, and 35–56, respectively.

To generate scenarios, we first determined the base demands according to the type

of demand node (see Tables 3.6 and 3.7). For instance, a golf course or a park along

with its area is used to determine the base demand using historical data. Then, we

vary the demands in each node as low, medium (set equal to the base demand) and

high with probabilities of occurrence 0.30, 0.40, and 0.30, respectively. The low and
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Figure 3.1: Tucson reclaimed water distribution system. Source: http://www.

watereuse.org/files/images/Importance_Tucson.pdf

http://www.watereuse.org/files/images/Importance_Tucson.pdf
http://www.watereuse.org/files/images/Importance_Tucson.pdf
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Figure 3.2: A representative reclaimed water distribution system model (not to
scale). The nodes in the box represent a new development that will be constructed
in the future and triangles show the pump stations.
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high demands are set to 80% and 120% of the base demands, respectively, based on

discussions with design engineers. We also consider neighborhoods in our network

(Table 3.8). We assume that a neighborhood’s demand changes uniformly and that

each neighborhood is independent. That is, if a node in a neighborhood has high

demand, then all other nodes in the same neighborhood also have high demands, but

conditions may differ between neighborhoods. In a reclaimed water network with four

neighborhoods, there are 34 = 81 scenarios.

Table 3.4: Length of links, Li (m)

Link Length Link Length Link Length Link Length Link Length

1 1000 13 6600 25 5350 37 5900 49 5700
2 1300 14 6500 26 5250 38 6600 50 5350
3 800 15 6400 27 5600 39 6500 51 5250
4 1200 16 6400 28 5300 40 6400 52 5600
5 1000 17 7100 29 3600 41 6400 53 5300
6 1200 18 7300 30 4400 42 7100 54 3600
7 1200 19 5000 31 5400 43 7300 55 4400
8 400 20 5400 32 6500 44 5000 56 5400
9 1000 21 6300 33 5000 45 5400
10 700 22 5300 34 6700 46 1000
11 5000 23 5500 35 5300 47 5300
12 5900 24 5700 36 5000 48 5500

Table 3.5: Elevation of nodes, Elvi (m)

Node Elv. Node Elv. Node Elv. Node Elv. Node Elv.

0 0.000 12 9.394 24 34.819 36 4.309 48 14.651
1 0.862 13 15.082 25 39.429 37 9.394 49 14.824
2 1.982 14 20.684 26 29.691 38 9.997 50 14.522
3 1.551 15 26.200 27 34.517 39 9.911 51 14.350
4 1.896 16 20.598 28 39.085 40 9.825 52 14.651
5 2.413 17 26.717 29 42.187 41 9.825 53 14.393
6 2.586 18 33.009 30 45.979 42 15.513 54 12.928
7 2.930 19 37.318 31 50.633 43 15.686 55 13.617
8 2.241 20 41.972 32 56.235 44 13.703 56 14.479
9 3.792 21 32.147 33 60.545 45 14.651
10 2.844 22 25.166 34 56.408 46 10.859
11 4.309 23 29.906 35 60.976 47 14.565
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Table 3.6: Types of demand nodes

Node Type of demand site Node Type of demand site

stage 1 stage2 stage 1 stage2
1 Large park Large park 30 School School
2 School School

31 None
Park &

3 Park
Park & Commerical

Commerical 32 None Large park
4 None Commercial 33 School School
5 School School 34 None Commercial

6 Commerical
Large park & 35 Golf course Golf course
Commerical 36 Commercial Park & Commerical

7 None Commercial 37 Commercial Commercial
8 Park Park

38 Commercial
Large park &

9 Golf course Golf course Commerical
10 School School 39 None Commercial
11 School School 40 Park Park
12 Large park Large park 41 Large park Large park
13 Commercial Commercial 42 None School
14 Commercial Commercial

43 None
Park &

15 Golf course Golf course Commerical
16 None Commercial 44 None Commercial
17 School School 45 None Golf course
18 Park Park 46 None Park
19 None Commercial 47 None School
20 Golf course Golf course 48 School School
21 None Golf course 49 None Park
22 None Commercial 50 School School
23 School School 51 Golf course Golf course
24 Park Park 52 None School
25 None Commercial 53 Commercial Commercial
26 None Commercial 54 Commercial Commercial

27 Commercial
Large park &

55 Park
Park &

Commerical Commerical
28 None Commercial 56 School School
29 None Golf course
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Table 3.7: Average demands (cubic meter per hour, cmh) in stage one for node i, d̄i, and
expected average demands (cmh) in stage two

Node Stage one Stage two Node Stage one Stage two Node Stage one Stage two

0 0.00 0.00 19 0.00 1.69 38 1.69 14.36
1 12.67 12.67 20 63.36 63.36 39 0.00 1.69
2 4.22 4.22 21 0.00 63.36 40 8.45 8.45
3 8.45 10.14 22 0.00 1.69 41 12.67 12.67
4 0.00 1.69 23 4.22 4.22 42 0.00 4.22
5 4.22 4.22 24 8.45 8.45 43 0.00 10.14
6 1.69 14.36 25 0.00 1.69 44 0.00 1.69
7 0.00 1.69 26 0.00 1.69 45 0.00 63.36
8 8.45 8.45 27 1.69 10.14 46 0.00 8.45
9 63.36 63.36 28 0.00 1.69 47 0.00 4.22

10 4.22 4.22 29 0.00 63.36 48 4.22 4.22
11 4.22 4.22 30 4.22 4.22 49 0.00 8.45
12 12.67 12.67 31 0.00 10.14 50 4.22 4.22
13 1.69 1.69 32 0.00 12.67 51 63.36 63.36
14 1.69 1.69 33 4.22 4.22 52 0.00 4.22
15 63.36 63.36 34 0.00 1.69 53 1.69 1.69
16 0.00 1.69 35 63.36 63.36 54 1.69 1.69
17 4.22 4.22 36 1.69 10.14 55 8.45 10.14
18 8.45 8.45 37 1.69 1.69 56 4.22 4.22

Table 3.8: Neighborhoods used for scenario generation

# of scenarios Groups

9 {1 -10, 27 -35}, {11 - 26, 36 - 56}
27 {1 -10}, {11 - 35}, {36 -56}
81 {1 -10}, {11 - 26}, {27 -35}, {36 - 56}
243 {1 -10}, {11 - 26}, {27 -35}, {36 - 41, 48-56}, {42 - 47}
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3.4 Reducing the Problem Dimension

The formulation presented in Section 3.2 is a two-stage stochastic binary program.

The problem size grows as more scenarios and as larger cities are considered. In this

section, we reduce the problem dimension in an effort to increase solution efficiency.

First, we discuss the separability of the problem formulation. Next, we reduce the

set of permissible pipe sizes by velocity constraints. Then, we discuss a preprocessing

method to reduce the number of allowable pump sizes.

3.4.1 Separability

A full reclaimed system may consist of independent branches. As shown in Figure

3.2, our application network contains three major branches: nodes 1–10, nodes 11–

35, and nodes 36–56. Different sets of pumps at the WWTP serve each of the three

branches. As such, we can separate the network into three sub-networks so that

instead of solving one large problem, we can solve three smaller ones. As the network

size increases, separability allows us to solve problems that are otherwise not solvable;

see Section 3.5.1 for computational results.

3.4.2 Reducing Pipe Sizes via Velocity Constraints

As discussed, using velocity constraints, we can limit the range of allowable pipe

diameters and the associated discrete decision variables. The idea is to construct sets

of permissible pipe diameters by eliminating the diameters (in the first stage) or pairs

of diameters (in the second stage) that violate the velocity constraint. Note that since

only the infeasible pipe sizes are removed in this procedure, no optimal solution will

be left out.

The ranges of permissible pipe diameters for each link in stage one can be cal-

culated by solving (3.8). Recall that D1 and Dm denote the smallest and largest

pipes available, respectively, and that Dm+1 denotes the dummy pipe option. For
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each i ∈ I, we select the pipe diameter for link i in stage one by constructing a set of

permissible diameters, Ji, using the following process:

For i ∈ I:
Step 1: If q̂i = 0,

Set diameter range [l1i , u
1
i ] = [0, 0].

If c2
ij ≤ c1

ij , ∀j ∈ J ,
Set [li, ui] = [0, 0]. Set Ji = {m+ 1} and go to Step 5.

Else
Go to Step 3.

Step 2: Compute the diameter lower bound l1i using q̂i and v̂ij ≤ 7ft/s from (3.8).
Step 3: For ω ∈ Ω:

Compute the diameter lower bound lωi using q̂ωi and v̂ωi,j∗,m+1 ≤ 7ft/s from
(3.8).

Step 4: Set the smallest diameter li = max{D1,min{l1i , lωi }}, and the largest diameter

ui = Dm. Set Ji = {j ∈ J |Dj ∈ [li, ui]}.

Step 1 calculates the diameter ranges for links with no downstream demands (qi =

0), and Step 2 calculates the diameter lower bounds for links with positive downstream

demands (qi > 0) in stage one. To be conservative in the diameter ranges (see Step

4), in Step 3, we assume no additional pipe is installed in stage two and calculate a

lower bound using the velocity in pipe j. Then, in Step 4, the lower bound is set to

the minimum of these two lower bounds, provided it is larger than D1. Note that for

some of the nodes, because of the low demand, velocity constraints can be violated

even for the smallest pipe diameter. In this case, D1 is set to be the lower bound for

the link, li = D1. In Step 4, ui calculated by the condition v̂ij ≥ 0ft/sec in (3.8) is

+∞ as the lowest velocity permitted is 0 ft/s. Therefore, we set upper bound ui to

be Dm as this is the largest pipe size available.

In stage two, we need to check the velocities for all possible combinations of the

pipes in stages one and two, by restricting the range of pipe diameters in stage one

to Ji found earlier. One exception is the case where [li, ui] is set to [0, 0] in Step 1. In

this case, we directly use (3.8) for the second-stage pipes. For each i ∈ I, we construct
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the set of permissible diameters of pipe k for link i in stage two under scenario ω, Jωij,

using the following process, which directly continues from Step 4:

Step 5: If [li, ui] = [0, 0],
Compute diameter range [lωi , u

ω
i ] using q̂ωi and 1ft/s ≤ v̂ωi,m+1,k∗ ≤ 7ft/s

from (3.8).
Set Jωi,m+1 = {k ∈ J |Dk ∈ [lωi , u

ω
i ]}, Jωij = ∅ for j = 1, 2, . . . ,m and stop.

Else
For j ∈ J \ Ji:

Set Jωij = ∅.
For j ∈ Ji:

Compute v̂ωij∗k and v̂ωijk∗ using q̂ωij and q̂ωik.
Set Jωij = {k = 1, 2, . . . ,m | 1ft/s ≤ v̂ωij∗k, v̂ωijk∗ ≤ 7ft/s}.
If 1ft/s ≤ v̂ωi,j∗,m+1 ≤ 7ft/s,

Set Jωij = Jωij ∪ {m+ 1}.

Note that the dummy pipe option (m+1) in stage two is included in the above process.

If no pipe is installed in stage two, then v̂ωi,j,m+1∗ = 0 and v̂i,j∗,m+1 must be between

1ft/s and 7ft/s (see the last two lines in Step 5).

Using preprocessing to define set of the permissible diameters, we significantly

reduce the number of pipe sizes, as shown in Section 3.5.1. This can also reduce the

number of pump decisions, which we describe below.

3.4.3 Reducing Pump Sizes via Preprocessing

To ensure reclaimed water is delivered to the demand sites with adequate pressure,

pump sizes must be at least greater (at most less) than or equal to the minimum

pressure head required, Hmin, plus the elevation of the demand site plus the minimum

(maximum) friction loss through pipes. This relationship allows us to eliminate a

number of pump sizes. Note that the minimum (maximum) friction loss can be found

by installing the largest (smallest) allowable pipes on all links in the network. If the

minimum/maximum friction losses are found after pipe size reduction, the bounds on

pump sizes will be tighter. Only the pump sizes that violate this basic requirement
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Figure 3.3: 1 supply source (node 0), 4 pump stations (triangles) and 6 demand nodes

(circles)

are removed and hence no optimal solution will be left out.

Let jimin = arg min{Dj|j ∈ Ji} and jimax = arg max{Dj|j ∈ Ji} be the minimum

and maximum pipe sizes that can be installed in link i in stage one as found in the

previous section. (If no pipe preprocessing is performed, jimin = 1 and jimax = m.) Let

us first consider average demands and a single pump distribution system. A lower

bound on pump size used at station s can be computed by

P̄min,s = min

{
Hp

∣∣∣∣∣ Hp ≥ max

{ ∑
t∈UPi

S̄tjimax
Lt + Elvi

∣∣∣∣∣ i ∈ DSs \ I0

}
+Hmin

}
,

(3.27)

where S̄tjimax
is the friction slope for the maximum allowable diameter pipe jimax.

A Pump size below this lower bound will not satisfy the minimum pressure head

requirement.

For a distribution system with multiple pump stations, the lower bound of each

pump needs to be determined according to the structure of the network. Consider

the small distribution system in Figure 3.3. Pump station 1 supplies nodes 1 and 2,

pump station 2 supplies nodes 3 and 4, pump station 3 supplies node 4, and pump

station 4 supplies nodes 5 and 6. According to Section 3.4.1, this distribution network

can be viewed as three separate networks: nodes 1 and 2, and nodes 5 and 6 are both
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single pump systems, and nodes 3 and 4 form a two-pump system. The lower bound

of pump stations 1 and 4 under average demand conditions can be found by applying

(3.27). Now consider pump stations 2 and 3 with DS2 = {3, 4} and DS3 = {4}. Flow

to the end node of each link i ∈ DS2 \DS3 only receives energy from pump station

2. For the end node of each link i ∈ DS3, on the other hand, pressure head is added

by both pump stations 2 and 3. Therefore, for pump station 2, a lower bound under

average condition in stage one is found from (3.27) by replacing DSs with DS2 \DS3.

The lower bound for the pump station 3 is found by considering minimal friction loss

through only the links i ∈ DS3, and the maximum gain from pump station 2 (Pmax,2):

P̄min,3 = min

Hp

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Hp ≥ max

 ∑
t∈UPi

S̄tjimax
Lt + Elvi

∣∣∣∣∣∣ i ∈ DS3 \ I0

+Hmin − P̄max,2

 .

(3.28)

To determine an upper bound, we look at the maximum friction loss, found by

laying the smallest possible pipes. In a single pump distribution system, the upper

bound for pump station s under average condition in stage one can thus be calculated

by

P̄max,s = min

{
Hp

∣∣∣∣∣ Hp ≥ max

{ ∑
t∈UPi

S̄tjimin
Lt + Elvi

∣∣∣∣∣ i ∈ DSs \ I0

}
+Hmin

}
.

(3.29)

For a dual pump station branch, the maximum pump head for the downstream station

is similar with the exception that the minimum energy added at pump station 2

(P̄min,2) is subtracted as in (3.28) with the maximum energy. If any P̄max,s is greater

than the permitted range, the maximum value for that pump station is set to Hr.

The lower and upper bounds found can be generalized to systems with more than two

pump stations, by considering all pump stations that serve each link, and successively

calculating minimum and maximum pump heads.

In stage two, the same principle is used but minimal and maximal friction losses
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are adjusted for a parallel pipe system. For instance, a lower bound on pump

size of station s under average condition is found similarly by replacing S̄tjimax
by

min
{
S̄ωtjk|j ∈ Jt, k ∈ Jωtj

}
and I0 by Iω0 in (3.27) and (3.28), where Jt and Jωtj are

found as explained in Section 3.4.2. (If no pipe preprocessing is performed, S̄ωtmm is

used but will lead to weaker bounds.)

Let us now focus on the peak demand conditions. The bounds for capacity of pump

stations are found again in a similar way by using the corresponding peak conditions;

for instance, by using Ŝtjimax
instead of S̄tjimax

in (3.27) and (3.28). The only exception

is that we set the upper bound on pump station capacities in stage one to P̂max,s = Hr

in order to allow for overbuilding. As a result of preprocessing under peak conditions,

we can also determine which variables, ẑωsp or ŷωsp, are activated. If the lower bound

of pump capacity at pump station s for the peak condition is greater than zero, then

ŷs,r+1 = 0, and by constraint (3.24), the second stage decision variables ẑωsp = 0 for all

p ∈ P . On the other hand, if the upper bound of pump capacity at pump station s for

peak condition is less than or equal to zero, then ŷs,r+1 = 1, ŷsp = 0 for p = 1, 2, . . . , r,

and by constraint (3.23), the second stage decision variables ŷωsp must be zero for all

p ∈ P .

3.5 Numerical Results

In this section, we apply our methodology to design the realistic reclaimed water

network described in Section 3.3. We first provide the results of our computational

tests on the effectiveness of problem dimension reduction. Then we examine the

problem solution and finally we present the sensitivity analysis on varying parameters

in the model to provide insight to municipal design engineers.
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3.5.1 Effectiveness of the Problem Dimension Reduction

To find the best combination of problem dimension reductions, we formulated the

reclaimed water network design problem with 9, 27, 81, and 243 scenarios. Each

problem is solved as one large network, and as three smaller sub-networks by sepa-

rability. For both configurations, we solved problems with (i) velocity bounds added

directly as model constraints, (ii) pump preprocessing only, (iii) pipe preprocessing

only, and (iv) pipe and pump preprocessing. For test problems with 9 and 27 scenar-

ios, the maximum allowable solution time is 1080 seconds. The maximum allowable

solution times for test problems with 81 and 243 scenarios are one hour and two

hours, respectively. When we solved three smaller sub-networks, we allocated the

maximum solution time for each sub-network by weighing the computational diffi-

culty. All problems are solved using GAMS1 software with CPLEX2 12.1 solver on a

2.4 GHz processor with 1GB of memory running 32 bit-Windows. CPLEX solves the

optimization problem using a Branch-and-Cut algorithm. For details on the Branch-

and-Cut algorithm, we refer to (CPLEX, 2011) and (Wolsey, 1998).

Table 3.9 presents the results of our experiments. The first column lists the

number of scenarios. The second column indicates whether a preprocessing technique

is used and which preprocessing is used (see footnote in Table 3.9). Columns 3–6

show the total number of decision variables and the percentage reductions. The 1st-

and 2nd-stage variable reductions are calculated as the number of variables eliminated

divided by the original number of variables in the 1st and 2nd stages, respectively. For

example, if the model originally has 100 pipe decision variables in the first stage, and

1GAMS, short for General Algebraic Modeling System, is a high-level modeling system for
mathematical programming and optimization. It allows the user to write mathematical mod-
els and connects with high-performance solvers like CPLEX. For more information, refer to
http://www.gams.com.

2CPLEX, or IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio is an optimization software package
that solves mathematical (especially linear and integer) programs to find global optimal solutions.
For more information, refer to http://www-01.ibm.com/software/integration/optimization/

cplex-optimizer.

 http://www.gams.com
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/integration/optimization/cplex-optimizer
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/integration/optimization/cplex-optimizer
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Table 3.9: Effectiveness of problem dimension reduction

Full network Separate problem

# of total # of 1st stage 2nd stage total relative gap relative gap
scen. variables reduction reduction reduction gap reduction gap reduction

9

C 74,524 - - - 0.17% - 0.00% 99.97%
Pump 74,048 39.77% 37.12% 0.64% 0.07% 57.82% 0.00% 99.98%
Pipe 16,361 34.23% 79.82% 78.05% 0.02% 89.58% 0.00% 99.98%
P+ P 15,723 35.66% 79.35% 78.90% 0.01% 91.39% 0.00% 100%

27

C 222,052 - - - 0.43% - 0.15% 66.17%
Pump 220,802 39.77% 34.09% 0.56% 0.32% 25.04% 0.08% 82.30%
Pipe 47,843 34.23% 79.43% 78.45% 0.36% 15.86% 0.06% 86.54%
P+ P 46,011 35.66% 79.91% 79.28% 0.23% 45.78% 0.02% 91.30%

81

C 664,636 - - - Mem N/A 0.60% N/A
Pump 660,956 39.77% 34.09% 0.55% 0.81% N/A 0.40% N/A
Pipe 142,748 34.23% 79.86% 78.52% 0.68% N/A 0.37% N/A
P+ P 137,316 35.66% 79.39% 79.34% 0.54% N/A 0.35% N/A

243

C 1,992,388 - - - Mem N/A 2.54% N/A
Pump 1,981,418 39.77% 34.09% 0.55% Mem N/A 0.79% N/A
Pipe 427,238 34.23% 79.86% 78.56% Mem N/A 0.70% N/A
P+ P 410,484 35.66% 79.41% 79.40% Mem N/A 0.19% N/A

C, Pump, Pipe, P+P indicate no preprocessing (velocity bounds added directly as model constraints), pump
preprocessing, pipe preprocessing, and both pipe and pump preprocessing, respectively. Mem indicates the
solver terminated due to memory limitation. In this case, the reduction of relative gap cannot be calculated,
denoted as N/A.

after preprocessing it has only 80 pipe variables, the first-stage variable reduction in

this case is (100 - 80)/100 = 20%. Columns titled “relative gap” are the relative gap

of the solution obtained within the allocated time, which is computed by the relative

differences between the best objective function value and the best lower approximation

of the true optimal value. For instance, if the best objective value we find is 1.05 and

the best lower bound found after relaxing all integral requirements is 1, then the

relative gap is calculated as (1.05−1)/1 = 5%. Columns titled “gap reduction” show

reduction of relative gap compared to base case of solving the full network without

any preprocessing (shown in bold in Table 3.9).

The rapid increase in the number of variables as the number of scenarios increases,

as seen in Table 3.9, causes memory problems using the full network. Separating the

problem eliminates this issue and significantly reduces the relative gap. The percent-

age reductions of the number of variables, however, are independent of the number of

scenarios and only depend on network characteristics. Although pipe preprocessing
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results in the greatest incremental reduction in decision variables, pump preprocess-

ing alone may be more effective than pipe preprocessing. This is intuitive because

the most important constraints in the model—constraints (3.10), (3.11), (3.18), and

(3.19)—are dominated by pump decision variables. For given pump sizes, infeasible

pipe sizes are easily detected. Therefore, even if pump preprocessing eliminates a

small percentage of decision variables (less than 1%), it may have a similar or better

effect compared to pipe preprocessing. For all test problems, separating the network

and combining pipe and pump preprocessing are the most effective strategies for re-

ducing the number of variables and relative gap. We use this combination for all

further analysis.

3.5.2 Solution

The reclaimed water network design cost of the problem detailed in Section 3.3 under

81 scenarios is $4.182×107 with a relative gap of 0.271% as solved by GAMS-CPLEX

in 48 hours. We observe that the optimality gap becomes very difficult to close after

1.5 hours, at which point the relative optimality gap is 0.349%. We also observe that

the first-stage solution is stable after 1.5 hours and the solution improvement is mainly

due to very minor changes in a few scenarios in the second stage. When the optimal

solution becomes stable, the slow convergence after 1.5 hours is essentially due to the

difficulty in improving the lower bound. Given that it takes a long time to improve the

lower bound after this point and that we have a stable, high-quality solution, we stop.

Notice that this convergence behavior is quite common in many integer optimization

problems (see, e.g. Sierksma (2002), Schrijver (1998)); our computational results

agree.

The first-stage pipe and pump decisions are shown in Figure 3.4. Link lengths and

elevation differences between nodes 11 and 35 are the largest in the system. Thus,

large pipes are installed in this branch. Figure 3.4 suggests not to install any pipes
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on links 42 to 47 since there is no demand in the first stage at the end nodes of these

links. In the second stage, additional pipes are needed on links 21, 25, 42 to 47, 49

and 52 under all scenarios, as no pipe is installed for these links in the first stage.

Parallel pipes are installed on links 1, 16, 17, 22, 27, 29, 31, 34, 35, 36, 38, and 51,

under some of the scenarios. Many of these pipes are in the branch between nodes

11 and 35 since most new demands are added on this branch in the second stage (see

Table 3.6). Similarly, the branch beginning at node 36 also adds most new pipes in

stage two due to a similar demand increase.

The branch starting at node 1 is small compared to other parts of the network and

has lower elevation change; thus, it requires a smaller pump capacity. In the second

stage, pump station 1 is not expanded. Due to the significant demand changes in the

branch originating at node 11, under peak conditions, the capacity of pump station

2 is always expanded and the capacity of pump station 3 is also enlarged under most

scenarios. Similarly, pump station 4 is increased at high demands under average

conditions, and at high and medium demands under peak conditions. In Tables 3.10

and 3.11, we provide the additional pipes and pumps installed under the scenario of

all medium demands in the second stage. We note that pipes installed in the second

stage are not consistent across 81 scenarios because of the differences in demands.

Table 3.12 shows the cost breakdowns. In contrast to a potable water system,

energy consumption is a small portion of the total cost, as the demands are much

smaller in a reclaimed water distribution system. There is also a larger difference

between the peak and average demands. In a potable water system, demands occur

all throughout the day, whereas in a reclaimed system, irrigation demands can occur

during certain peak times. For all three branches, the majority of total and first-

stage costs are for the piping system. One third of the pipe costs in the full network

are required to connect to the demand sites with minimum diameter pipes since no

distribution infrastructure presently exists (referred to as the fixed cost). In the second

stage, pipe cost is still a large portion in branches starting at nodes 11 and 36 due
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Figure 3.4: Pipe diameter and pump size decisions for the first stage. (A) indicates average

condition, (P) indicates peak condition, and all pipe diameters in italics and units of mm.
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to network growth and significant demand increases. However, energy costs are the

dominant cost for mature systems such as the branch originating at node 1.

Table 3.10: Additional pipes installed in stage two under the scenario of all medium
demands

Pipe diameter Link Pipe diameter Link
150mm 25, 42, 44, 46 ,47, 49, 51, 52 300mm 38, 45
200mm 43 350mm 29
250mm 21 450mm 27

The strategy for constructing the system is consistent with engineering design

experience. The peak demand condition drives the pipe sizes to take advantage the

economies of scale of larger pipes at the high demands. The result is that the energy

losses due to friction under average conditions is quite low (i.e., S̄tj and S̄ωtjk in (3.11)

and (3.19) are small) and the majority of energy required to operate the system is

to overcome the elevation difference (Elvi) and maintain pressure (Hmin). Therefore,

increasing pipe sizes further will have little effect on energy consumption costs.

Table 3.11: Average (operated) and peak (capacity) pumps under the scenario of all
medium demands

Stage one Stage two (all medium)

Average Peak Average Peak

Pump station 1 30 60 30 60
Pump station 2 50 100 60 190
Pump station 3 40 100 40 200
Pump station 4 40 100 50 150

3.5.3 Sensitivity to Varying Model Parameters

Analysis is conducted to examine the changes in total cost, and pump and pipe

decisions under varying mean demands, unit energy costs, annual discount rates, and

pipe material price. Note that the changes in mean demands and pipe prices affect

the second stage (we assume the pipe material price is known today), while the unit
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Table 3.12: Component costs in total 20 years, and stages one and two only (in million $s)

Total 20 years Stage one only Stage two only

Nodes Pipe Pump Energy Pipe Pump Energy Pipe Pump Energy

1 - 10 1.17 (0.66) 0.95 0.11 1.14 (0.66) 0.95 0.06 0.03 (0.00) 0.00 0.05
11 - 35 23.50 (5.97) 5.79 0.81 21.96 (5.65) 3.54 0.35 1.54 (0.32) 2.25 0.46
36 - 56 7.17 (4.18) 2.01 0.24 5.36 (3.09) 1.22 0.09 1.81 (1.09) 0.79 0.15
1 - 56 31.84 (10.81) 8.86 1.16 28.58 (9.40) 5.81 0.50 3.39 (1.41) 3.04 0.66

The numbers in parentheses are the fixed costs, calculated by laying the minimum diameter pipes to all
positive demand nodes in the network.

energy costs and the annual discount rate affect both stages. When mean demands are

changed, the low, medium and high demand scenarios are obtained in a similar fashion

by taking the 80%, 100% and 120% of the mean demands with same probabilities.

The benefit of using a stochastic programming model over a deterministic (or mean-

value) model is quantified using the Value of Stochastic Solution (VSS). The VSS is

calculated as follows. First, the mean-value problem, which is obtained by fixing the

random parameters to their mean values, is solved. The solution of the mean-value

problem is evaluated across all scenarios, and this is subtracted from the optimal

objective function value of the stochastic program. The VSS is estimated for each

level of mean demands, unit energy costs, annual discount rates and pipe material

prices. When a parameter value is changed, all others are fixed at their base levels.

All computations in this section are performed on the 81 scenario instance.

Table 3.13 presents the general trends in the changes in pipe and pump sizes with

changing parameters, Figure 3.5 depicts the changes in total cost, and Table 3.14

provides a summary of changes in the VSS. The component costs as in Table 3.12 for

the highest parameter values in each case are presented in Tables 3.15 – 3.18. Below

we list the insights gained from this analysis:

• When the second-stage demands increase, larger pumps and pipes are added in

the second stage to meet pressure requirements, and more energy is needed to

pump water. First-stage pipe sizes are also increased in anticipation of higher

demands. As a result, the change in total costs with increasing demands is
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(a) Demands (b) Energy cost (c) Discount rate (d) Pipe material price

Figure 3.5: Optimal total cost under varying (a) expected demands in stage two, (b) unit

energy costs, (c) discount rates, and (d) pipe material price (note the scale differences in

the x-axes)

Table 3.13: General trends in pipe and pump sizes in optimal solutions of the stochastic
programs with varying parameters

Pipe Pump (second stage†)

Stage 1 Stage 2 Average Peak

Mean demands ↗ ↗ ↗ ↗ ↗
Unit energy cost ↗ ↔ ↗ ↔ ↘
Discount rate ↗ ↘ ↗ ↔ ↗
Pipe material price ↗ ↗ ↘ ↘ ↘

† The first-stage pump sizes generally do not change with varying parameters, and thus are
not included in the table
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steep as seen in Figure 3.5(a). The VSS generally increases when mean demands

increase, but not as steeply as in total costs since the deterministic solution also

adapts to increasing demands by installing larger pipes in the first-stage.

• In contrast to increasing demands, when unit energy cost increases, pipe sizes

in first stage are unaffected but pipe sizes in the second stage become slightly

larger in order to lessen the energy costs. The overall energy costs increase to

4.1% of the total costs for the highest energy cost considered as opposed to 2.8%

in the base case. The change in total cost is almost linear with energy costs as

seen in Figure 3.5(b). For both stochastic and deterministic solutions, the pipe

and pump sizes do not change much with varying unit energy costs. This result

is consistent with the observed design strategy discussed above. Consequently,

the VSS remains relatively constant around $0.9 million.

• The total cost goes down when the discount rate is increased due to the drop in

the net present worth of the second-stage costs (Figure 3.5(c)). As the discount

rate goes up, and hence the second-stage costs go down, the model optimally

chooses to build smaller pipes in the first stage and larger pipes and pumps in

the second stage to take advantage of economies of scale. The VSS decreases as

the discount rate increases as seen in Table 3.14. The lower net present worth

of second-stage costs suggests that their uncertainty may be less important to

assess, as seen by the decreased VSS.

• As pipe material price in the second stage increases, it becomes more beneficial

to install larger pipes in the first stage. The overall cost increases but at a

relatively slow rate as seen in Figure 3.5(d), because the rise in pipe material

cost only effects the second-stage pipe costs, which is a small portion of the total

cost. While the stochastic solution shifts the second-stage pipe construction to

the cheaper first stage, the deterministic solution fails to do so. As a result, the
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Table 3.14: Value of Stochastic Solution (VSS) with changing parameters (in million $s)

Mean Demands/Original Mean Demands

0.5 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.0
VSS 0.144 0.599 0.892 0.915 1.018 1.289 1.518 1.407 1.610 1.866 2.114

Unit Energy Cost ($/kwh)

0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15
VSS 0.909 0.908 0.861 0.916 0.917 0.892 0.894 0.924 0.883 0.911 0.928

Annual Discount Rate

0.5% 1.5% 2.5% 3.5% 4.5% 5.5% 6.5% 7.5% 8.5% 9.5%
VSS 1.795 1.642 1.345 1.100 0.892 0.772 0.684 0.394 0.326 0.293

Pipe Material Price/Original Pipe Material Price

0.5 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.0
VSS 0.468 0.697 0.892 1.222 1.931 2.622 3.029 3.639 4.441 5.296 5.858

VSS increases significantly with increasing pipe material prices, which is found

to be the most sensitive of all parameters in terms of the VSS.

3.6 Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter, we formulated a new stochastic reclaimed water distribution design

model with two construction periods (today and ten years into the future) using two-

stage stochastic binary programming and applied to a realistic network. To the best

of our knowledge, our work provides the first two-stage stochastic optimization model

for pipe and pump sizes selection problem for municipal water distribution systems.

To achieve long-term sustainability, we considered demand changes over time and

across the network; e.g., new construction areas.

The advantages of our model are as follows: (1) The solutions are easier to imple-

ment in the real-world designs and there is no need to round up or break pipelines into

segments due to the use of binary variables, (2) stochastic programming with recourse

captures the growth of communities, uncertain future demands, and the time-staged

construction as in real-world systems, (3) energy costs for operating the system are
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Table 3.15: Expected demand = 3 × the base expected demands (in million $s)

Total 20 years Stage one only Stage two only

Nodes Pipe Pump Energy Pipe Pump Energy Pipe Pump Energy

1 - 10 1.64 (0.66) 1.01 0.20 1.12 (0.66) 1.01 0.06 0.43 (0.00) 0.00 0.14
11 - 35 38.86(5.97) 9.02 1.75 25.17 (5.65) 3.64 0.35 13.69 (0.32) 5.38 1.40
36 - 56 11.41 (4.18) 2.35 0.50 5.56 (3.09) 1.22 0.09 5.85 (1.09) 1.13 0.41
1 - 56 51.90 (10.81) 12.38 2.45 31.94 (9.40) 5.87 0.50 19.97 (1.41) 6.51 1.95

Table 3.16: Unit energy cost = $0.15/kwh (in million $s)

Total 20 years Stage one only Stage two only

Nodes Pipe Pump Energy Pipe Pump Energy Pipe Pump Energy

1 - 10 1.17 (0.66) 0.95 0.16 1.14 (0.66) 0.95 0.09 0.03 (0.00) 0.00 0.07
11 - 35 23.50 (5.97) 5.90 1.23 22.00 (5.65) 3.64 0.53 1.50 (0.32) 2.26 0.70
36 - 56 7.17 (4.18) 2.01 0.35 5.36 (3.09) 1.22 0.13 1.81 (1.09) 0.79 0.22
1 - 56 31.84 (10.81) 8.85 1.74 28.58 (9.40) 5.81 0.75 3.35 (1.41) 3.05 0.99

Table 3.17: Interest rate = 9.5% (in million $s)

Total 20 years Stage one only Stage two only

Nodes Pipe Pump Energy Pipe Pump Energy Pipe Pump Energy

1 - 10 1.20 (0.66) 0.88 0.07 1.10 (0.66) 0.88 0.05 0.10 (0.00) 0.00 0.02
11 - 35 22.54 (5.97) 5.21 0.51 21.08 (5.65) 3.64 0.28 1.46 (0.32) 1.57 0.23
36 - 56 6.36 (4.18) 1.77 0.14 5.11 (3.09) 1.22 0.07 1.26 (1.09) 0.55 0.07
1 - 56 30.10 (10.81) 7.86 0.73 27.28 (9.40) 5.74 0.40 2.82 (1.41) 2.12 0.33

Table 3.18: Pipe material cost = original pipe material cost ×3 (in million $s)

Total 20 years Stage one only Stage two only

Nodes Pipe Pump Energy Pipe Pump Energy Pipe Pump Energy

1 - 10 1.21 (0.66) 0.95 0.11 1.21 (0.66) 0.95 0.06 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.05
11 - 35 25.35 (6.59) 5.69 0.82 23.67 (5.65) 3.64 0.35 1.68 (0.62) 2.06 0.46
36 - 56 10.09 (6.29) 1.85 0.23 6.24 (3.09) 1.22 0.09 3.85 (2.11) 0.63 0.14
1 - 56 36.65 (12.12) 8.49 1.15 31.12 (9.40) 5.81 0.50 5.54 (2.72) 2.69 0.65
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considered in addition to construction costs, and (4) the model formulation is solved

using an exact/global optimization algorithm that converges to a near global optimal

solution from any starting point, unlike stochastic search algorithms commonly used

in water distribution design. However, a limitation of a stochastic model is that the

optimization problem becomes large and difficult to solve as the number of future

scenarios considered increases, regardless of the solution algorithm.

In an effort to reduce the problem size, we developed preprocessing tools that

exploit the problem characteristics and system data. Our results indicate that pre-

processing significantly reduces problem dimension, improves solution quality, and

allows us to solve larger problems.

To further demonstrate the advantage of the stochastic programming model, we

analyzed the sensitivity of the system with respect to varying model parameters. Our

results indicate that mean demands are the most significant driving factor with respect

to total cost. As measured by the VSS, the stochastic solution is most valuable when

the deterministic solution fails to adapt to varying parameters, such as high pipe

material cost.
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Chapter 4

Multistage Risk-Averse Model for Regional

Water Allocation

The uncertain water supplies, increasing demands, potential changes in weather pat-

terns, and water reuse present new challenges for water authorities. To minimize the

cost and increase the sustainability of a water distribution system, it is necessary to

look at the water, reclaimed water, and wastewater collection systems as a whole to

determine how to distribute the supplies and when to recharge more water. In this

chapter, we develop a multistage risk-averse stochastic program for long-term water

allocation in a regional water distribution system. The aim of the model is to de-

velop water allocation plans to minimize the distribution and treatment costs while

controlling the risk of severe water shortage, which is quantified by CVaR. The main

decisions are (1) the optimal water allocations in the regional water and reclaimed

water distribution and the wastewater collection systems, and (2) the optimal stor-

age levels for the recharge facilities in order to avoid water shortage in severe drought

events. We propose and test variants of a specialized nested L-shaped algorithm to

solve the resulting multistage risk-averse stochastic program. Both single-cut and

multicut versions of the algorithm are presented. Computational results are provided

to show the efficiency of the algorithms. In addition, we present numerical results

and discuss how the risk parameters affect the optimal solution and demonstrate the

advantage of the risk-averse model under different model assumptions.

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide a brief in-

troduction of the water allocation problem and review additional relevant literature.

In Section 4.2, we present the general multistage risk-averse model for regional water

allocation problem. Then, in Section 4.3 we describe our application to the long-term
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water allocation planning problem to the southeastern part of Tucson. In Section 4.4

we explain how to apply mean-CVaR objective in a multistage risk-averse stochastic

programming framework and present the solution method we propose to solve the

resulting program. In Section 4.5, we present computational experiments on this

problem. We first present the computational efficiency of different variants of the

algorithm, then, we compare the solutions obtained by risk-neutral and risk-averse

models and analyze the solutions under varying risk parameters and model assump-

tions. Finally, in Section 4.6, we close this chapter by providing a summary of our

findings.

4.1 Introduction

With the rapid population growth and economic development, more water is needed

to meet the increasing demand for irrigation, industrial and municipal uses. In arid

and semi-arid areas, surfacewater is often limited and therefore not sufficient to satisfy

the increased water demand. Thus, to achieve a sustainable and drought-resistant

water resources management, an integrated approach exploiting all potential water

sources is needed. Municipal wastewater effluent is a renewable water supply for

urban irrigation and industrial uses through the reclaimed water system. During the

months when demand for reclaimed water is low, treated wastewater can be recharged

in special basins and used to augment the supply in peak summer months.

As part of an integrated water system, recharge facilities play an important role

in water resources management, by taking advantage of water supplies available now

and storing additional water for future use during years when supply is greater than

demand. In addition, recharge also helps provide treated wastewater back to the

water system by improving the water quality and preserving the excess supply.

When multiple water sources and users are considered, water allocation becomes a

complex decision process under uncertainty that involves specifying and quantifying
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the volumes of water available for, or used by, one or more consumptive uses to

remain sustainable for years to come. Most research on water allocation considered an

integrated framework of water supply, demand, and reuse, see (Han et al., 2011; Ray

et al., 2010; Kondili et al., 2010; Ringler et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2011). Multi-objective

linear programs were developed to optimize the water allocation with multiple supplies

to minimize the cost of future water supply, wastewater treatment and disposal, and

urban reuse. While these models can be used to evaluate the ability to meet present

or predicted future demand, they lack the capacity to incorporate the variability of

water supplies.

A major challenge for water authorities is dealing with the uncertainty in the

system, particularly with respect to water demands and supplies. Effective and sus-

tainable water allocation requires an understanding of water availability and vari-

ability and the characteristics of water demands. Uncertainties in water allocation

planning have been addressed using various methods. Some researchers used fuzzy

programming to model uncertainty (Xu et al., 2013; Akter and Simonovic, 2004; Xu

et al., 2013; Yin et al., 1999). Constraint violations are allowed in fuzzy program-

ming. Others applied interval programming to develop upper and lower bounds for

operational costs given uncertainty bounds on the parameters and constraints (Li

and Huang, 2008; Maqsood et al., 2005; Li et al., 2006). We note that although

interval optimization usually requires less computational time, its optimal solution

is very sensitive to the input uncertainty intervals. Over the past decade, stochastic

programs with recourse were used to model the probabilistic uncertainties associated

with water resources systems, as we reviewed in Section 2.1.5. Most of these models

consider a risk-neutral approach, which uses expectation as the objective (minimize

expected system costs). The risk-neutral model would accept occasional shortages

in water supply if this results in lower long-term average costs. In practice, water

shortages due to severe weather condition and rapid demand growth do not occur

very often, but when they do, they can cause extremely high penalty costs and water
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authorities would want to avoid this kind of extreme events. It therefore makes sense

to consider a risk-averse approach, which controls the high risks associated with these

low-probability events.

As reviewed in Section 2.2, CVaR can be used to control these “high-loss but low-

probability” events. Incorporating CVaR in stochastic programming is a fairly recent

research topic and there has been limited applications of CVaR in water resources

management. Some exceptions are reviewed in Section 2.2.4. To the best of our

knowledge, the material presented in this chapter is the first work applying a mean-

CVaR multistage stochastic program for water allocation problems.

4.2 Regional Water Allocation Problem

We first explain the objective function and constraints in detail in Section 4.2.1.

Then, we present the multistage mean-CVaR stochastic program for the regional

water allocation problem in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Mathematical Model Development

The goal of the risk-averse water allocation problem is to minimize the mean-risk

function of the total cost for water and wastewater treatment and water distribution

in the system over the full planning period. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 list all notations. We

consider a network with a set of nodes I and a set of arcs A. The nodes represent water

supply sources, water and wastewater treatment plants, recharge facilities, reservoirs,

interzonal boosters, interconnection points, and potable and non-potable users in the

network. Arc (i, j) represents a link from node i ∈ I to node j ∈ I, which could be

the conveyance system that carries water in the system. Note that not all nodes are

connected directly with arc. The set A contains car that do. We assume there are |T |

stages, and each stage provides a decision point. A stage t could have multiple years,

and each year is denoted by p ∈ Pt for stage t. For example, consider a problem with
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Table 4.1: Indices, Sets, and Subsets

Sets

i, j ∈ I set of nodes in the network
i ∈ US set of all user nodes (US ⊆ I)
i ∈ PU set of potable water user nodes (PU ⊆ US)
i ∈ BR set of interzonal boosters, reservoirs, and interconnection

points (BR ⊆ I)
i ∈ RF set of recharge facilities (RF ⊆ I)
i ∈ TP set of treatment plants (TP ⊆ I)
i ∈ SW set of surface water supply sources (SW ⊆ I)
(i, j) ∈ A set of arcs in the network
t ∈ T set of stages in the planning period
p ∈ Pt set of years in stage t
ωt ∈ Ωt set of scenarios at stage t

two stages, where the first stage has five years and the second stage has ten years.

That is, |T | = 2, |P1| = 5, and |P2| = 10. In this set up, the third year is denoted as

year p = 3 in stage t = 1 and the seventh year is denoted as year p = 2 in stage t = 2.

The decision variables in a water allocation problem are the water flow amount

on the arc (i, j), xp(i,j) (xp,ωt(i,j)), and the storage level at recharge facility i, ypi (yp,ωti ) at

year p of stage t. We note that the storage level at a recharge facility plays a crucial

role in strategic water allocation. In our water system, there is a one year delay for

the infiltration; therefore, the groundwater supply sent to a recharge facility during

the first year cannot be used until the following year. In addition to meeting the

current demand, water can also be stored in order to meet the increasing demand in

the later stages of the planning horizon.

We now explain the details of the objective function and model constraints in the

water allocation problem. For simplicity of notation, we use stage one to explain the

objective function and note that the constraints in other stages are similar.

• Objective Function

We consider both (i) the cost for treating water and wastewater and (ii) the
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Table 4.2: Decision Variables and Parameters

Decision Variables

xp(i,j) amount of water flow from node i on arc (i, j) at year p ∈ P1

in stage one
ypi storage at recharge facility i at year p ∈ P1 in stage one
xp,ωt(i,j) amount of water flow from node i on arc (i, j) at year p ∈ Pt

in stage t under scenario ωt ∈ Ωt

yp,ωti storage at recharge facility i at year p ∈ Pt in stage t under
scenario ωt ∈ Ωt

Parameters

cp(i,j) unit cost on arc (i, j) at year p ∈ Pt
l(i,j) percentage transport loss along arc (i, j)

dpi demand at user node i at year p ∈ P1 in stage one
dp,ωti demand at user node i at year p ∈ Pt in stage t under scenario

ωt ∈ Ωt

S0
i initial storage at recharge facility i ∈ RF
UpS,i surface water allotment of i ∈ SW at year p ∈ P1 in stage one

Up,ωtS,i surface water allotment of i ∈ SW at year p ∈ Pt in stage t
under scenario ωt ∈ Ωt

Ui Treatment capacity per year at a treatment plant i ∈ TP
Hi Pumping capacity at recharge facility or treatment plant node

i ∈ TP ∪RF
SYi safe yield datum of recharge facility i ∈ RF

energy cost for delivering water and reclaimed water from the source to the

users. The unit cost on each arc include the pumping cost, treatment cost, and

operation and maintenance cost. A 4% discount rate is applied for the planning

period to calculate the net present value of all costs. The total cost for stage

one is calculated as ∑
p∈P1

∑
(i,j)∈A

cp(i,j)x
p
(i,j),

where xp(i,j) is the flow allocated from node i to j on arc (i, j) at year p of stage

one and cp(i,j) is the unit cost on arc (i, j).

• Surface Water Supply Allotment
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The surface water supply allotment constraints set the upper bound for water

supply in the system. That is, the total outflow from a surface water source

cannot exceed the allotment for this service area∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j) ≤ Up
S,i, i ∈ SW, p ∈ P1.

For example, in our application in Section 4.3, this represents the Colorado

River water allotted to the southeastern region of Tucson.

• Nodal Flow Balance

During the travel of water from a source to a user, there will be a transport loss

along the pipelines due to evaporation and pipe leaks. We take this transport

loss into account in our water allocation problem. When the water is sent

through interconnection points, a treatment plant, an interzonal booster, or

reservoirs, the outflow must be equal to the inflow minus the transport losses.

That is, ∑
j:(j,i)∈A

(1− l(j,i))xp(j,i) =
∑

j:(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j), i ∈ BR ∪ TP, p ∈ P1,

where l(j,i) is the transport loss on arc (j, i). The terms
∑

j:(j,i)∈A

xp(j,i) and
∑

j:(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j)

represent the total inflow to node i and outflow from node i at year p, respec-

tively.

• Demand Satisfaction

In our model, a user node i ∈ US can be either a potable or a non-potable

demand node. To meet the user demand, the inflow from an interzonal booster,

reservoir, or an interconnection point to a user node, subtracting the transport

loss, has to equal to the user demand. This demand satisfaction constraint can

be expressed as ∑
j:(j,i)∈A

(1− l(j,i))xp(j,i) = dpi , i ∈ US, p ∈ P1.
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Note that if there is not enough water supply to meet the user demand, a

dummy source is used to fulfill this demand. This represents the external water

supply provided by a third party, which is usually more expensive. The potable

and non-potable demands for each year can be calculated from the population

estimates and the average amount of per capita water use. However, the actual

demand may be higher or lower than the estimated value, due to weather con-

ditions, human activities, etc., which poses difficulties for long-term planning.

To reflect this fact, we model the variability of demand with scenarios. We will

explain the development of these scenarios in detail in Section 4.3.2.

• Wastewater Collection

After water is used by potable water demand nodes, 98% of the potable con-

sumption will be collected and transported to a wastewater treatment facility

for treatment, which gives

xp(i,j) = 98%dpi , i ∈ PU, (i, j) ∈ A, p ∈ P1.

Note that for a potable demand node i ∈ PU , only arc (i, j) is the one that

connects to the sewage in interconnection point.

• Storage Balance

Every year, water is extracted and recharged at recharge facilities. The storage

level at a recharge facility at end of year p is calculated based on the storage

from year p− 1 and the inflow and outflow in year p. That is,

yp−1
i +

∑
j:(j,i)∈A

(1− l(j,i))xp(j,i) −
∑

j∈(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j) = ypi , i ∈ RF, p ∈ P1,

where ypi and yp−1
i are the storage at recharge facility i at the end of years p

and p− 1, respectively. When p = 1, the right-hand side is replaced by S0
i , the

initial storage at recharge facility i at the beginning of the planning period.
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• Recharge Facility Storage Safe Yield

To prevent the storage at a recharge facility from dropping below a minimum

level, a lower bound on the the storage decision variables, based on the “safe

yield datum”, is used in our model. This constraint helps to ensure the system’s

long-term sustainability. This safe yield constraint is written as

ypi ≥ SYi, i ∈ RF, p ∈ P1.

• Recharge Facility Outflow Bounds

Due to the one-year delay in infiltration, the water put into a recharge facility

can only be extracted after the following year. As a result of this one-year delay,

the total outflow from a recharge facility at year p cannot exceed its storage at

year p− 1. That is, ∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j) ≤ yp−1
i , i ∈ RF, p ∈ P1.

Note that when p = 1, the right-hand side is replaced by the initial storage at

recharge facility i, S0
i . In addition, the total outflow from a recharge facility

also has to be within its pumping capacity, which gives∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j) ≤ Hi, i ∈ RF, p ∈ P1.

• Treatment Plant Capacity Bounds

The inflows and outflows of a treatment plant are subject to capacity con-

straints. The total inflow to a treatment plant cannot exceed the plant’s capac-

ity to treat per year and the total yearly outflow from a treatment plant cannot

exceed the plant’s pumping capacity. That is,∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xp(j,i) ≤ Ui, i ∈ TP, p ∈ P1,
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and ∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j) ≤ Hi, i ∈ TP, p ∈ P1.

4.2.2 Model Formulation

Recall that we use ρ[Z] = (1−λ)E[Z] +λCVaR[Z] to denote a mean-CVaR function

and note that y|P1| denotes the vector of storage levels at all the recharge facilities

in the last year |P1| of the first stage. These last storage levels of the first stage go

as the initial storage levels in the second stage and similarly for other later stages.

The multistage water allocation problem with mean-CVaR objective function can be

formulated as follows:

min
x,y

∑
p∈P1

∑
(i,j)∈A

cp(i,j)x
p
(i,j) + ρ

[
Q2(y|P1|, ω2) + · · ·+ ρ[Q|T |(y

|PT−1|, ω|T |)]
]

(4.1)

s.t.
∑

j:(j,i)∈A

(1− l(j,i))xp(j,i) =
∑

j:(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j), i ∈ BR ∪ TP, p ∈ P1, (4.2)

∑
j:(j,i)∈A

(1− l(j,i))xp(j,i) = dpi , i ∈ US, p ∈ P1, (4.3)

xp(i,j) = 0.98dpi , i ∈ PU, (i, j) ∈ A, p ∈ P1 (4.4)

S0
i +

∑
j:(j,i)∈A

(1− l(j,i))x1
(j,i) −

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

x1
(i,j) = y1

i , i ∈ RF, (4.5)

yp−1
i +

∑
j:(j,i)∈A

(1− l(j,i))xp(j,i) −
∑

j:(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j) = ypi , i ∈ RF, p ∈ P1 \ {1},(4.6)

ypi ≥ SYi, i ∈ RF, p ∈ P1, (4.7)∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j) ≤ Up
S,i, i ∈ SW, p ∈ P1, (4.8)

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

x1
(i,j) ≤ S0

i , i ∈ RF, (4.9)

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j) ≤ yp−1
i , i ∈ RF, p ∈ P1 \ {1}, (4.10)

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xp(i,j) ≤ Hi, i ∈ RF ∪ TP, p ∈ P1, (4.11)
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∑
j:(j,i)∈A

xp(j,i) ≤ Ui, i ∈ TP, p ∈ P1, (4.12)

xp(i,j) ≥ 0, (i, j) ∈ A, p ∈ P1, (4.13)

where, for t = 2, 3, . . . , |T |,

Qt(y
|Pt−1|,a(ωt), ωt) = min

xωt ,yωt

∑
p∈Pt

∑
(i,j)∈A

cp(i,j)x
p,ωt
(i,j) (4.14)

s.t.
∑

j:(j,i)∈A

(1− l(j,i))xp,ωt(j,i) =
∑

j:(i,j)∈A

xp,ωt(i,j), i ∈ BR ∪ TP, p ∈ Pt, (4.15)

∑
j:(j,i)∈A

(1− l(j,i))xp,ωt(j,i) = dp,ωti , i ∈ US, (i, j) ∈ A, p ∈ Pt, (4.16)

xp,ωt(i,j) = 0.98dp,ωti , i ∈ PU, (i, j) ∈ A, p ∈ Pt, (4.17)

y
|Pt−1|,a(ωt)
i +

∑
j:(j,i)∈A

(1− l(j,i))x1,ωt
(j,i) −

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

x1,ωt
(i,j) = y1,ωt

i , i ∈ RF, p ∈ Pt,(4.18)

yp−1
i +

∑
j:(j,i)∈A

(1− l(j,i))xp,ωt(j,i) −
∑

j:(i,j)∈A

xp,ωt(i,j) = yp,ωti , i ∈ RF, p ∈ Pt,

p ∈ Pt \ {1}, (4.19)

yp,ωti ≥ SYi, i ∈ RF, p ∈ Pt, (4.20)∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xp,ωt(i,j) ≤ Up,ωt
S,i , i ∈ SW, p ∈ Pt, (4.21)

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

x1,ωt
(i,j) ≤ y

|Pt−1|,a(ωt)
i , i ∈ RF, p ∈ Pt, (4.22)

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xp,ωt(i,j) ≤ yp−1
i , i ∈ RF, p ∈ Pt \ {1}, (4.23)

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xp,ωt(i,j) ≤ Hi, i ∈ RF ∪ TP, p ∈ Pt, (4.24)

∑
j:(j,i)∈A

xp,ωt(j,i) ≤ Ui, i ∈ TP, p ∈ Pt, (4.25)

xp,ωt(i,j) ≥ 0, (i, j) ∈ A, p ∈ Pt. (4.26)

Equations (4.1)–(4.13) model the first stage, and equations (4.14)–(4.26) model

the scenario subproblem at stage t. Note that the y|Pt| in equations (4.1) and (4.14)

represents the vector of (y
|Pt|
1 , y

|Pt|
2 , . . . , y

|Pt|
|RF |). Equations (4.2) and (4.15) enforce
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the nodal balance at all interzonal boosters, reservoirs, and interconnection points.

Equations (4.3) and (4.16) are the demand satisfaction constraints for all user nodes,

including both potable and non-potable users. Equations (4.4) and (4.17) enforce that

98% of potable consumption returns to the wastewater treatment plant. Equations

(4.5), (4.6), (4.18), and (4.19) ensure the flow balance for the storage at recharge

facilities. Equations (4.7) and (4.20) enforce the safe yield requirement on the recharge

facility storage. Equations (4.9), (4.10), (4.22), and (4.23) ensure the one-year delay

for the infiltration, by limiting the outflow from the recharge facility to its storage

from previous year. Equations (4.8) and (4.21) ensure that the total amount of

water extracted from surfacewater supply source does not exceed the surface water

allotment. Equations (4.11)–(4.12) and (4.24)–(4.25) enforce the capacity bounds

on the inflows and outflows from recharge facilities and treatment plants. Finally,

Equations (4.13) and (4.26) ensure all flow decisions are non-negative.

4.3 Application to Southeastern Tucson’s Water Allocation
Problem

In this section, we describe the application of the multistage mean-CVaR stochastic

program to a long-term water allocation problem in the southeastern region of Tucson

Active Management Area (AMA), where modeling the variability is crucial to avoiding

water supply shortage.

Our focus area is shown in Figure 4.1 in purple border, where the Colorado River

water is the only imported renewable surface water available. This area is referred

to as the RESIN area. The Colorado River supplies water for 30 million people in

the southwestern United States. According to the Colorado River Compact, a spe-

cific annual allotment of the Colorado River water is delivered to Arizona through

the Central Arizona Project (CAP) canal. The city of Tucson receives a portion of

this allotment. However, the Colorado River basin has experienced several multi-year
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Figure 4.1: The southeastern region of Tucson (in the purple border) considered in this

regional water system

droughts in the recent years and thus threatens the demands in the service area. In

addition, according to the studies of Tucson Water (City of Tucson, Water Depart-

ment, 2008), the population of Tucson is expected to increase from 0.8 million to

1.3 million in 2050. Along with this rapid growth in population comes an increasing

future demand for water. Therefore, efficient allocation of water to ensure the avail-

ability of water resources for future demands becomes increasingly a central issue for

water authorities.

The planing horizon of our model is 41 years, from 2010 to 2040. We divide these

41 years into four stages, with 6, 10, 10, and 15 years at each stage, respectively.

We are using realistic data from local water officials to estimate the unit costs and

develop demand and supply scenarios. We first provide a description of the network

schematics and the network data of our model in Section 4.3.1. Then in Section 4.3.2,

we discuss the scenario generation for uncertain supply and demands in detail.
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4.3.1 Network Description and Data

Figure 4.2: Network Supply Source

Figure 4.3: Network Structure 1

The network consists of four recharge facilities, one water treatment plant, two

wastewater treatment plants, and a service area. The service area is divided into ten
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Figure 4.4: Network Structure 2

different pressure zones separated by 110 feet of elevation. These pressure zones are

managed to maintain consistent delivery pressures and are shown in green lines in

Figure 4.1. Users in the pressure zones include municipal, agricultural, and indus-

trial user nodes and we separate them by potable demand nodes and non-potable

demand nodes. Water, reclaimed water, and sewage water can be transported be-

tween pressure zones via gravity or by booster stations. The schematic of the system

infrastructure is shown in Figures 4.2 – 4.4.

For each time period, the network has 62 nodes representing demand sites for

potable and non-potable water, recharge facilities, water and wastewater treatment

plants, reservoirs, interconnection points and the surface water supply from the Col-

orado River. The network in each time period has 102 arcs, representing the pipe

network carrying the water between the nodes physically and connecting the reservoirs

levels to different years.

We now go through the details of our application network. See Figure 4.2, where
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the water enters the system from the left of the figure through the CAP canal. The

surface water supply—Colorado River water from the CAP canal—is extracted and

recharged at the Central Avra Valley Storage and Recovery Project (CAVSARP) and

Southern Avra Valley Storage and Recovery Project (SAVSARP) facilities. After

infiltration, the water is pumped out to the Hayden-Udall Water Treatment Plant

(HUWTP) or Plant 9 for chlorination. The surface water can also be extracted at

Pima Mine Road Recharge Project (PMR) and infiltrated at the Santa Cruz Wellfield

(SCWF) for direct chlorination at the pumping wells. From there, the water is sent

to a reservoir, Clearwell Reservoir (CWR) or Martin Reservoir (MR), and delivered

to Zone C interconnection point, which represents a large water main where these

three potable water supplies are converged and mixed. From this point, the water

can be delivered to the lowest zone in the RESIN planning area, Zone C . After the

demand in Zone C is fulfilled, the residual supply is then pumped up to the next

higher pressure zone, Zone D, E, etc. Note that the potable water supply can be

used to meet both potable and non-potable demands in the pressure zones, while the

non-potable water supply can only be used for non-potable demand.

In this system, 98% of the potable consumption is collected at the return mains

at each pressure zone and sent via gravity flow to the Roger Road Wastewater Recla-

mation Facility (RRWRF). Once it is treated, this reclaimed water can be discharged

into the Santa Cruz River, or sent to Sweetwater Recharge Facility (SPF) for recharge,

or sent to Tucson Water Reclamation Facility (TWRF) for further treatment. From

TWRF, the reclaimed water will be sent to the non-potable boosters at pressure zones

and reused for non-potable purposes such as landscape irrigation. Note that waste

and reclaimed water is assumed to be collected, treated, and redistributed within the

same year.

Table 4.3 gives the unit costs on the arcs in the studied network. These values are

obtained from Tucson Water officials. The unit cost on the arcs starting from a water

facility (recharge facility or treatment plant) include the pumping and operations
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and maintenance cost, and treatment cost. The unit cost on the rest of arcs includes

pumping cost and operations and maintenance cost. Note that the unit cost on arcs

from a potable demand site to a sewage collection node is zero. This is because

the potable consumption is collected and sent via gravity flow to the wastewater

treatment plant.

Table 4.3: Unit costs on arcs ($/acre feet)

From To Unit cost

CAP CAVSARP 122.00
CAP SAVSARP 122.00
CAP PMR 122.00
CAVSARP CAVSARP-Int 24.00
CAVSARP HUWTP 90
CAVSARP Zone FN 41.71
CWR Zone C-Int 90.00
MR Zone C-Int 40.08
PMR SCWF 0.00
PMR MR 45.29
PMR Zone C-Int 85.37
RRWRF TWRF 208.82
RRWRF SRF 208.82
RRWRF Santa Cruz 220.07
SAVSARP MR 165
SAVSARP CAVSARP-Int 19.00
SAVSARP HUWTP 9.78
SAVSARP Zone FN 41.71
TWRF Zone FN 193
TWRF Zone C 152
Zone C-Int Zone FN 42.00
Interzonal Booster Next highest zone 21.93
Interzonal Reservoir Direct Distribution 21.93
Potable Demand site Sewage collect 0.00
External Water Supply Demand sites 800.00

Table 4.4 lists the pumping and recharge capacities for recharge facilities and

treatment plants. These values are also obtained from Tucson Water officials and

Pima County Regional Wastewater Reclamation Department. Note that for SCWF

and SAVSARP (to the interconnection node CAVSART-Int), the pumping capacities
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are expanded at years 2013 and 2017, due to scheduled future updates to the facilities.

Table 4.4: Pumping and Recharge Capacities (acre feet per year)

Pumping Year Recharge Initial
Facility Capacity Effective Capacity Storage

CAVSARP 70558 2010 70558 5292
PMR 25000 2010 20000 1875
SAVSARP (to MR) 29556 2010 60000 2217
SAVSARP (to CAVSARP-Int) 11200 2013 60000 0
SAVSARP (to CAVSARP-Int) 22400 2015 60000 0
SAVSARP (to CAVSARP-Int) 33599 2017 60000 0
RRWRF 35839 2010 35839 0
TWRF 40319 2010 – 0
SCWF 15288 2010 – 0
SCWF 22400 2013 – 0
MR 55999 2010 – 0

Water is lost during distribution through the pipes and recharging and treatment

at water facilities. We assume a 3% loss for evaporation from the recharge basin

pools. This loss is applied to the volume of water delivered to each recharge facility

separately each year. For every yearly volume of reclaimed water sent for treatment

at any wastewater treatment plant, 5% of the water is subtracted to account for

loss of solids during the sludge leftover after the treatment process. The losses for

distribution through the pipes are assumed to be 1% uniformly. This value was chosen

as it gives the cumulative result of 10% of total user demand, which is consistent with

the experience of Tucson Water.

4.3.2 Scenario Generation

In our model, the randomness is modeled using a set of scenarios and every scenario

ωt at stage t represents the joint realization of (1) the surface water supply (Up,ωt
S,i )

and (2) demand (dp,ωti ) for each user node. The supply and the demand are estimated

based on the population projections for 2010 – 2050. Note that in our scenario
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generation technique the mean population are considered to be fixed values that go

into the model input. Population affects both supplies and demands. We then put

variability around these mean projections to generate a scenario tree. We explain the

details below.

For the studied water system, the only surface water supply is the Colorado River

water allotment via CAP canal. Each year there is a fixed amount of allowable Col-

orado River water allotted for the city of Tucson. This water is then distributed based

on the ratio of the population of the service area to the total population in Tucson.

However, the Colorado River supplies are likely to become increasingly vulnerable to

the effects of climate change and it is anticipated that the actual allotment may be

reduced in the event of shortages in Colorado River system.

The total water demand is driven largely by the rate of population growth in the

service area but there are other factors, such as weather, changes in industrial devel-

opment and agricultural activities, that may also affect the future demand. In our

model, the base demand is estimated by the population projection and the estimated

gallons per capita daily (GPCD) demand. Then, a random variable representing the

uncertain factors is applied to generate the variability of demand. Below, we first dis-

cuss the population projection model we used for the service area and then describe

how we generate the random scenarios of supply and demand based on the population

projection.

Population Projection

We use the exponential extrapolation (EXPO) model as noted in (Smith and Sincich,

1992) for the population projection in the considered service area. EXPO is arguably

a suitable model for our purpose as it requires less observations compared to other

population models (e.g., ARIMA models require more than 50 observations to be

reliable), because the considered service area is a newly developed area in Tucson

and there is not sufficient historical population observations available for projection.
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We also note that the simplicity of the EXPO model does not reduce the quality of

projection. In a comprehensive study, Smith and Sincich (1992) demonstrate that

there is no consistent or statistically significant evidence that more complex and

sophisticated models such as ARIMA models produce more accurate projections than

the EXPO model.

In this population projection model, the base period refers to the years of latest

and earliest observed population used to make a projection, and the projection horizon

is the interval between the year of latest observation, called the launch year, and the

target year for projection (Smith and Sincich, 1992). The EXPO model assumes that

the population will increase at the same annual percentage rate during the projection

horizon as during the base period

Xp = X0 exp(rx),

where Xp is the population projection for the target year p, X0 is the population

in the launch year, x is the number of years in the projection horizon, and r is the

average annual growth rate during the base period. Let Xb be the population in the

year of the earliest observation. Then r is calculated as

r =
ln(X0/Xb)

y

where y is the number of years in the base period. We use the population provided

by the 2010 U.S. Census for the considered service area for the value of X0. To

estimate the growth rate r, we use the population data from 1970 to 2000 for six

counties in Tucson: Marana, Oro Valley, Uninc Pima County, Maricopa County,

Coshise County, and Pinal County, as these counties have similar geographical and

demographical characteristics as the considered service area. The growth rates are

calculated for these six counties and the average of these six growth rates is used as

the growth rate r for projection.
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Colorado River Water Supply

The Arizona Department of Water Resources considers a 10% reduction in CAP

supply to Tucson Water to be the maximum reduction during 2010–2050 (Tucson

Water, 2012), because the most recent shortage sharing agreement in 2007 affects

purchasers of “excess” water, recharge and agricultural uses before municipal uses

(Scott et al., 2012). We use this information in our scenario generation and consider

two supply conditions in our model. The high supply condition occurs when there

is adequate water in the Colorado River and the low supply condition occurs when

there is an extreme shortage.

According to the Colorado River Compact 2007 interim guidelines, the extreme

shortage is defined as when Lake Mead elevation drops below 1025 feet. In this case,

the Colorado River allotment for the service area will be reduced by 10%. Let the

random variable ξt1 ∈ {1, 0.9} represent the uncertainty in water supply conditions

at stage t. When ξt1 takes value 1, there is no change in the CAP allotment in stage

t and when it takes value 0.9, the allotment is decreased by 10% due to an extreme

shortage. We assume that the supply condition remains the same within a stage as

the extreme shortage is rare and the recovery of such shortage usually takes a long

time. Based on a study on Lake Mead end-of-December pool elevation conducted by

the U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Reclamation (2012b), the distribution

of water supply variability random variable ξt1 is estimated as

for stage 2, ξ2
1 =

{
1, with probability 0.90,

0.9, with probability 0.10,

for stage 3, ξ3
1 =

{
1, with probability 0.75,

0.9, with probability 0.25,

for stage 4, ξ4
1 =

{
1, with probability 0.65,

0.9, with probability 0.35.

Note that ξ1
1 = 1 as the first-stage supply allotment is already known. The city of

Tucson currently has 144,000 acre feet/year of Colorado River Water allotment (Scott
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et al., 2012). Therefore, the random water supply at year p is calculated by the CAP

allocation based on the population

Up,ωt
S, CAP = 144, 000 · ξt1 ·Xt/Popt, p ∈ Pt

where Xt is the projected population of the service area at year t and Popt is the total

population of Tucson at year p. We obtained the population projection for Tucson

in 2050 from (City of Tucson, Water Department, 2008) and used a linear rate of

population growth between 2010 and 2050.

Demand

Although the total population in the service area is projected, in order to generate

demand for each pressure zone, zonal population projections need to be estimated.

It is anticipated that the growth will be different for each pressure zone due to the

location, existing and developing infrastructures, zonal population density, etc. For

example, the population in a well-developed zone with existing infrastructure may

grow faster than a zone that is still under construction. The pattern of growth for

each pressure zone in the service area are determined by a Geographic Information

Systems (GIS) study conducted for the considered service area (Scott et al., 2012).

Based on this growth pattern, we derive the zonal projected population for every year

of the planning period.

To capture the uncertainties in the water demand due to weather conditions, in-

dustrial development and agricultural activities, we introduce a random variable ξt,p2

for the demand level at year p of stage t. We assume that ξt,p2 follows a uniform dis-

tribution over [0.9, 1.1]. Although the population projection is stage-wise dependent,

we note that ξt,p1 and ξt,p2 are generated with interstage independence. The demand

of zone i at year p is

dp,ωti = 0.0012 · aξt,p2 ·Xt(i),
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where a is the water usage per capita per day, Xt(i) is the projected population of

zone i, and 0.0012 is for converting gallons per day to acre feet per year. According

to Woods et al. (2012), Tucson Water uses a standard value of a = 135 gallons per

capita per day (GPCD) for municipal and commercial areas planning. We convert

this number to acre feet per year for our calculation. This total demand is then

divided into 20% of potable demand and 80% non-potable demand within each zone.

Scenario Tree

We now illustrate the scenario tree generation using a simple three-stage example.

Let the first, second, and third stages have 1, 1, and 2 years, respectively so that the

planning period is a total of 4 years. For simplification we assume there is only one

supply and one demand node. We further assume that a population projection is

already developed using the EXPO model, where the population for the first, second,

third, and forth years are 50,000, 65,000, 80,000, and 95,000, respectively. In addition,

Tucson population is projected to be 500,000, 600,000, 700,000, 800,000 for the first,

second, third, and forth years, respectively. Note that these values go as input to our

scenario generation procedure.

Node 1in Figure 4.5 represents the first stage where the demand and the supply

levels are assumed to be known. Therefore, ξ1
1 = 1 and ξ1

2 = 1. The CAP allocation

in the first stage is then

U1,ω1

S, CAP = 144, 000 · 50, 000

500, 000
= 14, 400 afy,

and the demand in the first stage is

d1
1 = 0.0012 · 135 · 50, 000 = 6, 750 afy,

where afy denotes acre feet per year.

If there is no randomness in the model, the population projections result in CAP

allotments of 15, 600, 16, 457, and 17, 000 in stages 2, 3, and 4, respectively (assuming
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Figure 4.5: An example generated scenario tree

there is no reduction in Colorado River allotment). To capture the variability in

Colorado River availability as well as the demands, we generate a scenario tree. Our

illustrative scenario tree, depicted in Figure 4.5, has two descendants from each node

with a total of four scenarios.

Let’s consider the second stage. Here, Ω2 will have two scenarios, represented

by nodes 2 and 3 in Figure 4.5. To generate these two scenarios, we first randomly

generate the supply level in the second stage with ξ2
1 = 1 for node 2 and ξ2

1 = 0.9 for

node 3. These are generated according to the probability distribution of ξ2
1 presented

earlier. This results in a CAP allotment of 15,600 for node 2 (ξ2
1 = 1) and 14,040

(ξ2
1 = 0.9, a 10% reduction) for node 3. Next, we independently generate the demand

levels from a uniform [0.9, 1.1]. Suppose we obtain ξ2,1
2 = 0.95 for node 2 and ξ2,1

2 =

1.05 for node 3. Plugging in these values, along with the population projection of

65,000 in stage 2, we obtain the demands to be

d1,ω2

1 = 0.00112 · 135 · 0.95 · 65, 000 = 10, 003.5 afy,

for node 2 and 11,056.5 afy for node 3 with a similar calculation.
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In the third stage, we generate two child nodes from both nodes 2 and 3. The

supply level in the third stage ξ3
1 is randomly generated again from the distribution

described earlier. Suppose ξ3 takes values 0.9, 1.0, 1.0, and 0.9 for nodes 4, 5, 6, and 7,

respectively. On the demand side, because there two years in the third stage, the first-

and second-year demand levels (ξ3,1
2 , ξ3,2

2 ) = (0.95, 1.10), (1.10, 0.95), (0.98, 1.03), and

(1.05, 1.08) are generated for nodes 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Similarly as in the

second stage, we can calculate the CAP allocation and demands for each year in the

third stage. These numbers are presented in Figure 4.5.

4.4 Solution Methods

In this section we discuss how to implement the nested L-shaped method, reviewed

in Section 2.1.2 for mean-CVaR multistage stochastic programs. We first discuss how

to decompose the problem in different ways, all of which can be used within a nested

L-shaped method in Section 4.4.1. In particular, decompositions (D1) and (D3) were

used earlier in the literature, and here we propose to use (D2) in Section 4.4.2 and

perform a comparative study on all three decompositions on our application network

in Section 4.5.

From this point on, in the first stage, decision variables xp(i,j) and ypi become the

vector x1, costs c1
(i,j) are written as row vector c1, the constraint matrix in the first

stage is written as A1 and the supply/capacity/demand parameters become the vector

b1. In stage t, we denote the decisions variables collectively as xωtt , the cost as ct, the

supply/capacity/demand parameters as bt, and the constraint matrices multiplying

xωtt and x
a(ωs)
t as At and Bt, respectively. Instead of working with ξωtt , we will also

directly use ωt. Then, we are back to the stochastic program given in (2.22) and we

will decompose it in the way we discussed in Section 2.2.3.
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4.4.1 Decompositions of Mean-CVaR Multistage Stochastic Programs for

Nested L-shaped Method

In this section we generalize the decompositions discussed in Section 2.2.3 to a mul-

tistage stochastic program. We illustrate the decompositions using notation for a

three-stage program. We assume that all random parameters are stage-wise indepen-

dent and the only randomness appears in the constraints’ right-hand-side parameters,

b. For three stages, the mean-CVaR stochastic program with recourse can be written

as follows

min
x1,x

ω2
2 ,x

ω3
3

c1x1 + (1− λ)E
[
c2x

ω2
2 + (1− λ)E[c3x

ω3
3 ] + λCVaRα[c3x

ω3
3 ]
]

+λCVaRα

[
c2x

ω2
2 + (1− λ)E[c3x

ω3
3 ] + λCVaRα[c3x

ω3
3 ]
]

s.t. A1x1 = b1,

A2x
ω2
2 = B2x1 + bω2

2 , ∀ω2 ∈ Ω2,

A3x
ω3
3 = B3x

a(ω3)
2 + bω3

3 , ∀ω3 ∈ Ω3,

x1 ≥ 0, xω2
2 ≥ 0, xω3

3 ≥ 0, ∀ω2 ∈ Ω2, ω3 ∈ Ω3. (4.27)

Decomposition (D1)

Recall from Section 2.2.3 that in (D1), new variables ηk and vωk are introduced at

each iteration k of the algorithm. Similarly in the multistage setting, optimality cuts

are generated to improve the approximation of the mean-risk function value of the

recourse function at stage t after finding the optimal value of stage t subproblem for

all scenarios. When |T | = 3, the third-stage subproblem for a given ω3 ∈ Ω3 is:

min
x
ω3
3

c3x
ω3
3

s.t. A3x
ω3
3 = B3x

a(ω3)
2 + bω3

3 , (4.28)

xω3
3 ≥ 0.
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At iteration k of the algorithm, let πω3
3,k denote the dual vector of constraints (4.28)

under scenario ω3. Then, πω3
3,k(B3x

a(ω3)
2 + bω3

3 ) is the optimal value for the scenario-ω3

subproblem. Hence, the expectation and the CVaR of c3x
ω3
3 are given by

E[c3x
ω3
3 ] = E[πω3

3,k(B3x
a(ω3)
2 + bω3

3 )], and

CVaRα[c3x
ω3
3 ] = inf

η3,k∈R

{
η3,k +

1

1− α
E
[
(πω3

3,k(B3x
a(ω3)
2 + bω3

3 )− η3,k)+

]}
.

Replacing (πω3
3,k(B3x

a(ω3)
2 +bω3

3 )−η3,k)+ with vω3
3,k, the second-stage problem of (D1)

for the ancestor node a(ω3) of ω3 becomes

min
x
ω2
2 ,θ2,v

c2x
ω2
2 + θ2,

s.t. A2x
ω2
2 = B2x1 + bω2

2 , xω2
2 ≥ 0

θ2 ≥ (1− λ)
∑

ω3∈∆(ω2)

pω3πω3
3,k(B3x

ω2
2 + bω3

3 ) + λ
(
η3,k +

1

1− α
∑

ω3∈∆(ω2)

pω3vω3
3,k

)
,

k = 1, . . . , K2,

vω3
3,k ≥ πω3

3,k(B3x
ω2
2 + bω3

3 )− η3,k, ∀ω3 ∈ ∆(ω2), k = 1, . . . , K2,

vω3
3,k ≥ 0, ∀ω3 ∈ ∆(ω2), k = 1, . . . , K2,

where K2 counts the cuts that are added to the second-stage subproblem.

In general, the subproblem at stage t = 1, 2, . . . , |T | − 1 can be written as follows

min
x
ωt
t ,θt,v

ctx
ωt
t + θt (4.29)

s.t. Atx
ωt
t = Btx

a(ωt)
t−1 + bωtt , (4.30)

θt ≥ (1− λ)
(
Gωt
t,kx

ωt
t + gωtt,k

)
+

λ

ηt+1,k +
1

1− α
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1v
ωt+1

t+1,k

 , k = 1, . . . , Kt, (4.31)

v
ωt+1

t+1,k ≥ Hωt
t,k(ωt+1)xωtt + hωtt,k(ωt+1)− ηt+1,k, k = 1, . . . , Kt,

ωt+1 ∈ ∆(ωt), (4.32)

xωtt ≥ 0, v
ωt+1

t+1,k ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . , Kt, ωt+1 ∈ ∆(ωt),
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where Kt is the number of backward passes that have been completed.

Let πωtt , φωtt , and ϕωtt be the dual vectors associated with (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32),

respectively. Note that when t = |T |, we can view φ
ω|T |
|T | = 0 and ϕ

ω|T |
|T | = 0. In the

backward pass of iteration κ, when the descendants of sub(ωt), ∆(ωt), are solved at

stage t, the cut gradients and intercepts for (4.31) and (4.32) to be added to sub(ωt)

are calculated as

Gωt
t,κ =

∑
ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1π
ωt+1

t+1,κBt+1,

gωtt,κ =
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1

[
π
ωt+1

t+1,κb
ωt+1

t+1 +

Kt+1∑
k=1

(
(1− λ)φ

ωt+1

t+1,kg
ωt+1

t+1,k+

∑
ωt+2∈∆(ωt+1)

ϕ
ωt+2

t+1,kh
ωt+1

t+1,k(ωt+2)
)]
,

Hωt
t,κ(ωt+1) = π

ωt+1

t+1,κBt+1,

and

hωtt,κ(ωt+1) = π
ωt+1

t+1,κb
ωt+1

t+1 +

Kt+1∑
k=1

(1− λ)φ
ωt+1

t+1,kg
ωt+1

t+1,k +
∑

ωt+2∈∆(ωt+1)

ϕ
ωt+2

t+1,kh
ωt+1

t+1,k(ωt+2)

.
With decomposition (D1), we can use the nested L-shaped method (single-cut),

described in Section 2.1.4 with the appropriate changes in the subproblems and cut

formulation as discussed above.

Decomposition (D2)

In (D2), we replace θt in (4.29) with (1−λ)θ1,t+λθ2,t, where θ1,t and θ2,t represent the

lower approximation of the expectation and the CVaR value, respectively. At each

iteration in our decomposition algorithm, we can write the the subproblem sub(ωt)
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at stage t (t = 1, 2, . . . , |T | − 1) as follows:

min
xt,θ1,t,θ2,t,vt+1

ctx
ωt
t + (1− λ)θ1,t + λθ2,t (4.33)

s.t. Atx
ωt
t = Btx

a(ωt)
t−1 + bωtt , (4.34)

θ1,t ≥ Gωt
t,kx

ωt
t + gωtt,k, k = 1, . . . , Kt, (4.35)

θ2,t ≥ ηt+1,k +
1

1− α
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1v
ωt+1

t+1,k, k = 1, . . . , Kt, (4.36)

v
ωt+1

t+1,k ≥ Hωt
t,k(ωt+1)xωtt + hωtt,k(ωt+1)− ηt+1,k, k = 1, . . . , Kt,

ωt+1 ∈ ∆(ωt) (4.37)

xωtt ≥ 0, v
ωt+1

t+1,k ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . , Kt, ωt+1 ∈ ∆(ωt),

where Kt is the number of backward passes that have been completed. At stage T ,

the subproblem sub(ωT ) is the same as in (4.28). Let πωtt , φωtt , and ϕωtt be the dual

values associated with (4.34), (4.35), and (4.37), respectively. Note that when t = T ,

we can let φωTT = 0 and ϕωTT = 0. In the backforward pass of iteration κ, when the

descendants of sub(ωt) are solved at stage t, the cut gradients and intercept for (4.35)

and (4.37) to be added to sub(ωt) are formed by

Gωt
t,κ =

∑
ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1π
ωt+1

t+1,κBt+1,

gωtt,κ =
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1

[
π
ωt+1

t+1,κb
ωt
t+1 +

κ−1∑
k=1

(
φ
ωt+1

t+1,kg
ωt+1

t+1,k+

∑
ωt+2∈∆(ωt+1)

ϕ
ωt+2

t+1,kh
ωt+1

t+1,k(ωt+2)
)]
,

Hωt
t,κ(ωt+1) = π

ωt+1

t+1,κBt+1, and

hωtt+1,κ(ωt+1) = π
ωt+1

t+1,κb
ωt+1

t+1 +
κ−1∑
k=1

φωt+1

t+1,kg
ωt+1

t+1,k +
∑

ωt+2∈∆(ωt+1)

ϕ
ωt+2

t+1,kh
ωt+1

t+1,k(ωt+2)

.
In the next section, we will discuss in detail how to do a nested L-shaped method

(both single-cut and multi cut versions) with this decomposition.
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Decomposition (D3)

Using Definition 2.3, problem (4.27) can be written equivalently as

min
x1,x

ω2
2 ,x

ω3
3

c1x1 + (1− λ)E

[
c2x

ω2
2 + (1− λ)E[c3x

ω3
3 ] + ληω2

3 +
λ

1− α
E
[
(c3x

ω3
3

− η
a(ω3)
3 )+

]]
+ λη2 +

λ

1− α
E

[(
c2x

ω2
2 + (1− λ)E[c3x

ω3
3 ] + ληω2

3

+
λ

1− α
E
[
(c3x

ω3
3 − η

a(ω3)
3 )+

]
− η2

)
+

]
(4.38)

s.t. A1x1 = b1, x1 ≥ 0,

A2x
ω2
2 = B2x1 + bω2

2 , xω2
2 ≥ 0, ∀ω2 ∈ Ω2,

A3x
ω3
3 = B3x

a(ω3)
2 + bω3

3 , xω3
3 ≥ 0, ∀ω3 ∈ Ω3.

Now we can view x1 and η2 as the first-stage decisions, xω2
2 and ηω2

3 as the second-

stage decisions, which depend on (η2, x1, ω2), and xω3
3 as the third-stage decisions,

which depend on (η
a(ω3)
3 , x

a(ω3)
2 , ω3). This way, (D3) turns the risk-averse model into

a risk-neutral one with an increase in the size of the decision vectors in each stage.

We replace (c3x
ω3
3 − η

a(ω3)
3 )+ by vω3

3 , where

vω3
3 ≥ c3x

ω3
3 − η

a(ω3)
3 , vω3

3 ≥ 0.

Then, similarly as in the two-stage case, the third-stage problem of (4.38) for a given

ω3 ∈ Ω3, x
a(ω2)
2 , and η

a(ω3)
3 can be formulated as

min
x
ω3
3 ,v

ω3
3

(1− λ)c3x
ω3
3 +

λ

1− α
vω3

3

s.t. A3x
ω3
3 = B3x

a(ω3)
2 + bω3

3 ,

vω3
3 ≥ c3x

ω3
3 − η

a(ω3)
3 ,

vω3
3 ≥ 0,

xω3
3 ≥ 0.

We represent the lower approximation of the recourse function in the third stage by

θ3. Then, replacing the third stage with its lower approximation, we can write a lower
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approximating problem of (4.38) as follows:

min
x1,x

ω2
2 ,η2,η

ω2
3 ,θ

ω2
3

c1x1 + (1− λ)E [c2x
ω2
2 + ληω2

3 + θω2
3 ] + λη2 +

λ

1− α
E[(c2x

ω2
2

+ληω2
3 + θω2

3 − η2)+]

s.t. A1x1 = b1, x1 ≥ 0,

A2x
ω2
2 = B2x1 + bω2

2 , xω2
2 ≥ 0, ω2 ∈ Ω2,

θω2
3 ≥ Gω2

3,kx
ω2
2 −Hω2

3,kη
ω2
3 + g3,k, k = 1, . . . , K2, ω2 ∈ Ω2,

where K2 counts the cuts added. Replacing (c2x
ω2
2 + ληω2

3 + θω2
3 − η2)+ by vω2

2 , where

vω2
2 ≥ c2x

ω2
2 + ληω2

3 + θω2
3 − η2, vω2

2 ≥ 0,

and decoupling by scenario, the second-stage subproblem of (4.38) for a given ω2 ∈ Ω2,

x1, and η2 becomes

min
x
ω2
2 ,v

ω2
2 ,η

ω2
3 ,θ

ω2
3

(1− λ) (c2x
ω2
2 + ληω2

3 + θω2
3 ) +

λ

1− α
vω2

2

s.t. A2x
ω2
2 = B2x1 + bω2

2 , xω2
2 ≥ 0,

vω2
2 ≥ c2x

ω2
2 + ληω2

3 + θω2
3 − η2,

θω2
3 ≥ Gω2

3,kx
ω2
2 −Hω2

3,kη
ω2
3 + gω2

3,k, k = 1, . . . , K2.

vω2
2 ≥ 0.

In general, the t-stage subproblem for a given ωt ∈ Ωt, x
a(ωt)
t−1 , and η

a(ωt)
t , for t =

2, 3, . . . , |T | − 1, can be written as

min
x
ωt
t ,η

ωt
t+1,v

ωt
t ,θ

ωt
t+1

(1− λ)
(
ctx

ωt
t + ληωtt+1 + θωtt+1

)
+

λ

1− α
vωtt

s.t. Atx
ωt
t = Btx

a(ωt)
t−1 + bωtt , (4.39)

vωtt ≥ ctx
ωt
t + ληωtt+1 + θωtt+1 − η

a(ωt)
t , (4.40)

θωtt+1 ≥ Gωt
t+1,kx

ωt
t −Hωt

t+1,kη
ωt
t+1 + gωtt+1,k, k = 1, . . . , Kt, (4.41)

xωtt ≥ 0, vωtt ≥ 0,
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where Kt is the number of cuts added to the problem. Let πωtt,k, φ
ωt
t,k, and ϕωtt,k denote

the dual vector of constraints(4.39), (4.40) and (4.41), respectively. Then, the cut

gradients and cut intercepts Gωt
t,k, H

ωt
t,k, and gωtt,k are calculated by:

Gωt
t+1,k =

∑
ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1π
ωt+1

t+1,kBt+1,

Hωt
t+1,k =

∑
ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1φ
ωt+1

t+1,k,

gωtt+1,k =
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1
(
π
ωt+1

t+1,kb
ωt+1

t+1 + ϕ
ωt+1

t+2,kg
ωt+1

t+2,k

)
Finally, the master problem is

min
x1,η2,θ2

c1x1 + λη2 + θ2 (4.42)

s.t. A1x1 = b1, x1 ≥ 0,

θ2 ≥ Gkx1 −Hkη2 + gk, k = 1, 2, . . . , K.

With decomposition (D3), we again use the nested L-shaped method with the

appropriate changes in the subproblems and cut formulation.

4.4.2 Risk-Averse Decomposition Algorithm

In this section we present in detail the decomposition algorithm to solve multistage

mean-risk stochastic program using decomposition (D2). This algorithm was first

developed by Noyan (2012) for two-stage mean-CVaR programs, and in this disser-

tation, we generalize it to multistage programs.

Single-cut Version

Recall that in the subproblem sub(ωt) with scenario ωt ∈ Ωt at stage t of decompo-

sition (D2), for t = 1, 2, . . . , |T |, we introduced additional variables ηt+1 and vt+1 at

each stage t to construct the optimality cuts associated with CVaR. We approximate
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the expectation and CVaR terms by θ1,t and θ2,t, respectively. The aggregated dual

information is used to generate two single cuts.

Let zωtt denote the best mean-CVaR function value of sub(ωt). At each iteration of

our algorithm, the current upper bound is calculated by evaluating the mean-CVaR

functions at each stage. Therefore, we need to compute the CVaRα(z
∆(ωt)
t ) value for

each stage t < T scenario ωt ∈ Ωt. To do that, we solve the following problem, which

we denote as SC(ωt)

CVaRα(z
∆(ωt)
t ) = min

η,u
η +

1

1− α
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1u
ωt+1

t+1 (4.43)

s.t. u
ωt+1

t+1 ≥ z
ωt+1

t+1 − η, ∀ωt+1 ∈ ∆(ωt) (4.44)

u
ωt+1

t+1 ≥ 0, ∀ωt+1 ∈ ∆(ωt). (4.45)

The optimal value of SC(ωt) is then used to update the current zωtt for ωt (see Step 3

of Algorithm 1 below). After we obtain all the zωtt for stage t, we then use zωtt to form

the problem SC(ωt−1). Finally, the mean-CVaR function value at the first stage, z1,

is the upper bound at the current iteration.

The description of the decomposition algorithm is presented below. Note that for

our problem, we know the cost is bounded by 0, so, we set the lower bound to zero

at the initialization phase.

Risk-averse Decomposition Algorithm (Algorithm 1)

0. Initialization:

Initialize i = 0, z̄ = +∞, z = 0. Define tolerance ε > 0.

1. Update lower bound:

Solve sub(ω1) and obtain (x1, θ1,1, θ2,1). Let z = c1x1 + (1− λ)θ1,1 +λθ2,1.

2. Forward Pass:

For { t = 2, . . . , |T | and ωt ∈ Ωt,
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Form the right-hand side of sub(ωt) as Btx
a(ωt)
t−1 + bωtt .

Solve sub(ωt) and obtain xωtt . If t = |T |, also obtain π
ω|T |
|T | and let z

ω|T |
|T | =

c|T |x
ω|T |
|T | . End for }

3. Update upper bound:

For { t = |T | − 1, . . . , 1 and ωt ∈ Ωt,

Calculate CVaRα(z
∆(ωt)
t ) by solving SC(ωt).

Let zωtt = ctx
ωt
t + (1− λ)

∑
ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1z
ωt+1

t+1 + λCVaRα(z
∆(ωt)
t ).

End for }

If z1 < z̄, then let z̄ = z1 and x∗ = x1.

4. Check stopping criteria:

If z̄ − z ≤ ε · min{|z̄|, |z|}, then STOP. Output x∗1 as a solution yielding an

objective function value within 100 · ε% of optimal.

Otherwise, continue to Step 5.

5. Backward Pass:

For { t = |T | − 1, . . . , 2 and ωt ∈ Ωt,

Augment sub(ωt)’s set of cuts with (4.35), (4.36), and (4.37).

Form the right-hand side of sub(ωt) as Btx
a(ωt)
t−1 + bωtt .

Solve sub(ωt) and obtain (xωtt , πωtt , φωtt , ϕωtt ).

End for }

Augment sub(ω1)’s set of cuts with (4.35), (4.36), and (4.37). Go to Step 1.

Remark. In Step 3, in order to improve the performance of the algorithm, we do

not calculate the CVaR value by solving the problem SC(ωt). Instead, we utilize

Proposition 2.1 and calculate the CVaR by just sorting the optimal objective values

zωtt at each stage. Initial computational experiments show that this greatly reduces

solution time, especially when the number of scenarios is large.
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Multicut version

In the single-cut version of the algorithm, when the stage-t subproblem is solved at an

iteration, we generate a single cut of type (4.35) and (4.36) using the dual information

of stage-(t+ 1) subproblem, to approximate the mean-risk function of recourse cost.

In the multicut version, |∆(ωt)| disaggregate cuts, generated from every descendant

scenario ωt+1 ∈ ∆(ωt), are added to the stage-t subproblem. In this way, the stage-t

subproblem has an increased resolution of the mean-risk function of recourse cost.

In this section, we generalize the multicut version of risk-neutral nested Bender’s

algorithm to the risk-averse case using decomposition (D2).

Instead of using the variables θ1,t and θ2,t to define the optimality cuts, in the

multicut version, we introduce the variables θ
ωt+1

1,t and θ
ωt+1

2,t to generate the optimality

cuts associated with the dual information of each scenario ωt+1 at each stage t. We

replace θ1,t by
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1θ
ωt+1

1,t and θ2,t by
∑

ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1θ
ωt+1

2,t in the the stage-t

subproblem’s objective function.

The multicut versions of the optimality cuts are written similarly for (4.35)

in the single-cut version but the cut coefficients just do not have the summations∑
ωt+1∈∆(ωt)

pωt+1(·) but only the inner terms are used, with the appropriate duals from

the multi cut version subproblems. For instance, the cut gradient in the multicut

version at iteration κ is

G
ωt+1

t,κ = π
ωt+1

t+1,κB
ωt+1

t+1 . (4.46)

The cut intercept g
ωt+1

t,κ is found similarly in the multicut version by using the inner

terms for each ωt+1 ∈ ∆(ωt). Similarly, the multicut version of the optimality cut

(4.36) is expressed as

θ
ωt+1

2,t ≥ ηt+1,k +
1

1− α
v
ωt+1

t+1,k, ωt+1 ∈ ∆(ωt), k = 1, 2, . . . , K. (4.47)

Note that in the risk-neutral nested Bender’s algorithm we only have the multicut

version of optimality cuts of type (4.46), here we add the multicut version of optimality
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cuts of type (4.47) to incorporate the risk term.

The multicut version as described above can run faster compared to the single-cut

version, as the disaggregated cuts are expected to improve the approximation of the

recourse function and thus reduce the number of iterations. However, the size of

the stage-t subproblem gets large as we add a large number of optimality cuts and

additional variables at every iteration, which may cause computational difficulties.

We will test the efficiency of the multicut version and the trade-off between the size

of the problem and the number of iterations in Section 4.5.

4.5 Numerical Results

In this section we present numerical results for the case study constructed in the south-

eastern region of Tucson Active Management Area. First, we provide computational

results for a number of problem instances to evaluate the computational efficiency of

the nested L-shaped method using different decompositions. We then compare the

solutions of risk-neutral and risk-averse models and show how the optimal water allo-

cation decisions change with respect to the risk parameters and model assumptions.

The optimization problem and solution algorithm are coded with Microsoft Visual

C++ and solved running the 12.1 CPLEX solver. Each problem instance is solved

on a single core of a 32-bit Windows with 2.4 GHz processor with 4GB of memory.

4.5.1 Computational Performance of the Proposed Algorithms

Using the scenario generation method described in Section 4.3.2, we generated a set

of instance problems with different scenario sizes to illustrate the effect of different

decompositions. The test instances were constructed by changing the number of

scenarios, risk parameters λ and α, and the external water supply prices used in

the system. The generated instances are described by a series A-B-C-D, where A

equals 5, 7, 8, or 9 representing λ =0.5, 0.7, 0.8, or 0.9, B equals 8, 9, or 95 meaning
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α = 0.8, 0.9, or 0.95, C is the number of scenarios, and D equals H or N denoting

the high ($10,000/acre feet) or normal ($800/acre feet) external water supply price.

For example, 5-8-125-N represents an instance where λ = 0.5, α = 0.8, number of

scenarios = 125, and external water supply price = $800/acre feet. We solved the

test problems using decompositions (D1) and (D3) with a direct application of nested

L-shaped method, and solved the same test problems with decomposition (D2) using

the single-cut and multicut versions of Algorithm 1 presented in Section 4.4.2.

Computational results are provided in Table 4.5, where the best solution time

for each instance is highlighted in boldface. According to the results in Table 4.5,

(D1) is dominated by (D2) and (D3). By definition, the cuts in (D1) have a lower

resolution than the cuts in (D2) and the size of subproblem of (D1) is larger than

that of (D3). When the number of scenarios is small, decomposition (D2) with

Algorithm 1 (either multicut or single-cut version) is most effective. When the number

of scenarios gets larger, (D2) is generally most efficient when higher external water

supply price is used. In this case, the costs of most expensive scenarios are extremely

high and the distribution of ctxt has a long heavy tail (see Figure 4.15). Within (D2),

optimality cuts for the expectation and CVaR terms are added to the subproblem

sub(ωt) separately, resulting in more precise approximations for both terms. For the

nested L-shaped method with decompositions (D1) and (D3), however, the aggregated

cuts involving the expectation and the CVaR or VaR terms make it harder improve

the estimation of the CVaR or VaR.

Although the disaggregate cuts with decomposition (D2) increase the resolution

of the approximations, the size of subproblems also increases due to the large number

of variables and optimality cuts added. We note that in the nested L-shaped method

with decompositions (D1) and (D3), only one cut is added to sub(ωt) at each itera-

tion, whereas with decomposition (D2), 2 + |∆(ωt)| cuts are added to sub(ωt) at each

iteration in the single-cut version, and 3|∆(ωt)| cuts are added in the multicut ver-

sion. In addition, new variables (ηωtt+1, v
ωt
t+1) are also added to the subproblems sub(ωt)
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Table 4.5: Computational time (seconds) of nested Bender’s, single cut and
multicut version

D1 D2 (single cut) D2 (Multi-cut) D3
Instance Itr sol. Time Itr sol. Time Itr sol. Time Itr sol. Time

9-8-8-N 30 10.05 26 5.30 20 4.27 47 10.05
5-8-8-N 32 11.22 28 8.22 19 4.29 44 9.55
8-8-8-N 27 10.02 24 5.67 19 4.45 34 8.48
9-8-8-H 19 5.94 20 4.60 20 4.14 27 5.45
5-8-8-H 23 7.22 14 3.06 27 5.15 27 4.57
8-8-8-H 15 4.25 19 4.17 26 5.18 30 4.63

9-8-125-N 44 199.56 53 165.04 31 104.45 68 80.51
5-8-125-N 54 254.24 34 77.39 31 129.26 58 75.81
8-8-125-N 54 255.39 24 64.53 26 107.55 54 77.32
9-8-125-H 23 76.83 21 51.11 20 63.50 42 61.84
5-8-125-H 31 112.96 22 52.64 22 68.35 47 69.84
8-8-125-H 27 94.82 17 40.54 19 56.86 44 68.98

9-8-512-N 32 938.50 38 925.27 35 667.32 41 276.13
5-8-512-N 32 928.33 36 683.29 32 763.13 58 327.11
8-8-512-N 37 1152.26 36 736.54 30 686.43 42 394.23
5-9-512-N 32 2151.43 39 978.46 36 1020.21 58 661.50
8-9-512-N 36 2279.15 27 492.25 56 1806.42 43 492.43
9-8-512-H 28 730.18 32 599.01 24 519.93 356 1909.58
5-8-512-H 44 1397.39 26 428.59 25 494.57 63 353.33
8-8-512-H 30 806.95 31 622.40 26 582.46 52 1494.21
7-9-512-H 34 1017.72 35 704.87 25 512.63 44 665.17
5-9-512-H 31 2095.53 27 462.21 23 819.07 998 10800
8-9-512-H 32 2387.04 18 233.45 24 543.25 40 580.49

5-8-1000-N 65 7982.52 74 5554.52 47 4884.27 106 944.38
8-8-1000-N 64 7673.09 59 5605.49 54 5393.11 78 698.49
9-8-1000-N 61 3604.25 66 3554.54 34 2541.36 63 447.28
5-9-1000-N 77 10800 51 4650.97 67 9717.29 215 3691.18
7-9-1000-H 71 8904.65 46 3389.05 35 3126.24 982 10800
5-8-1000-H 55 5899.78 37 2249.66 33 2508.92 991 10800
8-8-1000-H 60 6993.27 39 2543.58 36 2917.12 412 5341.32
9-8-1000-H 51 5489.57 66 4679.12 35 2749.75 982 10800
5-9-1000-H 76 10800 42 3288.34 34 2971.80 985 10800
5-95-1000-H 62 10384 37 2904.05 32 2531.48 64 905.54

The best solution time for each instance is in boldface. Note that solution time =
10800 seconds means that the algorithm does not converge within 3 hours.
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at every iteration of Algorithm 1 with decomposition (D2) or nested L-shaped with

decomposition (D1), while in nested L-shaped with decomposition (D3), new vari-

ables (ηt+1, v
ωt+1

t+1 ) are added to sub(ωt) only at the beginning of the algorithm. We

observe that with smaller number of scenarios like 8 and 125, the increase in prob-

lem size due to additional cuts does not cause computational difficulty and (D2) is

the winner. However, when the number of scenarios becomes larger, more iterations

are required to solve the problem. As a result, the number of new variables and

optimality cuts added to (D1) and (D2) also increases and solving these larger sub-

problems takes longer time. In this case, when lower external water supply price is

used we observe that (D3) has the least computation time and when high external

water supply price is used, (D2) does. We hypothesize that with lower external water

supply price, the distribution of ctxt is not heavy-tailed (see Figure 4.15), there is no

extra effort required to find the CVaR and the subproblem sizes are much smaller,

and thus decomposition (D3) with Nested L-shaped method becomes more efficient.

Using smaller subproblem sizes with a large external water supply price, the higher

resolution approximation of CVaR overcomes the larger size of the subproblems and

can result in more efficient solution using (D2).

Table 4.5 also shows that using multicut version for (D2) generally reduces the

number of iterations compared to the single-cut version. By using disaggregate cuts,

more detailed information is stored in the subproblem sub(ωt) in the multicut version.

This is done at the expense of larger subproblems, which may make the problem

computationally more expensive. The trade-off between the number of iterations and

the size of the subproblems is instance dependent.

We observe that (D3) tends to have numerical difficulties with some external water

supply price, especially when this price is higher than or equal to $1500/acre feet and

thus requires many trials for CPLEX parameters tuning. Without parameter tuning,

(D3) shows slow improvement in upper and lower bounds and does not converge after

3 hours. One reason for this numerical difficulty is that in the subproblem of (D3),
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Figure 4.6: Solution time for different external water supply prices with risk parameters

λ = 0.8 and α = 0.8, and optimality tolerance = 10−3.

some of the coefficients ct of xt in Constraint (4.40) become very large when external

price is high while the coefficients of vωtt , ηωtt+1, θωtt+1, and η
a(ωt)
t remain the same. This

wide variation in coefficients can cause difficulties in the course of algorithm. On the

other hand, (D1) and both single and multicut versions of (D2) perform stably and

do not require any parameter tuning with different external prices. In Table 4.5, we

list the results without parameter tuning and set the optimality tolerance to 10−6.

To test our hypothesis as to the performance of (D2) vs. (D3) at different external

water supply price levels, we ranged the price from $600/af to $10,000/af for the test

problem with 1,000 scenarios and λ = 0.8, α = 0.8. In our experiments, we also

observed that (D3) is fast in closing the optimality gap initially but stalls after a

while and (D2) is slow initially but reaches smaller optimality gaps more stably. To

also test this, we ranged the optimality tolerance. Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 show

the solution time of (D1), (D2) single and multicut, and (D3) for test instances with

different external water supply prices and optimality tolerance set to 10−3, 5× 10−5,
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Figure 4.7: Solution time for different external water supply prices with risk parameters

λ = 0.8 and α = 0.8, and optimality tolerance = 5 × 10−5. Here, solution time = 10800

seconds means that the algorithm does not converge within 3 hours.

Figure 4.8: Solution time for different external water supply prices with risk parameters

λ = 0.8 and α = 0.8, and optimality tolerance = 10−6. Here, solution time = 10800 seconds

means that the algorithm does not converge within 3 hours.
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and 10−6, respectively. As we have seen before, (D1) is dominated by (D2) single

and multicut. Solution time for (D2) single and multicut generally decreases as the

external water price increases. We observe that for all different external prices, (D3)

reaches the 0.1% optimality gap fast, while (D2) single and multicut takes longer

time to converge to 0.1% optimality (as shown in Figure 4.6). As more precision is

demanded by the algorithms, we see that (D3) takes a very long time to converge at

lower and higher prices (Figure 4.7) and as further precision is demanded, at other

external water supply price as well (Figure 4.8).

We note that in water network, the operational costs are in the range of hundreds

of millions dollars and even a small portion of saving can be used to invest in other

important public interest areas. Therefore, we set the optimality tolerance to 10−6

and used (D3) multicut method to solve the problems for the analysis conducted in

the rest of this section.

4.5.2 Solution of Risk-Averse and Risk-Neutral Models

In this section, we compare the solutions of the risk-neutral and risk-averse models.

When λ = 0, the model becomes a risk-neutral multistage stochastic program. We

use λ = 0.5, α = 0.8 to represent mild risk aversion and λ = 0.8, α = 0.8 to represent

strong risk aversion. Here we defined 6, 10, 10, 15 years for the first, second, third,

and forth stage, respectively, and assume the normal external supply water price

and constant energy unit cost throughout the 41-year planning period. We refer this

problem setting as the “base case”. In order to compare the polices obtained in each

case, we solved both the risk-neutral and risk-averse models with 1,000 scenarios using

multicut version of (D3). The results are presented in Table 4.6.

First of all, we observe that the objective function values of the mild and strong

risk-aversion models are higher than the objective value of risk-neutral model. This

is because in the risk-averse models, by definition, we put extra weights on the worst
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Table 4.6: Comparison between risk-neutral, mild risk-aversion, and strong risk-
aversion solutions

Risk-neutral Mild Risk Aversion Strong Risk Aversion

Objective function value ($) 394.241× 106 401.301× 106 406.993× 108

Expected total cost ($) 394.241× 106 394.298× 106 394.304× 106

Total external water (AF) 11,559 10,068 10,051
Total storage in 2015 (AF) 42,053 48,901 48,901

Most expensive scenario ($) 416.589× 106 416.055× 106 416.049× 106

100(1 − α)% events, which results in a higher value of objective function. In the

second row we list the expected total costs calculated using the optimal solutions of

risk-neutral and risk-averse models. For the risk-neutral model, the expected total

cost is the same as the objective function. For risk-averse models, it is computed by

plugging in the risk-averse optimal solutions in the risk-neutral setting to calculate

the expectation. We observe the trade-offs in the expected total cost incurred by

the increase in risk aversion. With higher level of risk aversion, more conservative

decisions (i.e., higher storage level at recharge facility) are made and thus the expected

total cost increases. In our experiments, risk-averse models with different levels of risk

aversion always choose to store all available CAP allotment at the recharge facilities

in the first stage. In this way, more water is stored in order to hedge against the

risk of water shortage in the future. As a result, less demand will be fulfilled by the

expensive external water supply source as shown in “total external water” in Table

4.6. The risk-neutral model, however, failed to do so. This is consistent with the fact

that the probability of water shortage event is low and storing more water in the first

stage will result in higher total cost on average. However, increases in expected total

cost due to conservative decisions in the risk-averse model appear to be quite modest

as a percentage of the total cost for this problem. We will continue this discussion

with more detail in Tables 4.7 and 4.8.

To investigate the potential benefits of the risk-averse models, we highlight the
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Figure 4.9: Most expensive scenarios in the base case.

most extreme scenario that result in the highest total cost. The last row in Table 4.6

shows the total operation cost in the worst-case scenario for each case. We see that

the highest total cost decreases as the risk aversion increases, as a result of better

control of worst outcomes.

We extend this examination to the 30 worst scenarios in each case. Figure 4.9

shows the total costs of the 30 worst scenarios in the risk-neutral, mild risk-averse, and

strong risk-averse models. We observe that the risk-neutral model is more expensive

in all 30 scenarios. The total cost in the mild risk-averse model is almost the same

as the strong risk-averse model and slightly higher in only a few scenarios. We note

that this could be due to the fact that both models store all available CAP water and

thus behave similarly.

In our model, there are two risk parameters: α and λ. We now discuss how these

risk parameters affect the optimal water allocation policies. Figures 4.10 and 4.11
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Figure 4.10: Effect of λ and α on mean-risk function value.

illustrate how the mean-risk function value and the expected total cost vary as the

risk parameters λ and α change. We note that the expected total cost is calculated

by evaluating the expected cost of the risk-averse optimal solution in the risk-neutral

setting. The specified λ represents the risk preference weight on the CVaR term. A

larger λ value indicates greater relative importance of the CVaR term, which leads

to a higher mean-risk function value. With α fixed, as more weight is put on the

worst scenarios quantified by CVaR, more conservative decisions are made, which

also leads to an increase in the expected total cost. This is because the treatment

and distribution costs increase in order to store more water in the recharge facilities.

The specified confidence level α represents the risk preference in percentage terms.

That is, CVaRα is the mean value of the worst (1− α)100% cases of the total costs.

When α increases, the corresponding VaRα also increases and we focus on larger

realizations of the total cost. Therefore, a larger α value gives more weight to worse

scenarios, which leads to a higher mean-risk function value. However, we cannot make

the same claim for the expected total cost as α only focuses on the α-tail rather than
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Figure 4.11: Effect of λ and α on expected total cost.

the expectation. That is, a larger α value does not always lead to a higher expected

total cost due to the trade off between the expectation and the CVaRα value.

In order to demonstrate the effect of incorporating the risk measure CVaR on the

total cost, we evaluated the performance of the risk-neutral solution in the risk-averse

setting. That is, we used the optimal risk-neutral solution and calculated the resulting

risk-averse objective function using this solution. In Table 4.7 we present the results.

Column 1 lists different values of risk parameter λ. Columns 2, 5, and 8 list the

optimal mean-risk function values obtained by the risk-averse optimal solution, with

α = 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, respectively. Columns 3, 6, and 9 list the corresponding mean-

risk function values calculated using the optimal risk-neutral solution instead. Note

that the risk-neutral solution is suboptimal to the risk-averse case; so it results in

a higher mean-risk objective function value. The differences between the two values

are provided in Columns 4, 7, and 10. We observe that the mean-risk function value

calculated from the risk-neutral solution is $44,000 - $715,000 higher than the optimal

value obtained by the risk-averse model for all combinations of risk parameters λ and
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Table 4.7: Comparison of risk-averse and risk-neutral solutions with mean-risk mea-
sure.

alpha = 0.7 alpha = 0.8 alpha = 0.9

λ risk-
averse

risk
neutral

diff risk-
averse

risk
neutral

diff risk-
averse

risk
neutral

diff

0.2 3.963×108 3.964×108 44,630 3.968×108 3.968×108 60,927 3.975×108 3.976×108 100,210
0.5 3.999×108 4.003×108 447,186 4.013×108 4.016×108 265,843 4.029×108 4.032×108 287,481
0.6 4.012×108 4.017×108 532,540 4.031×108 4.034×108 309,807 4.051×108 4.054×108 331,106
0.7 4.026×108 4.032×108 621,772 4.050×108 4.053×108 357,585 4.075×108 4.078×108 375,958
0.8 4.041×108 4.048×108 715,175 4.070×108 4.074×108 408,555 4.101×108 4.105×108 427,028

Table 4.8: Comparison of risk-averse and risk-neutral solutions with risk-neutral mea-
sure.

Risk-neutral model Risk-averse model

alpha = 0.7 alpha = 0.8 alpha = 0.9

lambda Exp. Cost Exp. Cost diff Exp. Cost diff Exp. Cost diff

0.2 3.9424×108 3.943×108 40,970 3.9428×108 40,660 3.9429×108 49,574
0.5 3.9424×108 3.943×108 54,797 3.9430×108 57,401 3.9429×108 52,029
0.6 3.9424×108 3.943×108 55,398 3.9430×108 62,352 3.9430×108 56,494
0.7 3.9424×108 3.943×108 55,800 3.9430×108 62,653 3.9430×108 62,618
0.8 3.9424×108 3.943×108 57,455 3.9430×108 63,634 3.9431×108 64,261

α, and this value increases as λ or α increases. This implies that risk-neutral solution

performs worse when the decision maker tends to have a higher level of risk aversion.

We also examined the performance of the risk-averse solution in the risk-neutral

setting, by focusing on the expected total cost calculated using the risk-averse optimal

solution and comparing it with the optimal expected total cost obtained from the risk-

neutral model. This result is presented in Table 4.8. Column 1 lists the value of risk

weight parameter λ. Column 2 lists the optimal total cost of the risk-neutral model.

Note that Column 2 does not change with respect to different λ values as λ and α do

not exist in the risk-neutral model. Columns 3, 5, and 7 list the expected total cost

calculated by the risk-averse solution, and Columns 4, 6, and 8 provide increase in

expected total cost due to risk aversion. When λ or α increases, more conservative

decisions are made to avoid the expensive external water supply, which results in

the increasing treatment and distribution costs, as also seen in Figure 4.11. For all
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Table 4.9: Comparison of risk-neutral, mild and strong risk-averse policies assuming
limited knowledge in near future.

Risk-neutral Mild Risk Aversion Strong Risk Aversion

Objective function value ($) 392.296× 106 399.214× 106 406.130× 106

Expected total cost ($) 392.296× 106 392.347× 106 392.356× 106

Total external water (AF) 11,966 8,649 8,600
Total storage in 2010 (AF) 5,886 14,146 14,146

Most expensive scenario ($) 415.727× 106 414.859× 106 414.839× 106

combinations of λ and α, the relative differences in expected cost in Table 4.8 (range

from 0.010% to 0.016% of the optimal expected cost) is significantly smaller than

the relative differences in mean-risk function value in Table 4.7 (range from 0.011%

to 0.177% of the optimal mean-risk function value, where 10 of these 15 values are

greater than 0.07%). This is consistent with the fact that storing more water in

recharge facilities is less expensive than paying for the external supply water in the

event of water shortage. We note that a risk-averse solution performs relatively well in

a risk-neutral setting but a risk-neutral solution does not perform well in a risk-averse

setting.

4.5.3 Further Analysis

Recall that in Section 4.5.2, we defined the base case as the problem setting where the

planning period is divided into 6, 10, 10, 15 years, and normal external supply water

price and constant energy unit cost is used for the 41-year planning period. Again,

we use λ = 0.5, α = 0.8 and λ = 0.8, α = 0.8 to represent mild risk aversion and

strong risk aversion, respectively, and when λ = 0 the model is risk-neutral. In this

section, we examine the risk-neutral and risk-averse versions of the water allocation

models with varying model assumptions.
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Figure 4.12: Most expensive scenarios with limited knowledge in the near future

Absence of Good Estimation in the Near Future

In Section 4.5.2, we assume that we have a good understanding of the water demand

and supply in the next five years (i.e., 2011 – 2015). Based on that, we decide the

first six years (2010 – 2015) as the first stage where all water demands and supply

are assumed to be known. In practice, a good estimation of the demand and supplies

in the near future is not always guaranteed, especially in a newly constructed area.

To investigate the performance of risk-neutral and risk-averse models, we examine

the case where we have only limited knowledge (i.e., a probabilistic distribution) in

the near future. That is, we assume we only know about the current water supply

and demand at year 2010, and assume a probabilistic distribution of demand and

supply for the rest of the planning period. In this case, we divide the planning period

into four stages, with 1, 10, 10, 20 years in the first, second, third, and fourth stage,
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respectively.

Table 4.9 provides a comparison of the policies obtained by the risk-neutral, mild-

risk averse, and strong risk-averse models. The result is similar to Table 4.6. Both the

total cost and the expected cost are slightly lower compared to the base case, and the

total external water also reduced. This is because we now condition the probability

of low demand in the year 2 to 6, allowing more flexibility in the water allocation

policy to deal with various uncertainties. We also observe that risk-neutral model

chooses to store less than half of the available CAP allotment in the first stage, while

risk-averse models store all allotment available at the time. As a result, the average

amount of external water supply is greatly reduced in the risk-averse cases.

Figure 4.12 shows the total operational cost of the worst 30 scenarios in the risk-

neutral, mild risk-averse, and strong risk-averse models. As expected, the highest

costs in the risk-neutral case is significantly greater than the mild and strong risk-

averse cases. The gap between higher costs of the risk-neutral and the risk-averse cases

is even larger, compared to the base case as shown in Figure 4.9. As more uncertainty

is present (as only the first-year demand and supply are known), conservative decisions

obtained by the risk-averse models show better control of the worst outcomes, while

decisions obtained by the risk-neutral model focus on the long-term average.

Higher External Supply Price

The price of the external water supply can be different, depending on the location,

supplier, water quality, seasonality, scarcity, and so on. While $800/acre feet repre-

sents a fair price on average, higher prices are possible in arid areas, especially during

peak seasons. It is worth examining the performance of the proposed model under

a higher external supply price. As an extreme case, a $10,000/acre feet unit price

(U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Reclamation, 2012a) is considered in the

following discussion. A record in (Global Water Intelligence, 2007) shows that the

external supply water price is even higher under some circumstances.
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Table 4.10: Comparison of risk-neutral, mild and strong risk-averse policies when
external water supply price = $10,000/acre feet.

Risk-neutral Mild Risk Aversion Strong Risk Aversion

Objective function value ($) 439.210× 106 566.018× 106 694.918× 106

Expected total cost ($) 439.210× 106 439.269× 106 439.342× 106

Total external water (AF) 7,154 7,134 7,121
Total storage in 2015 (AF) 48,901 48,901 48,901

Most expensive scenario ($) 791.627× 106 791.616× 106 791.616× 106

The comparison between risk-neutral, mild and strong risk-averse policies is pre-

sented in Table 4.10. While the expected total cost does not change too much among

different levels of risk aversion, the objective function value is significantly higher in

strong risk aversion. Due to the extremely high external water supply price, the total

cost in the worst outcomes become much more expensive, as shown in the last row

of Table 4.10. Strong-averse model puts more weight on the worst outcome and as a

result the objective value is substantially higher compared to its risk-neutral counter-

part. Because the external water supply cost is so high, it can not be overlooked even

in the risk-neutral case. We observe that both risk-averse and risk-neutral models

choose to store all available CAP allotment in the recharge facility at the first stage,

and the total external water amount is lowest compared to the base case or the case

assuming limited knowledge about demand and supply in the near future. We also

note that there is an upper limit in the water allotment, which does not allow risk-

averse models to store more water than the risk-neutral model in early stages even if

the model suggests to do so.

Figure 4.13 shows the total costs in the worst 30 scenarios. Although strong risk

aversion shows a slightly better control of the some scenarios out of the worst 30, the

highest costs in risk-neutral, mild, and strong risk-averse case are very close in all

30 scenarios. This is because, when the external water supply is so high, the risk-

neutral model also adapts. In addition, the high external supply costs now take a
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Figure 4.13: Most expensive scenarios when external water supply price = $10,000/acre

feet.

large portion of the total cost, thus the benefit of a more conservative policy obtained

by the risk-averse model is shadowed by the external water supply expenses.

Increasing Energy Cost

In the base case, a constant unit energy cost is assumed for the 41-year planning

period. We now investigate the performance of the model assuming a 4% increase in

the unit energy cost every year. That is, all treatment costs and distribution costs in

the system will increase by 4% every year. To reflect the increase in the energy cost,

the 4% increase is also applied to the external supply price.

Table 4.11 shows that expected total cost and optimal objective function value are

significantly higher than the base case. As unit energy cost increases, the treatment

and distribution costs take a greater portion and CVaR becomes less important in

the mean-risk function. Conservative decisions to store more water now are more
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Figure 4.14: Most expensive scenarios when unit energy cost increases by 4% every year.

Table 4.11: Comparison of risk-neutral, mild and strong risk-averse policies when unit
energy cost increases by 4% every year.

Risk-neutral Mild Risk Aversion Strong Risk Aversion

Objective function value ($) 671.242× 106 685.110× 106 700.730× 106

Expected total cost ($) 671.242× 106 671.243× 106 671.244× 106

Total external water (AF) 12,768 12,760 12,760
Total storage in 2015 (AF) 48,901 48,901 48,901

Most expensive scenario ($) 714.241× 106 714.000× 106 714.096× 106
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Figure 4.15: Histogram of cost distribution in mild risk-averse model.

expensive due to higher treatment and distribution costs incurred in the process.

On the other hand, as the external supply price increases every year, the expense

for using external supply water to fulfill the demand also becomes higher. Due to

changing trade-off between expected cost and CVaR, the total cost of the strong risk-

averse policy in some most expensive scenarios can be higher than its counterpart in

the mild risk-averse policy, as shown in Figure 4.11. Similarly, the risk-neutral case

can cost less than the risk-averse case.

To better compare the differences in the four different model assumptions, we

looked at the scenario cost distributions. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the histogram

of the scenario cost distributions in the mild risk-averse and risk-neutral models,

respectively, for the four model assumptions. We observe that when we have limited

knowledge in future, the cost distribution is similar to the base case, with a slight shift

to the left. This is because with more flexibility to hedge against uncertainty we can
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Figure 4.16: Histogram of cost distribution in risk-neutral model.

further reduce the cost. When high energy cost is used, the cost distribution of both

risk-neutral and risk-averse models are similar to the base case, however it is moved

to right because in this case the unit cost is higher. When high external supply price

is used, the cost distribution has a long heavy tail and the most expensive scenario

has a much higher cost than the average cost compared to the base case. Note that

in this case, even though the cost distribution of the risk-averse model is similar to

the risk-neutral model, it has higher density in the low cost interval.

4.5.4 Summary

Below we list the insights gained from our computational results.

• Nested L-shaped Algorithm 1 with (D2) generates specialized cuts for CVaR
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generated, which provide a better approximation. (D3) generates high-quality

solutions fast when less precision is adequate. However, (D2) can be more

efficient when high precision is demanded. In addition, (D3) tends to have

numerical difficulties when higher external supply water price is used, while (D1)

and both single and multicut versions of (D2) perform stably under different

parameter setting.

• The risk-averse models lead to more conservative polices, by storing higher levels

of water at recharge facilities in the initial stages for future shortages. As a

result, less external supply water is needed and the total cost in the worst-case

scenarios is lower compared to the risk-neutral models. Therefore, the risk-

averse model can be more preferable especially when environmental targets are

enforced. The system will pay an additional price for the risk aversion, resulting

in an increase in the expected total cost. However, this increase appears quite

modest as a percentage of the total cost.

• Compared to the mild risk-averse model, the benefit of a strong risk-averse

model is not significant for the studied system. Therefore, mild risk aversion

(λ = 0.5 and α = 0.8) is suggested unless higher level of risk aversion is specified

by the decision maker.

• Risk-averse models show better control of the worst outcomes when a normal

external water supply price is used. In addition, when only the first-year in-

formation is assumed to be known, risk-averse models show significantly better

control. We note that in our model, the mean-risk measure is not designed to

control the total cost incurred over the entire planning period. At each stage,

it focuses on avoiding high future costs, due to water shortage and expensive

external supply water use, that might be incurred in future stages.

• When a higher external water supply price or rapidly increasing energy cost is
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applied, the worst outcomes, albeit with low probability, lead to a significant

increase in the expected total cost. Therefore, the risk-neutral model also adapts

to this information. As a result, the gap between the worst outcomes in the

risk-neutral model and risk-averse model becomes smaller.

• For the cases where a normal external water supply price is assumed or when

limited information in the near future is known, we suggest using the risk-averse

model even if the decision maker tends to be relatively more risk-neutral, as he

or she will gain better control of high-cost events with only minor increases in

the expected value.

• When an extremely high external supply water price or rapidly increasing energy

cost is assumed, risk-neutral model can be used in lieu of the risk-averse model

as it is computationally less expensive and performs almost as good as the

risk-averse model. Because of the upper limit constraint of water allotment,

the risk-averse model cannot store more water in early stage in anticipation of

expensive water shortage for our application. As a result, the ability of better

risk control in risk-averse model is limited by the available water resource.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we considered a risk-averse multistage stochastic program, where

CVaR is incorporated to control the high-risk events. We compared different de-

composition methods to solve the resulting multistage stochastic program, yielding

different versions of the nested L-shaped decomposition. We extended the specialized

decomposition method for two-stage mean-CVaR stochastic programs presented in

(Noyan, 2012) to multistage programs and examined the performance of both single-

cut and multicut versions of the algorithm. Our computational results suggests the

proposed algorithm can be more efficient when high precision is demanded while de-
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composition (D3) generates high-quality solutions fast when less precision is adequate.

The multicut version of the algorithm generally reduces the number of iterations and

improves the solution time. However, the trade-off between the problem size and

iteration is problem dependent.

As an application, we considered a water allocation problem for a regional water

system in the southeastern Tucson. The proposed model can be solved with different

risk parameters λ and α depending on the decision maker’s risk preference. This

allows decision makers to evaluate the allocation decisions based on the trade-off

between the ability of coping with the high-risk water shortage events and the total

cost. Our computational experiments show that increasing λ or α leads to more

conservative decisions, by saving more water in the recharge facilities, reducing the

costs in the most expensive scenarios, lowering the risk of water shortage, and the

use of expensive expenses for external supply water.

The risk-averse approach we described in this chapter provides a promising alter-

native to the use of traditional risk-neutral stochastic programming in water man-

agement. Given an appropriate level of risk aversion, the risk-averse model generally

has better control of high-risk events with only mild increase in the overall expected

cost. In our experiments, risk-averse models show greater potential benefits when

the normal external water supply price and constant energy cost are assumed. Al-

though our risk measure is not designed to control the total cost incurred over the

entire planning period, the risk aversion models significantly reduce the total cost for

the worst outcomes. When the external water supply price and energy cost signifi-

cantly increase, the risk-neutral model also adapts to the information and generates

conservative policies.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this dissertation, we have developed stochastic programming models to support

decision making under uncertainty for water resources management. The approach

described in this dissertation has addressed various uncertainties that confront water

distribution, reclamation, and system planning in the context of water availability,

uncertain development of communities and population growth.

In this chapter, we first summarizes the contributions of this dissertation in Section

5.1 and in Section 5.2 we conclude with future directions based on this work.

5.1 Summary of Contributions

The contributions of the work presented in this dissertation can be summarized as

follows:

• We have formulated a cost-effective reclaimed water network design problem

as a two-stage stochastic program with recourse. Uncertainties that have been

considered in this model are (1) future demands and (2) spatial growth of the

community. The model has considered energy and construction costs and used

binary variables to represent the construction decisions. Energy costs have been

approximated using average demand conditions but the construction costs are

based on peak demands. This model has a twenty-year planning horizon with

construction decision now and expansion decisions then years later.

• We have developed preprocessing methods to reduce the dimension of the two-

stage stochastic reclaimed water network design problem. Computational re-

sults indicate that these preprocessing methods significantly reduce the prob-
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lem dimension, improve solution quality, and allow us to solve larger problems.

These preprocessing methods have the potential benefit to improve of the per-

formance other solution methods as well.

• We have analyzed the sensitivity of the reclaimed water distribution system

under different model parameters to further demonstrate the advantage of the

stochastic programming model. Our results indicate that mean demands are

the most significant driving factor with respect to total cost and the stochas-

tic solution is most valuable when the deterministic solution fails to adapt to

varying parameters, such as high pipe material cost.

• We have formulated a new multistage risk-averse stochastic program for long-

term water allocation problem, which allows a sequence of recourse decisions

to be made when the uncertainties unfold over time. CVaR has been employed

to control the high costs associated with extreme water shortage, which pro-

vides a promising alternative to the use of traditional risk-neutral stochastic

programming in water resources management.

• We have extended the decomposition-based method, proposed to solve two-

stage mean-CVaR stochastic programs in (Noyan, 2012) to multistage. We have

compared different ways of decomposing the mean-CVaR multistage problems,

resulting in different versions of the Nested Benders decomposition. Computa-

tional results suggest that the new decomposition can be more efficient when

high precision is demanded. When less precision is adequate, a dynamic pro-

gramming decomposition generates high-quality solution fast. The new decom-

position increases the problem size, thus can take longer initially, but has a

higher resolution.

• We have applied the multistage risk-averse model to a water allocation problem

in Tucson’s regional integrated water system. To avoid the expensive external
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water supply cost caused by water shortage, the model has been observed to

make more conservative decisions with higher storage levels at recharge facilities.

The system has to pay a price for this risk-aversion, however, this cost appears

to be quite modest as a percentage of the total cost. Computational results

also indicate that the risk-averse approach reduces the total cost of the worst

outcomes. As external water supply price and energy cost are increased, water

shortage cost also becomes high, at which point the risk-neutral model also

adopts to this information and generates more conservative policies to avoid

the high shortage cost.

5.2 Future Research

Several future research directions stemming from the work presented in this disserta-

tion are as follows:

• Potable Water Distribution System Design: The system design model consid-

ered in this dissertation is a branched reclaimed water system. We can extend

the proposed model for a potable water distribution. Due to reliability concerns,

a potable water distribution network is typically a looped system. Therefore,

the frictional slope along the pipes can not be calculated offline, which results

in nonlinear model constraints. Future work could consider stochastic nonlin-

ear programs for potable water systems and develop adaptive methods to solve

these problems under uncertainty.

• Facility Location Problems: Traditional water and wastewater infrastructures

have a centralized structure, where fresh water is pumped to customers through

a single water distribution system and wastewater is collected and treated at

a central facility. While this consolidated water and wastewater system can be

economically efficient and simple to operate, a decentralized system, involving

one or more satellite treatment plants in addition to the central facilities may
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be able to better adapt to future needs. The appropriate degree of decentraliza-

tion and the location and capacity of satellite facilities pose a new challenge to

water utilities. These decisions can be modeled as binary variables and incor-

porated into our stochastic program. The resulting location models could help

utilities understand the trade-offs between centralized and decentralized water

infrastructures.

• Monte Carlo Sampling-Based Approaches: When the number of scenarios in-

creases, Monto Carlo sampling-based approximations can be used to solve the

proposed problem. Future work can consider incorporating the proposed and

specialized decomposition algorithm into an SDDP framework.

• Public Acceptance of Indirect Potable Reuse: This dissertation has addressed

uncertainties due to water supplies, water demand, and population growth.

Furthermore, reclaimed water has been used only for non-potable purposes. In

many arid or semi-arid areas, reclaimed water, after additional advanced treat-

ment and reverse osmosis process, can also be used to meet potable demands.

Although the treated water can be of an excellent quality for human consump-

tion, studies show that people may still be reluctant to accept it as potable

resource. Future work could involve addition of uncertainty associated with

public perception and participation in water reuse for both potable and non-

potable purposes. Stochastic bi-level programming can be employed to capture

the decision making process for both the water utilities and the customers. That

is, in an upper level, water utilities make the decisions of water allocation, prices

for different water supply sources, and whether to build treatment facilities for

potable reuse; in a lower level, the customers may decide whether to accept

treated wastewater water for potable or non-potable water demands, and at

what price.
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